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)'laster's Degree

All M .A. students must fi.rlfill the general admission requirements and the Plan I ,vith the, i ) r
Plan ii (without thesis) requirements et forth in he preceding part of the olle e , ection of this
catalog and in the sections on graduate studies at the University of cw ~fo ·ico. he Ma 't r in
language, literacy and Socioculturar Studies may be pursued in one of the following
concentration areru;: American Indian Education; T,iteracy/Languaoe Art ; Bilingual Education·
TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other Lafl!:,'1.Jages); and Educational Thought.
core
seminar (taken in the first year of the program) provide· a et of foundational per pectives in
language. literacy and sociocultural studies and a six-hour re earch requirement encourage
students to develop a range of inquiry skills, including the ability to connect re. earch and
practice. The purpose of the master's program is to contribute to the development or
professionals in education and related fields.
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September 10, 2.004
UNM-COE Graduate Curriculum Committee
College of Education - Hokona Hall
University of New 1\:fexico
. lbuquerque, NY£ 87131
RE:

Lcller of Support for American Indian Education Concentration in LLSS Master

of . i\rts
.
Degree
Dear Committee Members:
This is a letter of support for the American Indian Concentration in the LLSS Master of
Arts Degree. In its application through the Department of Language Literacy and
Sociocultural Studies (LLSS) the merican Indian faculty in the UNM College of
Education (COE) seek to establish an American Indian concentration under lhe Master
of Arts in LLSS. The goal of the American Indian faculty of UNM-COE is to provide
greater support of Native and non-Native students in LLSS, COE, University wide
programs and the New Mexico Indian community with regard to American Indian
Education.
The proposed LLSS Masters concentration includes a variety of courses, e:x.-periences and
educational components designed to support the graduale educational goals of UNM
COE students. As Director of UNM- ative American Studies and as a faculty member
of LLSS I support Kative faculty efforts to enhance LLSS-COE offerings in American
Indian Education. Indeed, a number of lhe courses in the proposed concentration are
already cross-listed ,-vith the Native American Studies. Therefore, I fully endorse the
proposed LLSS I.Waster's concentration in American Indian Education.

~
ego:/4.~e, Ph.D. o/

~ullyyourt,

(1

Associate Professor, LLSi College of Education
Director of Native American Studies- University College
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Statement of Program Collaboration with Other programs

Although most of the coursework is offered within the LLSS Department, there are existing collaborations
between LSS and other Departments such as Lhe Lingui tics Departmem lhat allow for cross listing of
courses. Also both departments share joint responsibility for a graduate program in Educational Lingui tics.

Program Resource, 'ccds and College Impacts
Fi~cal: All faculty mcm bers listed above hold tenure or tenure-line positions. All existing faculty salaries
presently paid out of the Department of Language, Literacy, and Sociocultural Studie , will provide the

program resource to implement the program course emphasis. Presently two Ll.SS faculty salaries arc also
shared with other departments. Dr. Greg Cajete, Director of ative American Studies is approximately 50%
LLSS and 50% NAS. Dr. Christine Sims who holds a joint appointment in LLS and Linguistics is also
50% LLSS and 50% Linguistics. There are no new salaries that will be required.

Facility: All of the courses in thi.; program emphasis are presently taught within the regular unive it
scheduling system and are normally assif,'llCd to on-campus classrooms.
wiJl be needed to implement the program courses.

o new classroom accommodations

Materials: Supplies and materials normally available to faculty through existing LL S Department
resournes will be utilized to teach the cour cs in the program. This inclodi: annual departmental
appropriation for book orders, duplication, and other necessary re ources normally used by the faculty to
teach these existing courses. Additional cost for duplicating materials advertising the program courses will
be contributed by 1 rativc American Studies. They have provided this type of support to Native faculty in the
past and .have indicated they will continue to do so in the spirit of cross-deparllnental collaboration.
Additionally, the existing ,Ui vc American Studies library and the Tiennan Library in the College of
Education provide access to special colJections of American Indian materials and resources to both students
and Native faculty for che courses. No additional expense for materials is anticipated for this program
emphasis.
Fuculty Considerations: All of the Native faculty members hold lt:nure or have recently entered tenure
track status. All of the faculty arc members of local tribes and Pueblos who pennanently reside in New
Mexico and fully expect to continue carrying out their professional university service lo the local Native
community and fulfill Lheir teachjug responsibilities at the University of ew Mexico. The coursi::s in the
program emphasis will continue to be staffed by these individuals over the next three to five years.
Indicators of Program Qua lit)·
Qualit)• of teaching aud advi~ing: All of the present Native faculty members utilize their respective
expertise to teach and advise students on matters related to American Indian Education and are respected
leaders in the field. Many have been rec-0gni:ted at tl1c university. state, and national level for their quality of
teaching, n: ·earch. and advocacy on behalf of American Indian tri~s and student . 11 of the ative faculty
members present!)'· share with their col1eagues the Ngular advi ement load of graduate and undergraduate
students in the LLSS DepartmenL They also share the responsibility of mentoring students participating in a
recently established progtam to increase the number of American Indian teachers and administrators under
the Institute for American Indian Education

Educntional leadership: Each of the Native faculty exemplify professional leadership and arc oflcn called
upon as professional resoorces to their respective tribes, state h:vel education agencies and advisors on
national Indian education issues. A number of faculty have served in variou capaciti;s as leaders of tribal
education hoards, advisory board members to various state agenck and departments. and in the cru e of one
member, appointment as a lribaJ Governor. 'alive faculty also support their colleagues in the d partmcnt
when issuc..s of American Indian language, culture, and other significant topics are being introduced in other
classes. Many have shared their research to the wider academic community at the university through variow
colloquia, symposia, and intcr-departmemal forums.

Service to state ,ind region: Many of the lribes and Pueblos of cw Mexico, various state government
agencies, as well as public and private boards have called upon the Native facully for their expertise in a
broad range of areas related to American Indian Education. This include bilingual educalion, ati c
language program planning, Native language revitali~'llion. policy issues regardi11g language and litemcy
assessments. cross-cultural issues, research in American Indian communities, and many other related arcru .
Native faculty members actively participate in state and regional affiliations that deaJ with American Indian
Education issues and have been instrumental in working collaborativdy to c tablish the Institute for
American Indian Education within the LLSS Department and successfully se ·ure state level funds to
implement a new program aimed at increasing the number of American lndian teachers and school
administrators.
Graduate's successes: The success of graduate students completing the Master' s cmph i in American
Indian Education will be documented through cJo c monitoring of students' progre and completion of the
required progrnm of coursework. The Institute. for American Indian Education and the LL S Department
will be es~cially helpful to Native and other LLSS raculty providing direct advi cmcnt to students through
established student/faculty list serves, graduate student organization in the department and other c tablishcd
pro 0 ram services already in place.

Faculty and graduate,' contributions to the field: The intended outcome of this program emphasis is to
better prepare graduate students for service and contributions to the field of American Indian Education
through critical dialogue, research and inquiry of major issues with the guidance of faculty who have fiM
hand experience working "vith American lndian student populations and American Indian communitic .
Jt'nculty inquiry used to inform the program and the profession: All of the ative faculty members h vc
been involved in the development of the program emphasis ac;sisting in the conceptuali1..ation of the
recommended course of study and drawing upon their respective individual expertise to inform the cope and
breadth of content that is to be included in the Master's emphasi . Native faculty members actively
participate in a network of communication ·within the institute for American Indian Education as well as with
Native faculty in other university departments to keep abreast of changing developm nts in the field.
Program provisions for change in response to ocietal changes and needs: Native faculty members meet
re.gularly in the LL 'S Department on a bi-monthly basis to continuou ly review current issues and
developments at the local, ·tate and national levels that have implications for program changes in r ponsc to
changing needs in the field.

Progl'am and Course cohesiveness: The Native faculty members meet on a bi-monthly basis through the
Institute for American Indian Education where program and cour e de! ivery are regularly discu · e i and
recommendations made regarding appropriate re ponse and/ or changes to be made. Th courses that have
been identified by Native faculty as core requirements of the MA program emphasis are in line with required
graduate level Core courses in LLSS. Other courses have been identified by the l•aculty as being important
to a well-rounded course of study for tudents and cover a broad background intended to give ·tudenls the
option to focus on their particular areas of interest.

090 7
Approprfate ratio of faculty to stud ents ut alJ progrnm levels: The 1 ative faculty anticipate that the
facu_lty to st~dcn~ ratio will be within reasonable and acceptable limits (1 faculty member to 30 tudents).
Durmg the first few years, the teacher to student ratio is expected to be low ( I faculty member for every JO
sh1dents) as the pro!:,'Tarn concentration begins to be implemented.

Reason for Reque. t
The explanation and justification for adding a new concentration called the American Indian Education. in the
Master of Arts Degree in Language, Literacy, and Sociocultural tudic i a follows:

•

The concentration is designed to meet the need of three categories of graduate students:
I.

Those interested in teaching American Indian students.

2. Teachers and educators dcsiriilg to develop curricula and improve instruction to American Indian
3.

•

students.
Teachers administrators, and other educators desiring to provide educational leadership to
personnel in schools and school distric~ enrolling large populations of American Indian students
in the state of New Mexico.

The pro~'T,un is designed to be an option for tudents acquiring a Mai ter of Arts degree in Lan guage,
Literacy, and Sociocultural Studies and subscribes to the LLSS Conceptual Framework focused on the
social and cultural study of educational institutions and practices. The graduate students in the college
can take courses in multicultural education and panish Bilingual education. as an exampl '. but cannot
take a speciaJi~d program on American Indian education through the regular program of tudics.

•

The program otlc.rs a foundation of course regarding the unique hi tory culture, and Iinguistic
background,; of ative students. The program seeks to integrate knowledge of history, law, policy
language, Native ontology, ociocultural educational theories, empirical r" earch, multicul1 ural tcachin
and planning models appropriate to American Indian communities of Lhe outhwest.

•

The Native faculty members who have expertise and ties to the tribes and Pueblo communities within the
State of New Mexico will teach the concentration of cours s. Most ativc faculty members teach both
graduate and undergraduate level courses.

Recruitment

•

The enro11ment ,viii he drawn from currently enrolled student,; in the College of Education who erve
diverse populations in the State, including /\rnerican Indian student populations. No olher progrnm
provides this type of concentration. The Master's concentr<1tion is the only place that students can get
this type of infonnation.

•

Once the program is approved, every department in the college will be notified of the course offerings
that will be available to student,;. The Institute for American Indian Education provides another vehicle
for advertising the course offerings. Many of the Native faculty already offer their syllabi on-line.
therefore, the Institute will advcrti c the program through the College cb ' it~ .
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Dear Susan, Jt dy and Kt:n,

Thanks so much for your input a out the propos d changes to R 1ssian 230. Here ·s A
su nmary of chose changes. 1 you agree o hen, please sign for both Form A and C and return
to me. Twill then separate the two forms and launch them on heir journey through the approval
process.

Form A
-S})
2}1
Box 1) Change numbeJ to Russian J.30 (AOA History m and MA 339). Th cour:e
should not bt: considered a new course because the conlent has not changed substantively. This
change will ha·ve no impact on b ·ancl campu es, since it has never been nor is it likely LO be
tat1ght there.
All dcpartmcr c. concerned have agreed to thi · chru1gc and to the dcsignate<l n w 3... ,..
numbers.
Box 2) Change course Litle to RUSSli\N CULTURE AND HL TORY THROUGTI FJLM
Box 3) Description: In this co irse we .study filr sand read secondary :ources from the
Soviet and post~Sovict eras (v.,i h English sub- itle.) and t:,'a nine ho\.V they commcn on cum..:nt
f<.ussian social and cultural issues. Taugh ·11 El glish.
I3ox 6) AOA P. 230 will be dele cd since the emphasis has changed to histor, an<l
culture.

Form C
The reasons for making this a 1 uppcr division cour 'e are:
a) The methodology has cha1 ge<l from using a team-taught, interdisciplinary and
tnlroductory approach to having one inst uctor focu' on selected themes;
b) The readings rely heavily on secondaJy soure sand have a theoretical component;
c) The course has been TAUGHT \VITH a section of Media Arts 330 for everal years, :so
thm students taking it under J\,1A receive UD credit. ,:11hile others receive LO credit. although
readings and requirements are the sam for all stmlent:.

I agree to these changes.

S1~~
,,,,--: ) . , , ~ - - - ~ ~

-7-;, c.-,..L--~vA-_,,~=-------

Susan Deve ·, Chair, Media Arts

.

Judy D~cr, Assoc. C 1air, History
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Classical Studies
Advisor; Monica Cyrino, Ortega Hall 353A, 277·3644, pandora@unm.edu

Major Study Requirements
The s•ud ent maj oring in Classie.:11Stud ies will choose one of
two tracks, depending on the wish to take a broader spectrum
of courses relating to the ancien world ~
·Civilization Concentration) or concen rate
in Greek and La in (TFaCk Q Language Concentration). Those students wishing to pursue
graduate study in the Classics are advised to choos,e ~ the Language Concentratron .
Track .0.: {Civilization Concentration~
Pre~eq1,1isitas : G J:io.:·G batii:i 101 1C2 ar Greek 101 102,
30 ~ 802; -3 hours C laSoiss
(GFeek M ,ctr~~ Hi6tory

rn1

.w.;.L-Of-e~ ~
Re quirements: 30 ho urs at-200-l~r,1~..... ~
1. 6 Six hours Latin 2v-1-2-02 or Greek 2 ~ above 200
2. 3 ~ hou rs Classics .204 ~ \ l i l i z a ~ o r ~ 205 {Roffiafl..GMl;z~
3. 3 ~ hours C lassics 333 or 33<: ~ a t ~ t~
or 345 (T/Groek Literature in Tran&la!ion)
4. 3 ~ hours Art History above 200 in a course i~ooing which includes ho anc ient world
5 . 6 ~ hours H i s t o r y ~ above 200 in a course insllldlng which
Includes the ancient world
6. 9 WiM hours (@cowrses) from ~ the fo llowing (sYbs:iMas
mlelst be ap1rrmcej in advance ay tha direc:or cf
the pi:og ram);
Classics 107
Art History 201 , 261, 315
Philosophy 201 (Greek Philos~;:,h:,9, 307,360, 402, 403 , 404
Art History 20.. (History o' Art f)
Art Hist011/ 3:1 5 (Ancient Art)
RoHglous studies 232, 360, 404
Any other Classics course .ibove 200
Any other History course .ibove 200 which Inch.ides tho .inclont world
A Comparatfvo Literature course .ibove 200 which includes the ancient

world
Substitutes must be approved in advance by the major advisor.
Gomparati¥e biterati.,rs 323 8F 380 (not bolh)
Another 300 le119 1 Classi1a sewrse ¥""1i;h has nat b~~m i;:ie;l~aaa already or anot~ry Gcal,I~
e,g., ,A.lexander ~he Great, A.r;cien: ~lear ~ast ~
:t:rack-8: (Language Concentration ~

Requirements: 30 hours
Prereqllisites :
Latin 101 102 (S hours)
Greek 101 102 {43 holelrs➔

~~

~ • ~ u r s e s m;mberej ab:we 30::J ,
Si)( aadition~J&.in-La~m-courses abo"e 300, and

-Gl'-

8. Six l:ieuro o ~ ~ r s e s m.imbe~ed abcwe 200,
Six aeai:ional AEH.lr-6 in-Gmek COYl686 abQue 300,
3AQ

Si>' t101,1,:s of Lalin 1>our1;os numbeFed a b o ~
Three adaitional h o ~ batin -ourses abo1.ce 300i
1.
A. Latin CoRcentratlon Emphasis
r. 12 hours of Latin courses above 200
11. 9 hours of Greek courses numbored abovo 200

or

B. Greek ConcoRtraUoA Emphasis

I. 12 hours o1 Greek courses above 200
II. 9 hours of Latin courses above 200
2 ~ ~ o iR Graok or ~orRan iqist:iry (3 l::iOl,lr&➔
2. ~ hours History above 200 In a course vhlch lnclud
the .inclent world
GiassicG-2~
3. 3 hours Classics above 200
~sitioRal Go~rse fFGrR ai:i:1on9 il'loso n a ~
item 6 abo 1,a (3 hou~s) ,
4. 3 hours from among the courses named In number 6 of Tr c A bo
3Q

Substitutes must be approved In ar:Jv;,nca by the m!Jor sdvl or.

•

0 91 3
Form C: RcYision of "Classical Studies" Major
In general. tbe following changes were necessitated by two related factors: first, many of the
courses specified in the Major and normally offered by other depanments have not been offered
in_some years and do not appear likely to be offered in the near future. For example, the Art
History department is currently without an ancient art historian and no new hire is on the horizon.
Classical Studies Majors thus have a difficult time fulfilling the staled rcgllircmcnts, and arc
forced to seek n\Jmerous course substitutions. Second, in response to these difficulties , the
Classics faculty has increased its offerings wit.h two new courses: Cla. sics 214 (Classical
Tradition I) and Classic 215 (Classical Tradition II). These additional courses will allow students
to fulfill major requirements more easily within our program and also fill in the gaps left by the
lack of offerings elsewhere. These "new'' courses have in fact developed out of and have been
taught as the existing Greek and Roman Civilization courses (Classics 204 and 205, respectively)
but will now he offered as iodcpcndcnt courses. Enrollments for Greek and Roman Civili7,ation,
whether taught in the traditional historical manner or as a "Classkal Tradition" course. average
close to 300 students.
The propo.ed changes answer the above difficulties with no truly substantive alterations in the
Major. Chiefly. specific course numbers and titles have been replaced by more general
descriptions which allow students the flexibi lty to take courses relating to the ancient world
when they are offered and regardless of the specific course title or nwnber. the only change of
substance is the elimination of the Major's "Prerequisites," which make little sense and have been
incorporated into the Major requirements.

Civi1i7..ation Concentration
Track A will now be know, a.s the "Civilizacion Concentration'' in accordaocc with the new
mandates for catalog language.
The "Prerequisites" have been eliminated: since the Major requires 6 hours of Latin or Greek
above 200, and the prerequisite for such cla.scs is 101-102 or tbe equivalent, il make little . en e
to compel students to take Greek or Latin 101-102 before embarking on the major, especially if
students are able to place into 200-lcvcl language courses by previous or equivalent study.
Classics 107 (Mythology) has been incorporated in to tl1e Major requirements in order that
students who do chose co take it may count i toward the major. History lOlL and English 292
have bee-n eliminated entirely, as they do no necessarHy have any relevance to Clas.ical tudjc .
The phrase "at 200 level or above" has been eliminated: all the courses specified in the
requirer lent.s arc 200-lcvel or above, but eliminating the phrase allows for the inclusion of
Classics 107. There are 10 other possible 100-lcvcl courses which could count tmvards the major.
The required classes Classics 344 or 345 (item 3) have been changed lo Classics 333 and 334;
this is in accordance with a plan developed by the English Department and the Dept of Foreign
Lan(Juages
and Literatures 10 coordinate are course numbe s and offerings. The courses are the
~
saOJe.

-

The requirement of ''6 hours of History 301 and 302" (item 5) has been replaced by "6 hours
History above 200 which includes the ancient word." This change has been necessitated by the
absence of History 301 and 302 for the past few years, and the possibility that th y , •ill not b
offered in Lhe future. Majors will now be able to count either Greek or Roman Civilization
courses (crosslisted with History) towards the his ory requirement

091 11
The list of additional courses (item 6) has been expanded to include not only Clas ics 107
(Mythology), but also additional philosophy and Art History courses which deal with topic$
relevant to classical studies. In addition, the language for Classics. HislOry and Comparative
Literature courses has been clarified without sacrificing flexibility.

Langoage Concentration
Track B will n.ow be known as the "Language Concentration" in accordance with the new
mandates for catalog language. In addition, the "Latin Concentration·• and "Greek Concentration"
will be renamed "Latin Emphasis" and ''Greek Emphasis' for the same ·easons.
·

The ·'Pn:requisites" have been eliminated as above.
The Language concentration requirements have been reformatted and the language clarified, but
the actual requirements have not been cbangcd. Since Greek and Latin 201-202 (or the
equivalent) arc prerequisites for 300-level, and the 200-level courses cannot be repeated for
credit, the 6 hours of each bas bcc.n simplified to 12- hours above 200. This also allows for the
possibility ch.at a student may place in the 300-level course and may not need to take 200.
Items 2-4 have been reworded iu accordance with the principles discussed above.
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Minor Study Requirements
~~een
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Requirements:
hours
1. S hours Latin 20,-202 or Greek 20,-202
2. 6 hours Classics courses above 200
3. 6 hours from any of the following:
Classics 107
Classics courses above 300
Art History courses above 200 which include
the ancient world
History courses above 200 which include
the ancient world
Phllosophy courses above 200 which include
the ancient world
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Form C: Revision of "Classical Studi<.~-·, ~·l inor
The confusing presentation of the Minor requirements has been rcfonnattcd and reworded for
clarity, aod the specific course numbers for classes offered by other departments have been
generalized chiefly as a respon c to these courses not being offernd or offered under different

numbers.
Item l is a restatement in simple fom1 of the phrase "including La.tin 201 ~202 or Greek 202-202.''
Itk:m 2 is a generalization in response to the addition of two new Classic course . 214 and 215.
and the number change of Classics 344 and 345 to 333 and 334.
Item 3 is a generalization of courses in accordance with the language u cd for the Major; Cl. sic
107 (Mythology) has been included, again in parallel with the Major.
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Form C: Re,ision of "Classical Studies" ~1inor
The confusing presentation of the Minor requiremenrs has been reformatted and reworded for
clarity, and the specific course numbers for classes offered by other departments have been
generalized chiefly as a response to these courses not being offered or offered under different
numbers .
ltem l is a restatement in simple form of the phrase' includin° Latin 201-202 or Greek 202-202."
Item 2 is a generalization in response to the addition of two new Clac;sics courses, 214 and 215.
and the number change of Classics 344 and 345 to 333 ,md 334.
Item 3 is a generalization of courses in accordance with the language used for the Major; Classics
107 (Mytholog_ ) has been included, again in parallel with the Major.
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M.A. in French
The M.A. in French provides an interdisciplinary foundation
designed to prepare students for work in pertinent fields including
secondary school teaching, translation and for entrance to
doctoral programs in French. A background in French equivalent
to that of an undergraduate major is required for entering
candidates . M.A. candidates choose between two racks :
under Plan I, they complete 24 hours of course work plus 6
hours of thesis; under Plan II. they complete 32 hours of course
work without thesis. The comprehensive exams involve a more
extensive written componen for Plan II. Core requirements are
a theory course (3 credit hours) and a professional development
[colloquia (3 credit hours) should read : colloquium (1 hour)].
Two semesters of another foreign language or its equivale tare
required. Please contac the graduate advisor or the departmen
for specific infonnatron.
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Catalogue Copy Changes for 2005-07

CEI ED

German
Undergraduate Advisor
Katrin Schroeter, Ortega Hall 347C, 277-9115, katja@unm .edu

DEC O8 2004:
Graduate Office

Universlty of New Mexico

Lower-Division Coordinator
Martin Klebes, Ortega Hall 351C, 277-3617, klebes@unm .edu

Major Studies Requirements
30 hours of course work, to include the following: German 301, 302, 307, 308
and 405. 370,410 or 470 taken at the German Summer School may substitute
for either 301 or 302, but not both. The remaining hours may be selected from
German courses above 300 and/or a content-appropriate Comparative Literature
course; 6 of these hours may consist of approved German Studies courses in
other departments.

Second Major Option
Students who present two majors (German and another field) are required to
complete 24 hours of course work in German, to include the following: 301 , 302,
307, 308, 405. The remaining hours may be selected from German courses
above 300.
Under both options at least 12 hours must be earned in courses offered on the
University of New Mexico campus.

Minor Study Requirements
Fifteen hours in German courses above 300, including 301, 302.

Lower Division German
All beginning students should enroll in Elementary German (101), which provides
a foundation in reading, writing, listening and speaking for all subsequent
courses. Students with prior knowledge of German must take a placement exam
and consult with the lower-division coordinator to determine the adequate course
level. Heritage speakers are strongly advised not to enroll in lower-division
language courses.

Graduate Program
Graduate Advisor
Susanne Baackmann, Ortega Hall 349C, 277-3206, theodor@unm.edu

2

M.A. in German Studies
The M.A. in German Studies provides an interdisciplinary founda ion
designed to prepare students for work in pertinen fields including econdary
in
school teaching, translation work, and also for entrance to doctoral progra
German. A background in German equivalen to hat of an undergradua maJor
is required for entering candidates . .A candidates may choose be een o
plans: under Plan I, they are required to complete 24 hours of cour e or lu 6
thesis hours; under Plan II, they are required to comple e 32 hour of cour e
work without thesis. The comprehensive exams involve a more e ens1ve n en
component for Plan II. Core requirements include a heory cour e (3 er , hour )
and a professional development colloquium ( LA G 501) (1 hour). Te c i g
assistants are also required to enroll in a eaching practicum ( LA G 500)
during their first semester of teaching. Two semesters of ano her for ign
language or its equivalent are required of all .A. candida es. Pl
con ct
graduate advisor or the department for speci 1c in orma ion.

Undergraduate Program
101-102. Basic German. (3, 3)
Language course sequence for all beginning s udents, providing a fou da ion i
reading, writing , listening and speakings ills for all subsequen cour e . {Fall,
Spring}
275-276. Accelerated Beginning German. (6, 6)
Intensive language course sequence tha covers t e ma anal of 101,102, 201 ,
and 202. After completing 276 s uden s are prepared to enroll in hird-year
nd
courses. Students may no receive credit for bo h he accelera d s uen
the regular language course sequence (10 hrough 202).
201-202. Intermediate German. (3, 3)
Continues developmen of skills i readi g,
second-year level.

i ing, spea ing and liste ing a t e

203-204. Intermediate German Conversation. (1-3) Cl
Optional course for students of 201-202 providing addi ional
practice in speaking and listening. Studen s no co currently
enrolled in 201-202 may enroll only ·
e pe mission of he
instructor. Offered on CR/ C basis only.

207 208. lnt-ermediate-German Reading
German 202 or 276 (or equivalent) is a prerequisi e or all upper-level co rse
below.
301-302. Advanced German. (3, 3)

Contextual grammar review based on cultural materials from a variety of media
and short literary texts.
303. Advanced German Conversation. (1-3) 15,.
Optional course for students of 301-302 providing additional
practice in speaking and listening . Students not concurrently
enrolled in 301-302 must obtain the permission of the
instructor. Offered on CR/NC basis only.
304. Theater Workshop. (3)
Production of a dramatic work, emphasizing the performative and creative
dimension of German language, culture, and history.
305. Introduction to German History. (3)
Study of various periods of German history.
307. Introduction to German Literature. (3)
Study of literary texts of varying length from a variety of genres and periods .

308. Introduction to German Culture. {3)
Introduction to cultural and intercultural aspects of life in German-speaking
countries. Readings include historical as well as contemporary material.
336. Special Topics in German Studies in Translation. (3) 6
Content will vary, to include topical investigations of German literature, thought,
and film. Credit may be applied twice towards the major, and once towards the
minor. (Also offered as ENGL 336 and COMPL 336.)
366. German Reading-for-Graduate Students
401. Contemporary German Cultures. (3)
Study of contemporary social, political, and cultural trends in German-speaking
countries based on a variety of current sources.

405. Advanced German Composition. (3)
Intensive practice of writing skills in a variety of genres.
446. Translation. (3)
Study of theories and methods of translating, and practical work in translation
from German into English and English into German.

~ p k ) s in German Studies
450. Special Topics in German Studies. (3) ~
Topics will deal wi h specific aspects of German literature, culture, and language.
Repetition unlimited if content changes.

4

451. The Age-ef-GaetM
I

'

~

.

e

489~Aior Colloquium in German
480. Advanced Seminar in German Studies. (3) /1
Advanced study of periods and genres in German literature and thought from
1700 to the present. Repetition unlimited if content changes.
497. Undergraduate Problems. (1-3 to a maximum of 6)
Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

498. Reading and Research for Honors. (1-3 to a maximum of 6)
Open to juniors and seniors approved by the department.
499. Honors Essay. (3)
Open to seniors enrolled for departmental honors.

Graduate Program
508. German Reading for Graduate Students. (3)
Accelerated course intended to satisfy graduate reading requirements in other
departments. Emphasizes readings in sciences and humanities. Will not satisfy
A&S language requirement. Undergraduates must have permission of instructor.
549. 18th-Century German Literature and Culture. (3)
Topics in German literature and culture from the Enlightenment to Early
Romanticism and Weimar Classicism.

~l:)ies-iR-German Studies

550. Special Topics in German Studies. (3) tJ.
Topics will deal with specific aspects of German literature, culture, and language.
Repetition unlimited if content changes.
551. Graduate Problems. (1-3 to a maximum of 6) ~
Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

aS2~ 52. Nineteenth Century German Literature
552. 19th-Century German Literature and Culture. (3) A
Topics in German literature and culture from Romanticism to the Fin-de-Siecle.
553. 20th-Century German Literature and Culture. (3) A

0925

5
Topics in German literature and culture from the Fin-de-Siecle
to contemporary developments.

554. The Age of Goethe
555. German Critical Thought. (3) A
As~ects of German philosophical, critical, aesthetic, and social thought from the
18 to the 21 st century.
556. German Women Writers. (3) .A
Study of theories of gender and women writers from 1800 to the present.

~ e E r l : J i u m iA German
599. Master's Thesis. (1 -6)
Offered on a CR/NC basis only.

Courses Offered at the German Summer School Only
German Summer School Office
Ortega Hall 347A, 277-7367, schule@unm.edu

The German Summer School is a total-immersion 4 1/ 2-week program allowing
students to gain near-native fluency or to advance an entire level. The curriculum
includes undergraduate and graduate courses, as well as supplementary
pedagogy workshops (not a full M.A. in teaching) for teachers of German .
Language proficiency certification administered by the Goethe-lnstitut is also
available. Summer School courses count toward he undergraduate German
major and the M.A. in German Studies. For the undergraduate major, at least 12
hours of the required coursework must be completed on the University of New
Mexico main campus. For more information contact the Summer School office or
visit the FLL website.

I
370. Intermediate Language Instruction. (Z-4) b.
Review of grammar topics, conversation , and composition. Prepares students for
the Zertifikat Deutsch exam administered by the Goethe-Institut. May be
repeated three times.
380/481/581. Lecture Series in German Studies. (1-4) 11
Team-taught interdisciplinary lecture series with an overarching theme, followed
by discussion sections . May be repeated hree times for undergraduate credit.
May not be repeated for graduate credit.

385. Seminar in German Studies. (1-2) ~

0926
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6
Introductory undergraduate seminar on specific topics in German literature
culture and language. Multiple sections may be offered in a given year. Titl~s of
individual sections will vary as content varies.
390. Workshops in German Studies. (1 to a maximum of 4) tJ.

Introductory workshops on various topics relating to contemporary German
culture. Emphasis on applied language skills. Multiple sections may be offered in
a given year. Titles of individual sections will vary as content varies.

I
410 . Advanced Language Instruction. '2-4} /J.

Review of more complex grammar topics, advanced conversation, and
compositlon . Prepares students for the Zentrale Mittelstufenprufung administered
by the Goethe-lnstitut. May be repeated twice for undergraduate credit, and once
for graduate erect.it.

I

"'470. Advanced German Composition. (J'-4) /J.

Intensive practice of writing skills in a variety of genres. Prepares students for the
Zentrale Oberstufenprufung administered by the Goethe-lnstitut. May be
repeated twice for undergraduate credit, and once for graduate credit.
4811380/581. Lectures and Discussions on German Studies. (1-4)

Team-taught interdisciplinary lecture series with an overarching theme, followed
by discussion sections. May be repeated three times for undergraduate credit.
May not be repeated for graduate credit.
485. Advanced Seminar in German Studies. (1-4) /J..
Advanced undergraduate seminar on specific topics in German literature, culture
and language. Multiple sections may be offered in a given year. Titles of
individual sections will vary as content varies.
58 1/380/481 . Lectures and Discussions on German Studies. (1-4)

Team-taught interdisciplinary lecture series with an overarching theme, followed
by discussion sections. May be repeated three times for undergraduate credit.
May not be repeated for graduate credit.
585. Graduate Seminar in German Studies. (1-4) A

Graduate seminar on specific topics in German literature, culture, and language.
Multrple sections may be offered in a given year. Titles of individual sections will
vary as content varies.
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To: t\.fariana Ibanez.
From: Susanne Baackmann. fLL
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Re: Catalogue Revisions (FLL, Genmm)
1 am sending the revised catalog11c change. Please delete the text of the 2. Language
Options as marked. Current students are covered by this deletion.
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OFFICE OF THE R!:G!ST:

R

UC f

6 2004

COLLEGE OF ARTS &SCIE CES

Undergraduate Advisor
Katrin Schroeter, Ortega Hall 347C, 277-9115. katja@unm .edu
Lower-Division Coordinator
Martin Klebes , Ortega Hall 351C, 277-3617, klebes@unm .edu

Major Studies Requirements
30 hou~s of course work, to include the following: German 301, 302, 307, 308
and 405. 370,410 or 470 taken at the German Summer School may substitute
for erther 301 or 302, but not both. The remaining hours may be selected from
German courses above 300 and/or a content-appropriate Comparative Literature
course; 6 of these hours may consist of approved German Studies courses in
other departments.

Second Major Option
Students who present two majors (German and another field) are required to
complete 24 hours of course work in German, to include the following: 301, 302,
307,308,405. The remaining hours may be selected from German courses
above 300.
Under both options at least 12 hours must be earned in courses offered on the
University of New Mexico campus.

Minor Study Requirements
Fifteen hours in German courses above 300, including 301, 302.

Lower Division German
All beginning students should enroll in Elementary German (101 ), which provides
a foundation in reading, writing, listening and speaking for all subsequent
courses. Students with prior knowledge of German must take a placement exam
and consult with the lower-division coordinator to determine the adequate course
level. Heritage speakers are strongly advised not to enroll in lower-division
language courses.

Graduate Program
Graduate Advisor
Susanne Baackmann, Ortega Hall 349C, 277-3206, theodor@unm.edu

0932
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M.A. in German Studies
The M.A. in German Studies provides an interdisciplinary foundation
designed to prepare students for work in pertinent fields including secondary
school teaching, translation work, and also for entrance to doctoral programs in
German . A background in German equivalent to that of an undergraduate major
is required for entering candidates. M.A. candidates may choose between two
plans: under Plan I, they are required to complete 24 hours of course work plus 6
thesis hours; under Plan II, they are required to complete 32 hours of course
work without thesis. The comprehensive exams involve a more extensive written
component for Plan II. Core requirements include a theory course (3 credit hours)
and a professional development colloquium (MLANG 501) (1 hour). Teaching
assistants are also required to enroll in a teaching practicum (MLANG 500)
during their first semester of teaching. Two semesters of another foreign
language or its equivalent are required of all M.A. candidates. Please contact the
graduate advisor or the department for specific information.

Underg,raduate Program
101-102. Basic German. (3, 3)
Language course sequence for all beginning students, providing a foundation in
reading, writing, listening and speaking skills for all subsequent courses. {Fall,
Spring}
275-276. Accelerated Beginning German. (6, 6)
Intensive language course sequence that covers the material of 101, 102, 201,
and 202. After completing 276 students are prepared to enroll in third-year
courses. Students may not receive credit for both the accelerated sequence and
the regular language course sequence (101 through 202).
201-202. Intermediate German. (3, 3)
Continues development of skills in reading, writing, speaking and listening at the
second-year level.
203-204. Intermediate German Conversation. (1-3) 6
Optional course for students of 201-202 providing additional
practice in speaking and listening. Students not concurrently
enrolled in 201-202 may enroll only with the permission of the
instructor. Offered on CR/NC basis only.

207 208:-lf:lteFFAediate German Reading
German 202 or 276 (or equivalent) is a prerequisite for all upper-level courses
below.

301-302. Advanced German. (3, 3)
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Contextual grammar review based on cultural materials from a variety of med ia
and short literary texts.
303. Advanced German Conversation. (1-3) t:,.
Optional course for students of 301-302 providing additional
practice in speaking and listening . Students not concurrently
enrolled in 301-302 must obtain the permission of the
instructor. Offered on CR/NC basis only.
304. Theater Workshop. (3) b
Production of a dramatic work, emphasizing the performative and creative
dimension of German language, culture, and history.
305. Introduction to German History. (3)
Study of various periods of German history.

307. Introduction to German Literature. (3)
Study of literary texts of varying length from a variety of genres and periods.
308. Introduction to German Culture. (3)

Introduction to cultural and intercultural aspects of life in German-speaking
countries. Readings include historical as well as contemporary material.
336. Special Topics in German Studies in Translation. (3) b
Content will vary, to include topical investigations of German literature, thought,
and film . Cred it may be applied twice towards the major, and once towards the
minor. (Also offered as ENGL 336 and COMPL 336.)
366. German Reading-foF-Graduate Students

401. Contemporary German Cultures. (3)
Study of contemporary social, political, and cultural trends in German-speaking
countries based on a variety of current sources.

405. Advanced German Composition. {3)
Intensive practice of writing skills in a variety of genres.
446. Translation. (3)
Study of theories and methods of ranslating, and practical work in translation
from German into English and English into German.
4 50/550. Specfru-+e!;)fes in German Studies

450. Special Topics in German Studies. (3) ti
Topics will deal with specific aspects of German litera ure , cul ure , and language.
Repetition unlimited if content changes .

•

•

•
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452/552 . Nineteenth Century German Literature
453/553 . 1\•,centieth Century German Literature
480/580. Senior Colloquium in German

480. Advanced Seminar in German Studies. (3) ~
Advanced study of periods and genres in German literature and thought from
1700 to the present. Repetition unlimited if content changes.
497. Undergraduate Problems. (1-3 to a maxim um of 6)
Prerequisrte: permission of instructor.

498. Reading and Research for Honors. (1 ..3 to a maximum of 6)
Open to juniors and seniors approved by the department.
499. Honors Essay. (3)
Open to seniors enrolled for departmental honors.

Graduate Program
508. German Reading for Graduate Students. (3)
Accelerated course intended to satisfy graduate reading requirements in other
departments. Emphasizes readings in sciences and humanities. Will not satisfy
A&S language requirement. Undergraduates must have permission of instructor.
549. 18th-Century German Literature and Culture. (3) 6,.
Topics in German literature and culture from the Enlightenment to Early
Romanticism and Weimar Classicism.

550/4 50. Special Tei:>iGs-iR-Ger:maR-SruEites
550. Special Topics in German Studies. (3) ~
Topics wrn deal with specific aspects of German literature, culture, and language.
Repetition unlimited if content changes.

551. Graduate Problems. (1-3 to a maximum of 6)
Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

!).

552/452. Nineteenth Century German biter.atur-e

552. 19th-Century German Literature and Culture. (3) ~
Topics in German literature and culture from Romanticism to the Fin-de-Siecle.

553. 20th-Century German Literature and Culture. (3) ~

093
5
Topics in German literature and culture from the Fin-de-Siecle
to contemporary developments.
554. The l\ge of Goethe
555. German Critical Thought. (3) /J.
As~ects of German philosophical, critical, aesthetic, and social thought from the
18h to the 21s century.
556. German Women Writers. (3) ti
Study of theories of gender and women writers from 1800 to the present.

580/480. Senior Colloquium in German

599. Ma.s ter's Thesis. (1-6)
Offered on a CR/NC basis only.

Courses Offered at the German Summer School Only
German Summer School Office
Ortega Hall 347A, 277-7367, schule@unm.edu
The German Summer School is a total-immersion 4 1h-week program allowing
students to gain near-native fluency or to advance an entire level. The curriculum
includes undergraduate and graduate courses, as well as supplementary
pedagogy workshops (not a full M.A. in teaching) for teachers of German.
Language proficiency certification administered by the Goethe-lnstitut is also
available. Summer Schoor courses count toward the undergraduate German
major and the M.A. in German Studies. For the undergraduate major, at least 12
hours of the required coursework must be completed on the University of New
Mexico main campus. For more information contact the Summer School office or
visit the FLL website .

I
370. Intermediate Language Instruction. (i-4) A
Review of grammar topics, conversation, and composition . Prepares students for
the Zertifikat Deutsch exam administered by the Goethe-lnstitut. May be
repeated three times.

-/481/581. Lecture Series in German Studies. (1-4) A
Team-taught interdisciplinary lecture series with an overarching theme, followed
by discussion sections. May be repeated hree times for undergraduate credit.
May not be repeated for graduate credit.

385. Seminar in German Studies. (1-2) ti

6

Introductory undergraduate seminar on specific topics in German literature 1
culture and language. Multiple sections may be offered in a given year. Titles of
individual sections will vary as content varies .

390. Workshops in German Studies. (1 to a maximum of 4) t:,.
Introductory workshops on various topics relating to contemporary German
culture. Emphasis on applied language skills. Multlple sections may be offered in
a given year. Titles of individual sections will vary as content varies.

I
410. Advanced Language Instruction. (1-4)

/j_

Review of more complex grammar topics, advanced conversation, and
composition. Prepares students for the Zentrale Mittelstufenprufung administered
by the Goethe-lnstitut. May be repeated t\Nice for undergraduate credit, and once
for graduate credit.

t

*470. Advanced German Composition. (1-4) t:,.
Intensive practice of writing skills in a variety of genres. Prepares students for the
Zentra/e Oberstufenprilfung administered by the Goethe-lnstitut. May be
repeated twice for undergraduate credit, and once for graduate credit.

481/380/581. Lectures and Discussions on German Studies. (1-4)
Team-taught interdisciplinary lecture series with an overarching theme, followed
by discussion sections. May be repeated three times for undergraduate credit.
May not be repeated for graduate credit.

485. Advanced Seminar in German Studies. (1-4) t:..
Advanced undergraduate seminar on specific topics in German literature, culture
and language. Multiple sections may be offered in a given year. Titles of
individual sections will vary as conten varies.
581/380/481. Lectures and Discussions on German Studies. (1-4)
Team-taught interdisciplinary lecture series wi h an overarching theme, followed
by discussion sections. May be repeated three times for undergraduate credit.
May not be repeated for graduate credit.
585. Graduate Seminar in German Studies. (1-4) ti
Graduate seminar on specific topics in German literature, culture, and language.
Multiple sections may be offered in a given year. Titles of individual sections will
vary as content varies.
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Graduate Minor
The Program offers a graduate minor in comparative literature and
cultural studies. As wit~~ Gradwate M.A. , Studen s may choose
ooncElntrations to emphasize coursework in comparative literature,
.

.

e:ij·~9ef~:egm·~~i:..~~~~~~~

b--580,G~or Frentl:l G10; an addilienal 15 credits t:iours
taken in OR&-of the concentrations chGices for tl:ie minor doscrib
be-lelAA Tt:lese 1a credits n:iws: be taken in couc:ses at the 500-a~
lo,;01 , or at the 300 19¥91 with an r) or 400 leveli wi:h...ap,~~--0.-...a
coordinator of :he program, Proficiency in a foreign language must be
demonstrated by taking the first two semesters of a language sequence
or by passing a proflciency examination.
Requirements: 18 hours
1. 3 hours Comp L 500, Comp L 580, German 554, or French 610
2. 15 hours o1 courses In one of the followlng area$;
A. The r:nlnor, 11.ilU1 a concentratk>JHn Compor:,tlve Literature :
15 ~ hours, 9 of which must be in a national literature at the
levels described above. No more than 3 of these~ hours may
be in a foreign literature course taught in translat ion. ~·-mo
minoriAg iA Matianal LitQrat1.1res rnay not ;a•isly the roquiFOment-0
tor the ffliner witl:l GG1;1rses ir; the language or ll\erat
l'lelf
majof.B. The miRCH, with a coneeritratlori In Cultural Studies: 15
~ hours of theory and criticism courses, determin d In
consultation with a coordinator of the Program in Compara ive
literature and Cultural Studies.
C. The minor, w l t h - - . H ; o ~ Classics: 6· 15
hours in either Greek or Latin above the 300-level and g eredlts 6
hour:s in apJ;1ro~riat0 se1,1rses i;o>w<eriAg the philosopt:iy, t:ilsiory,
li1erature er ai=Gl:laeelogy of the classical werld

0941
Fom1 C: Revision of Graduate Minor, M.A. in Comparative Literature and Ctillllral Smdie

The Graduate Minor requires revisions chiefly because Concentrations are not permitted within
Graduate Minors. The language specifying the three areas of study within the Minor as
"Concen.tratious•· has been altered to reflect this while sLill encouraging students ~ focus on one
of these areas. The requirements have al o been refonnatted for clruity.
-ta,
qJ-"r;
11"
German 554 and French 61(r'havc been added as cow·ses fulfilling the 3-hov requirement in
theory, as these courses contain similar content to Comp L 500and Comp L 58-0,~ut are taught in
those respective languages. The Classics area of emphasis has been altered to increase Lhc number
of hours for Greek and Lati , as these courses constitute the most important arc.a of study for
students pursuing Classics, and more importantly, graduate courses "covering the covering the
philosophy, history, literature or archaeology of lhc classical world'' are not regularly offered.

Form C: Revision of Graduate Minor, M.A. in Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies

The Graduate Minor requires revisions chiefly because Concentrations are not permitted within
Graduate Minors. The language specifying the three area of study within the Minor as
"Concentrations" has been alternd to reflect this, while sti11 encouraging students ~ focus on one
of these areas. The requirement<. have also been reformatted for clarity.
fc.

'11i1have

German 5~4 and French
been added as courses fulfil1in° the 3-hqW, requirement in
theory, as these courses contain similar content to Comp L
~nd Comp L S~:'but arc taught in
those respective languages. The Classics area of emphasis has been altered t-O increase the number
of hours for Greek and Latin, as these courses constitute the most impo1tant area of study for
students pursuing Classics, and more importantly, graduate courses "covering the covering the
philosophy, history, literature or archaeology of the classical world" are not regularly offered.
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Form C: Revision of Classics Concentration, M.A. in Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies

For students who punme the .study of Classics on the graduate level. the continued study of
language is most important. Under the current requirements, students take only 6 hours of Greek or
Latin, ""'hich is not sufficient, and arc required to t.ake a broader array of courses relating to the
ancient world, which are not regularly offered on the graduate level. In order to eliminate these l'wo
difficulties, the "6 hours in courses covering lhc philosophy. history, literature or archaeology of the
ancient world" required under Plan I have been replaced with an additional 6 hours of Greek or
Latin. and the ··5 hours of electives" have been similarly replaced.
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Graduate M.A. Program
Comparative literature and Cultural Studies is an interdisciplinary
M.A. program administered by the coordinators and
tho Advisory Committee (see above).
The Master of Arts is offered as an interdepartmental program
that may be completed by fulfilling requirements under Plan I
or Plan II. Stl1dent-s following Plan I will take 24 credit& hours of
graduate course work and additional 6 6fe8its hours of thesis work.
Students following Plan II wmtake 32 ~ hours of graduate
course work , Additionally, students folrowing Plan I or Plan II
will complete Foreign Languages and Literatures examination
requirements for the degree by their final semester of s udy.
Applicants under both plans must demons rate proficiency in
two languages, one of which may be English, Studen s in the
Comparative Literature Concentration must be able o ake
graduate level courses in a literature that is no English.
Students in the Classics Concenuation mus be able to take
courses at the graduate level in Latin or Greek. The requirement
for second -language proficiency for students in the
Cultural Studies Concentration may be satisfied after a student
has been admitted to the program by aking the first two
semesters of a language sequen.ce or by passing a proficiency
examination .
Students will meet the Core course requirements for the program
as well as requirements for a Concentration in either
Comparative Literature, Cultural Studies or Classics (sec
description below) .
Because this is an interdisciplinary program offered by the
Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures in conjunction
with affiliated departments and programs, students
must work closely with a CL/CS coordinator to construct an
appropriate plan of study. The coordinator will determine
which courses outside of Foreign Languages and Litera ures
may be applied to the M.A. degree in consultation wi ha student's
committee on studies . ~ v e l - w i t l t - a n
e) or ~ 00 10 1,el and related-rourscs in affiliated programs and
departments-may sometimes l::ie counted-toward,cth&-IV ·.~
tt'ley rnust be a~pr(wed l>y--a--coordinator:-aAd- tt'le studoF1t's
OOfRmiUee on studies . Only 3 Gi:eoils hours o problems courses
ether than ad11anced language-6tu<ly may genoFaUy be counted
toward the M.A. under Plan I and only 6 hours under Plan II
Normally, during the-oecond semester ef study, eanaiciate& fur the
/~loot a faculty advisor and two.additional committee oA
~udie& members.,-of-whom-at east t>.¥0 are e11pested to be
faeulty affiliated with the Program in Compar.arvc Litera,ure
and Cwllul=al StYdie-s-aJ:1d-One.a-faculty member in i;:oreign
ban~uages and Literat1,1res, In the Compar.ative-1.::iteFaMe-;
Cultural Studies-alld--Classics-Goncen,ration s, students
work-w►th their cernmittoe on studies tO-Of.ganize their
~ h e m &, p~ace. a historical
pr-oblem. a porioa or a critical question.
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TO:
Elizabeth Barton
FROM: Warren Smith, Foreign Languages
DATE: December 17, 2004

Here is the revised copy per your suggestions:
This interdisciplinary major offered through the Department of Foreign Languages and
Literatures in conjunction with the Department of Spanish and Portuguese can be taken
through one of two options.
Option A requires 4S 42 credit hours of course work; students electing to take Traci< A
Option A do not need a minor or a second major. Tracl<-8 Option B requires 3G 24
credit hours of course work; students electing to take Track B Option B need a minor
or a second major.

Traci, A Option A
Requirements: 48 42 hours of course work, to be distributed as follows:
1. Latin or Greek 101 (3 hours)
2. Linguistics 101 or 292 (3 hours)
3. TtNel·,e Nine hours of coursework above 300 in each of two of the following
languages( l<t hcwr;S.) v,/
French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Russian (200 or above) and Spanish~
i.al!tF3➔

4. Six hours of lower division coursework in a language other than the two counted
under category 3 above (including Chinese, Latin, Greek, Japanese, Navajo,
Signed Language or Swahili) (6 hours)
S. Twelve additional hours of coursework either in Linguistics, the languages
chosen under categories 1 or 3 (upper division only), or 4 (lower division
possible), or English courses such as History of the English Language, Old
English, or Comparative Literature 223 or 380 (but not both) (12 hours)

it=ael( 8 Option B
A minor or a second major is necessary for TFack B Option B.
Requirements: 3e 24 hours of course work., to be distributed as follows:
1. Latin or Greek 101 (3 hours)
2. Linguistics 101 or 292 (3 hours)
3. '.fwelv'e Nine hours of course work above 300 in each of two of the following
languages: French, German, Greek, Italian, Latin, Portuguese, Russian (200 or
above) and Spanish. Comparative Literature 223 or 380 may also be counted
toward category 3 (~ 18 hours)

0950
inor Study Requirements
Peried Miner

students majoring in any·forcign language may tal<-e-the period--mlAor described t1nder
Compar-ative UteratuFe ane Cultural Studies offerings. Nine hours of courses above
300 in ,e ach of two languages (18 hours).

0951
TO:

Dr. Warren Smith, Foreign Languages and Literatures

DATE:

December 7, 2004

Dr. Smith,
l am returning the Form C you submitted for a new emphas.is in the Language
major. The change you are requesting is a revision of the major rather than a
new emphasis. The term emphasis as defined by the Curriculum Terminology
Task Force is, "An approved subset of courses within a concentration .
Emphases do not appear on a diploma or transcript.·· The changes you cite in
the Form C attachment do not fit that definition.
I suspect that you are attempting to change the references to "Track" so that your
catalog copy does, in fact, conform to the new curricular definitions. I would
suggest that the text be changed to read, "This interdisciplfnary major offered
through the Department. ...... can be taken through one of two options. Option A
requires .. ... ..... .... Option 8 requires ... ... ......... .
I have discussed this with Wendy Kappy, the co-chair of the Curriculum
Tero:tinology Task Force. She is in agreement with the suggested text.
Please also be aware that Phil 307 and 403 have not been taught since Fall
2003. These courses are scheduled for sunset next semester if they are not
taught in Spring 2005.
Please change the check box on the Form C by marking the "Major'' box under
the ''Revision of'' column, and change the references to Emphasis in the Form C
attachment. Then, return the form to me so that it may be advanced through the
review/approval process. If you have questions, please do not hesitate to
contact me. I am happy to help .

. a on
Registrar
277-4022
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Attachment, Form C, Russian

Major Study Requirements

OPTION A: Regular Option
Th irty hours of courses in Russian language and literature/culture
including the following:
6 hrs. Russian 201-202
6 hrs. Russian 301-302
3 hrs. Russian 401
3 hrs. Russian 402 or equivalent
12 hrs Russian 407 and/or literature/culture courses in

translation.
OPTION B: Second Major Option
Twenty-four hours of courses in Russian language and

literature/culture including the following:
6 hrs. Russian 201-202
6 hrs. Russian 301-302
3 hrs. Russian 401
3 hrs. Russian 402 or equivalent
6 hrs Russian 407 and/or literature/culture courses in
translation.

(Change: 2 nd or 3rd year conversation - 3 hours requirement
being dropped. These courses are being deleted from the
curriculum owing to insufficient enrollment and staffing
problems. rncrease in literature courses makes up the
difference in total hours and this also represents research
interests of the Russian Faculty.)
Note: a similar option of counting conversation courses
Russ 203-204, 303-304 is being dropped from the Russian
Studies (interdepartmental major) and has been approved by
that Faculty.
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Reason(s) for Request.
To e~tabli~h a concentration in th~ Un~uistics docLOra! program for students interested in in egrating speech and
heanng sciences. The concentration will fulfill needs tn both depm1ments. In the field oflinoui ·tic the addition of
this concentration will substantially enhance the marketability of Linguistic· graduates. The 0additio~ of this more
applied empbasjs to the existing chcorerical focus of the Linguistics doctoral program ,. ill create more employment
opportunities for Linguistics Ph.D. graduates. In addition, tie concentration will broaden the cholarly focus and
research opportunities of the Linguistics program.
There is a nation,.vide shortage of new Ph.D. graduates in speech and hearing science.. Recent surveys show that
approximately I0% of current faculty positions in speech and hearing remain unfi llcd due to a lack of qualified
applicants, and predictions are that this sh01iage will increase due to a large number of expected retirements within
the next decade. Thus, graduates with this c-0ncentration will find many potential job opportuniti s. Out of300
academic programs in speech and hearing sciences nationwide, only 62 have doctoral programs. In the state of New
Mexico, there are three undergraduate- and master-level programs in speech and hearing sciences (UNM NMSU
and ENMSU), but no doctornl programs in th lield, no~ or in the past. Thus, New Mexico re idents desiring a
Ph.D. in this field have had to leave the state to smdy, or obtain their Ph.D. in another field.
Library Impact.

Since we currently have a doctora l program in Linguistics, there is no significant library irnpacl from the lln°uistics
area. The prcscn journals that the university subscribes to in speech and hearing sciences plus the journals in
related fields (linguistics, psychology, education, health sciences, and engineering) provide sufficient resources for
doctoral students in the proposed concentration.

CIRT Impact Statement.
10

significant impact is anticipated.

Budgetary and Faculty Load Implication ·.
The proposed concentration requires no new courses. We amjcipate only ·mall numbers of students (3-5) in the
concentration. Because of this we expect no signific-ant faculty load implication in courses; in fact, the addition of
students in this concentration will likely ensure more stability in certain 10\: -enrollment doctoral level lingui tic
courses. Furthermore, faculty in Speech and Hearing Science~ will benefit from the opportunities to work with
doctoral students. Tbe concentration will increm;e faculty duties in dissertation supervisi on; these duties will be
shared with faculty in Speech and Hearing Sciences. These faculty anticip.lte hat dissertation supervision will
enhance their professional and research g.roV1rth.

Long-range Planning Statement.
Presently, Speech and Hearing Sciences docs not have graduate students capable of teaching undergraduate courses.
Students in the concentration would be able to ftmction in this capacity, relieving faculty in both SHS and
Linguistics of some introductory level teaching. Therefore one -hort-tcrm objective will be the addition of at least
one TA position.
Although the proposed concentration requires no additional faculty, a long-range go~l wil~ b~ the_addition of~
faculty member, perhaps shared between the two departments. with an area of ~xpe1t1se ,.~·1tbm th•~ conccntrat100
(for example, neurologically-based language or speech disorders such as aphasia or Parkinson's disease).

',
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Department of Linguistics
MSC03 2130, LINGUISTICS
1 UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque, NM 87131
Humanities Bldg., Room 526
(505) 277-6353

FAX (505)277-6355
nmontoya@unm.edu

DATE:

January 14, 2005

TO:

Mariana Ibanez, Office of Graduate Studies

FROM:

Nancy C. Montoya, Department Administrator~

SUBJECT:

Form C: Ph.D. in Linguistics with a concentration in Speech and Hearing
Sciences

Pursuant to our conversation th is morning, please accept the following changes to the above
captioned Form C:

Ph.D. in Linguistics with a Concentration in Speech and Hearing Sciences.
REQUIREMENTS:

For students who have a master's degree in Speech-Language Pathology: UNG 504; LING 522; LING
531; LING 567: LING 502 or 503; LING 523: LING 532, 533, or 535.
For students who have a master's degree in Linguis ics: SHS 510: SI-IS330 or LING 506; SHS€i31 SHS
*431 ; SHS 550; SHS 507; SHS 530 or LI NG 560; one additional SHS disorder course.
For all students in the Concentration: LING 502, 503, or 505 (second course in phonology); LING 529;
and the following courses {specific courses must be approved by the comprehensive examination
committee): a graduate level course in statis ics; a graduate level course in research methods (not SHS
506): three seminars, one in each of the comprehensive examination areas.
Students in the concentration must a!so meet all other Ph.D. requirements: comprehensive examination,
language requirement, knowledge of non-Inda-European language structure: dissertation.

All other information remains the same.
Thank you.

r-~=-;;-;;-:;~==-=-~----10

· DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
. t;OR~ C
,..Date:

September 13 2004

UNrT PREPARES IN QUADRUPUC~TE
Rooting (All foor copies)
1. Dean of Ubrary &lvlces (If neccessa,y)
2. C1RT ( ~ & lnfonn Res & Tech), (It 08C0$$8Jy)
3. Coaege Cc.iniculum Convnlttee (If necessary)

CIPCOOE

Sherman Wilcox

4. College°' School Facutty
Collogo or School OearvOirector of Instruction
FS Graduate Comm1ttoo (If applicablo)

(l'llatM oC lndlwloal lnoitil~ cumcua, (:ha,igo lorn!)

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

r,1 OJsai.r, Linguistics 277-6353
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Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. Soo current catalog for fonnat within the respective college
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Ling 529, Liag 548 , and Li ng 554 "Cognitive Linguisticr."
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Reason(s) for Request (attach add~ional sheets if necessary).

To better reflect research and expertise of department faculty.

Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signod impact statement.
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement.

(If nocossary) n/ a
(If necessary) n/a

Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long.range planning statement. n/a
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No_x__
If yes, have you resolved these issues with epartmenl/branch involved?_ _ _,......., (attach statement)
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GUlSTI ·

•
•

Minimum of 48 hours of gr-aduate credit cours work.
Up to 30 hours of appropriate courses may be transferred from ch M.A.

•

At least 18 hours must be coursework be,, ond the M .A.

•

t least 24 hours n'lnst

be compJctcd at U~IM .

•

At least 18 hours must be at th 500 or 600 le cl.

•

One 500-lcvcl course in each area of specialization chosen for the comprehen ivc

•

A mclhodology course in the focus area i required (and may be the sam ~ as one of the elccti, • · .

REOUI RRD COURSES

·am is requ m.:d.

OFFF.RED

Phono]ogy - take two of the foHmving three:
Ling. 502 Generanve Theories ofPhonology
Ling . 503 Usage-Based Phonolo;tJ-'
Ling. 50: Survey of Phonetic Theory

pnng
fall

pnng

Synta
Ling. 523 / 1imctional S)•nfax

Fall

Seminars - take~ of the follo,vin,g:
Ling. -25 Scmantu; Analysi.
Ling . 529 Discourse Analys1 ·

Fall
pring

Ling. 548 Grammaticization

• prmg

Ling. 554 Cognitive l ,ingui ·tic ·

4.

Fall

Methodology course (e.g. , Ling 5€/510:perimentaf Psycholingu1. tic.'i, Ung. 06 Expenmental
PhoneJic., Ling. 513 Field Method. Ling. 29 Discourse Analy i . Spanish 546, 'eminar in

Hispanic Sociolingui ' fic ·, LLSS 5021\laturahsfic Inquiry)
Seminars for Comprehensive Exam Areas - four courses numbered a.t th· 00-lev 1. tudent , in
collaboration with their advisors, should consider the contribution that thes electi c course ·
make to their overall program ru1d espceiall) to th 'ir preparation for th ir di crtation re carch.

Re earch Skills Requirements . In addition to the rcquir d coursework, students mu t satisfy the
following three research skills requirements:
a) Foreign Language
b) Non-IE Language (Ling. 513 Lingw:stic Field Method satisfies this r qui rem nt)
c) Statistics (among the courses that satisfy this requirement arc Ed.Psy · 1dfntroduc!()ry

Educational Statistics, Stats 527 Aclvcmced Data Analysis, and Ling. -4~Experim ntal
P. ·ycholinguistics)

095,
PH.D. IN LING ISTJCS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum of 48 hours of graduate credit coursework.
Up to 30 hours of appropriate courses may be transferred from the M.A.
At least 18 hours must be coursework beyond the M.A.
At least 24 hows must be completed at UNM.
At least 18 hours must be at the 500 or 600 level.
One 500-revel course in each area of specialization chosen for the comprehensive exam 1s required
A methodology course in the focus area is required (and may be the same as one of the electives).

REQUIRED COURSES

[) 23

et./ J

OF ERED

Phonology - take two of the following three:
Ling. 502 Generative Theories ofPhonology

t} !15

Spring
Fall

Ling. 503 Usage-Based Phonology
Ling. 505 Sun,•ey ofPhonetic Theory

prmg

S·mtax
Ling. 523 Functional Syntax

0 J.5 ·

Fall

Seminars - take two of the follo\viog:
p,fj Ling. 525 Semantic Analy. is
D.55. Ling. 529 Discourse Analysis

ff~
i>1?1

Ling. 548 Grammaticization
Ling. 554 Cognitive Linguistics

Fall

,

5b1J ~ tltlltt.MLI._. UL; f:Jp,!,,, 'ti

Spring
Spring
Fall

015
Methodology course (e.g., Ling.¼9-£xperim~n'tliPsychohnguislics, Ling. 506 Experimental
Phonetics, • ins-).13 Field A1ethods, Ling. jfr5). Discourse Analysis, Spanish 546 Seminar in
Hispanic Sociohnflisrtcs LLSS ~02 Natutlcil?stic Inquiry)
03~
/}'/5
Seminars for Comprehensive Exam Areas - four courses numbered at the 500-kvel. Students, in
collaboration with their advisors, should considet' the contribution that these elective courses
make to their overall program and especially to their preparation for their dissertation research.
.

(}IJ

Research Skills. Requirements . ln addition to the required coursework, students must satisfy the
following three research skills requirements:
a) Foreign Language

0':J~

b) r on-IE Language (Ling. 513 Linguistic Fu:id Methods satisfies this requirement)

p'fj
c) Statistics (among the courses that satisfy this requirement arc EdPsy 511 Introductory
Educational Staflstics, Stat$' 527 Advanced Data Analysis, and Ling. - cf I~xperimental
Psycholinguistics)
q :J
5. tf ,U.,
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DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
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OCT 21 2004

Chair, 277-6353
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Routing (All four copies)
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Anlgnadby
Anocu1e Provost
for Ai:.clemlc Affairs

2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4. Coll~e or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean!Oirector of lnstruclion
6. FS Graduate Committoo {if applicable)
7. FS CUrrlcula Committee
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8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

(Thi&, po&t.on. tel~o,ie numbef)

Linguistics

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
Mark appropriate Program;

Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate De~ree Program
(For existing d~ree only}
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Concentra tion in Native American Lang~
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Concentration in Native Languages of the Southwest - l. 18 hours required, .'.'1.A. courses,

2: Und cr Thesis Plan I, complete 24 hours o= coursework in linguistics and at least
~ght thesis hours, 3. uncier Thesis Plan II corr:olctc 32 hours of coursework in
,, ingu:L 3 tics

prere,.fs and reouired courses sho,;,m ~n attachment.

Aeason(s) for Request (attach a-dditional sheets if necessary).
To offer t ,
f
s uacnts tran criot d acknowlcdoement of specialized coursework and
ocused study of t.'iis area"' of the field. -
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Revised F:tll 2004

The MA in Linguistics with a Concentration in
Native A1nerican Languages of the South est

The ruinimutn prcrcquisiLcs for pursuing the LA. wi 1 aJl emphasis on N ariv · tnc1ican
l .;1nguages of the Southwest is 18 hours of basic linguis ·c,, i1 c ucling imroductory linguistics,
phonetics, phonological analy ·is grammatical analy:is introductory sociolinguistic-, and
inrroductory psycholinguistics.

C:a.ndid.aces for the M.A. degree under t c ti c::;' · Ph1 1 I must. complcLe 24 hours of course,;; ork
in linguistics plus a.t lea$t eight thesis hours and candidates t nder the non-mes.is Plan II mu ·t
complete.: 32 hou~ of coursework in lingt.1iscics, including he '°<.>!lowing pn.:tcqui:-ite anJ required
courses:

Prerequisite Courses
_ av. 101-102 Beginning Navqfo

J...,i,rg.

Ling. 292

Intro.

Ling. 303

F. t{gfi1·h Phonetic.i

/(J

,wjysis

Fall- "'prii1g
Fall

Pall

Ling. 304/504 Pho,10!.o,_~ical A11t1!J'sis

.. p trtg

Ling. 322/522 C-,ramJ}Ja/icct! A11ab ris

Sp ing

J .ing. 331 / 531 Lt11w,1age i,; Sode(Y

1:all

Ling. 367 / 567 P-!)•tholog;; ofL1;g11agc

Spring

Offer d

Prc-rcqs

Seimc11/aJ / ... ./111/0Sto/lm,•tal

Spring

Ling.304

Phonoiogiml Rprmnlation

!'a.I

Ling.304

Ling.523 FHm:tio11al .fy11tax

Fall

Ling--'---n;-n
:, __

3. Advanced psycholinguistics

Fall

l .ing. 367 / 567

Required Courses

1. Phonology
Ling. 502
- OR Ling. 503

2. Syntax

4. Advanced sociolinguistics

pnng

l.ing.331 /531

5. Focus .Area -5 courses
'l11e candidate should choose one of three focu a.reas: 1) fid<l n:scarch on Native ..:-\merican
languages, 2) issues in bilingual cdncation, or 3) • avaj<) studies . 'l 1e candidate must take
four courses in the chosen ocus area, and one course from eith~r of the other c.wo focus
areas. The following courses satisfy the focus requiremcnt:s; related courses approvec by th<:
Graduate .Advisor may ;1lso be used to ·atisfy the rcquiremenrs.
ri,~ld tesc~\tch
I .ing. 513

Ling. 515

Iingrli.rtic Pield 1.\,iethQr/s
-r\ative American La,,g11a,_g,es

Ling. 559
NatAm ,i-402

La11gm1gc aml C11/l111'1!

Nat.Am *445

Politks of ldw!t°!)'

J:.'du-alio1r, PmJJer and lndi,gmQIIS Cor1111111tlilie.s

ali~m and bilin

J3jlirJO'

Ling. 53.=5
l .ing. 566
LLSS *·453
LLS 580
LS. 582

educatio1

Sod,:tal Bili,w1alisn1
Pr,.,·cholo,!?)1~/Bi!i1tglf(1/is111
Rilil{~11aiBd: llim,:; cmd Theo~y
SetJn.1iarin the Ed11catiotJ of the Bi!i1,g11al S111dent
Ci1nit1✓h,,11 Develop111mt in Mm'lic11!tura! Ed11ca-rion

:i:'{avajo

-av. 511

·av. 512

t\a . 515
KaY. 501

J\ ,'tivq/o Vav 5_) Sfef/J l
.1 1a11q/o Ven'J .f.ysten111
1

./1d!}{111ced.T\Ta11qjo
J'\ twtifo Ling;ristit.r

6. Plan I: Thesis
Plan II: two electives, approved by the Graduate Advisor
MA Comprehensive Examinations
Each ~LA. can<liditc muse pass the ~fa ·tcr's comprehensive e ·a111ination. 'l11e candidate will bl!
exan ·ncd in three areas chosc..:n from the '"ollowi..ng li::t, sc cctir g two areas from Group 1 and one
area from Group II. The questions for eacl an:: -howd be based very specifically o n the hmguage
or L'-lnguages of · ntcre:t to the candida c.

c-:;ronp I: (a) syntax/discourse
(b) semantics/ pragmatics

(c) phonology/phone..: ·c
(d) morphology/gr mmar..icization

0963
3

Group II: (e) psycholinguistics
(£) sociolinguistics

UNIVERSITY OF t\EVv1 r-..1EX1CO GENERAL LIBRARY

To: l"ran Wilkinson _/) / s/._
From: Linda Lc\vis (11'/fu' Date: December 9. 2003
Subject: Fonns C: Llnguislics

DEC 1 2 2003
· r<:10LJc).t(1 U lCt;;
umversi y o New Mexico

These proposals would revise the MA program in Ungui ·tic ·. The propo ·al · involve
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page 1. From: Nanc Montoya <nmo to_y.Q." unm.edu> on 2/14/2004 1 :19 AM -0700

Dear Elizabeth,
As we discussed tt is m.ornir.g. please make the follo·.ving changes to Forms A delivered to your o fice on December 8th.

--NAVAJO 301. Chnn&e in course prefix.tnumbcr from NAVAJO 301 to AVAJO 311/51 , same title correc•·on and same reason tor
request.
••NAVAJO 302, Change in course prefoum.1mber fron AVA O 302 to NAVAJO 312/512, same reason for request.
-•NAVAJO 305. Change in course prefix.'number from NAVAJO 305 to NAVAJO 315/5 5, same reason for request.
--NAVAJO 401. Please withdraw Form A dated December 8. 2004,
1h.ive .:iuac.'led a corrected Form C program descri;:>tion or the MA in Ling is ·cs wit a concentration in
Southwest.

Snould you have nny c;,uestions or if additional is rcq irec. please don't esitate to lot me k ow.
Thanks for all your help.

Nancy

N,incy C. Montoya
Department Adminislfator
Department of Lingu· tics
University of New Mexico
MSC03 2130, LINGUISTICS
1 UNIV OF EW MEXICO
(505} 277-6353
(505) 277-6355 FAX

rinted for: Elizabeth Batton on Tue. 14 Dec20O4 2:56:58 _,
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The University of New Mexico
DepaHment of Physics and /\ 'tronorn~·
800 Yalt! Boulevard :-.JE
Albu,p1cr{lue, NM 87131 - ll 56
Tdcphonc (505) 277. 26 ! 6
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DATE:
To:

January 7, 2004

Wanda Martin, Associate Dean

From: Wolfgang Rudolph (Associate Chair Physics and Astronomy),
Neb Durie (ProgrcUD Coordinator Biomedical Physics)
Phil Heintz (Professor of Radiology, Adj. Professor of Physics)
SUBJECT; Form C, New graduate concentration in Biomedical Physics
I'm enclosing two new or revised Form C's for the new Biomedical Physics concentration. One is for
the MS and the other for the PhD program. There is only one Biomedica1 Physics concentration with
two levels of degree.

Let me answer the specific questions the graduate committee asked.
L For what purposes would students choose this program? Aside from the re earch interests of
the faculty members involved" what is the expected market for this new line of ~tudy?
";he most dramatic breakthroughs in science and engineering in the next decades are anticipated in
mterdisciplinary areas. In conlrasr. research a11d education are still conducted mostly within the traditional
science and engineering disciplines and departments ut Ul'lM.. The proposed concentrations will prepare

students to work on interdisciplinary projects at the interface ofphysics, biology and medicine. Here
are some specific examples. Biotech is one the fastest growing industries in the world We read
abouJ ii in the newspaper daily. In Albuquerque UNM. Sandia NL and Los Alamos NL are working
together with private industry to spin off biotechnology developments into the commercial market.
All ofthese efforts require new graduates. Radiology and Radiation Oncology has introduced many
new high tech devices requiring phy. icists to implement and operate this technology. Computers are
being used more and more in clinical applications. All qf these areas require additional physics and
engineering personnel. This program will train new physicists in medicine to fill these new po ·itions.
Currently there i.s a big shortage ofengineers and physicisls in medicine.

RECEIVE /OGS
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2. It's not clear how course choices work together to create the concentration-the program
looks diffuse, and it's not clear what will guide students in choosing from the very exten i e
list of courses attached. What would be the center or premise, of a concentration in
Biomedical Physics? What, exactly is the advisement process?
The basic curriculum in both the MS and PhD. programs i-S that ofa physics degree. All students in
the physics department, including these concentrations, are required to wke the same basic core
physics courses. This includes: Afechanics, Electricity and Magnetism, Quantum Mechanics I and
Statistical i\,fechanics. Each student must also pass the same comprehensive physics examination.
Biomedical Physics is a very broad area. Gt'aduates are needed in diverse areas ranging from
radiology in cancer treatment to statistical physics applying computational tools to biological
evolution. Therefore ii is impossible to devise a coherent curriculum that covers all aspects. The
department decided thal the hest approach is to provide students with a solid background in physic '
(the physics core) and then let the student together with an advisor. elect a group ofadditional
courses. These courses are to provide an adequate scientific background for the student to perform
research in a certain sub discipline oj biomedical physics. Since the goal is interdi. cip/inary science
these courses are from other science and engineering disciplines.
We have made the strategic decision to use existing courses in order to facilitate the ramp-up phase
of the new concentration. Over time we expect to gain a better understanding of course/curriculum
demands and develop new courses on the basis ofthese demandf. Until then, our most co ·t-e.ffective
option is to have students choose from the extensive list of courses. However, the process will be
carefully monitored through a rigorous advisement process so that the course choices will be tailored
to each student.

The choice ofthe additional courses will be guided and approved by the student '. academic advisor.
This advisor will be selected by the department from a small group offaculty members who ha e
expertise in biomedical physics. Student and advisor will meet at least once a semester. After the
student has passed the comprehensive exam the research supervisor will take over the advisement.
3. Does this concentration integrate the diverse disciplines, or merely associate them? All the
courses listed are solidly within their respective disciplines. Will there be any sort of
integrating seminar or experience?
The advisors have the responsibility to de~·ign a cohesive individual program depending on the
students' inleresr and envisioned research area. The ''practical" integration ofthe physics
hackground and the "other discipline" will happen during the research phase (graded problems
course for the A1S non-thesis students). One year ago we starLed a piloi project with a weekly 500
seminar on "Biomedical Physics" with good success. This seminar will he offered again nexl Fall
and in regular (~ 3-semester) intervals thereafter. It will serve as common and integrating
.
educational activity. We had a long discussion in the department whether or not to offer a cour e m
biomedical physics that is mandatory for all students. We decided against it. The reason is that !he
curriculum for a course with such a broad scope is impossible. It could not be more than a
superficial and incomplete survey, and would nor allow the instructor to teach al a satisfactory
sciemijic depth.
4. You've indicated without evi4cncc that there is no impact on library services, and have not
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referred to demands on CIRT, We need to see some evidence or explanation on those points.
Adding new students always adds new demands on our infrastructure including the library and CIRT.
However, adding this concentration does not require anything new. All ofthe journals and teaching
resources are already on the campus. We have a.fall medical school subscribing to the appropriate
journals covering the medical physics aspects of the concenJralion. The computer resources are
already in place. New research projects that the biomedical physics students work on will be funded
in the usual way by individual principal investigators. Existing laboratory space is available for
these students in many departments.

5. There1s no statement of budgetary and faculty load implications or of long-range planning for
this program. Please provide that fofonnation.
By offering the new concentration we hope to attract additional, high-quality graduate students to the
depanment. There is a lot ofstudent interest (and national need) to combine the physical and life
sciences. The physics department faculty is expanding their research efforls imo the biomedical field.
This will provide research opportunities for grad students in addition to projects by faculty in other
departments that are pursued in collaboration with physicists. !Ast year for example, with the help of
an NSF-funded /GERT program, ·we hired a faculty member with specialization in bio•physics. Since
the proposed concentration capiJalizes on existing courses there will not be any need to add faculty
members to teach the curriculum. What we have done is make use of existing faculty and resources in
other departments to generate an interdisciplinary program in physics.

Other departmenl'i are also expanding their programs. In particular the department of Radiology is
adding a new faculty member to help teach the imaging programs. The cancer center is also
expanding their research efforts. With this growth new faculty will be cuided Currently there is no
need to add new faculty to implement this concentration.

We hope this addresses your concerns about our new concentration in bio-medical physics. We will
be present at your next meeting in February to answer any new questions.

Sincerely,

M0-v -~
Wolfgang Rudolph

1,
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Bion1edical Physics Masters Concentration
Plan I (1,vith thesis)
(1) All students must successfully pa. s the Master's Examination that is administered
t¥.rice each year at the master's level and defend a Ma ter's thesis.

(2) A minimum of 24 semester hours of graduate coursework in physics and mathematic
is required, as wdl as a minimum of 6 Master's Thesis hours (Physics 599);
The following courses are mandatory:
503 Mechanics (offered in Fall)
5 11 E & M (Spring)
521 Quantum 1 (Fall)
505 Stat. Mech. (Spring)
+ l2 hours of courses in hie/medical physics (tv:o or more elective from the
li 't of courses idtmlifie<l on page 3 through 6).
The overall curriculum \.Vill be individually designed and may include courses from the
li. t of courses identified on pages 3 through 6.

Plan U (non-the is option):
(1) All students must sucec sfully pass the Master's .Examination tha i administered
t\vice each year. Th.is examination is the p ehminary xamina ion f r. tudent. in th track
'\Vith thesis;,.
(2) A minimum of 32 semester hour.' of graduate coursework in physics and rnathcmatics
is required.
The lollo ~ring courses arc mandatory:
503 Mechanics (offered in Fall)
511 E & :r,.ir (Spring)
521 Quantum I (Fall)
505 Stat. Mech. (Spring)
+20 hours of courses in bio/medical physics (t\.vo or more electives from the
attached list of courses).
At least 4 of the 20 hours must be in graded re:search problem. course. (Physic. 552 or
6S0).

The overall curriculum will be individually designed and may include cour ·e · from the
list of course. identified on pages 3 through 6.

0972

Bio1ncdical Physics
PhD Concentration
.
(1) All sn1dcnts must successfuJly pass the comprchcn ·ivc c amination at tht! doctoral
level.

or 48 semester hours of graduate coursework in physic.

and mathcmati
is required, exclusive of dissertation work. At leasl I credit hours, ·x ·lu ·ive of
dissertation, must be earned in >500-level courses taken at U "l'M and only 6 credit hour ·
of CR/1\'C will be credited tO\-vard a graduate degree program.
(2) A minimum

The follo\.vi11g courses are mandatory:
PllYSCS 503 1echanics (offered in Fall)
PHYSCS 505 Stat. Mech. (Spring)
PHY CS 511 E & M (Spring)
PHYSCS 521 Quanmm I (Fa11)
PIIYSCS 522 Quantum IT or ASTR 537 Advanced Astr physics TI ( pring) •
as \VCJl as 4 one~semester elective courses; these will typically include ·everal (>400)
courses in the student's specialty area, plus one or more other (--A00) cour e to enhan c
and round out the program.
Furthermore, four seminars (Phys 500) must also be taken.
Finally, an additional 15 hours of course· in bio/medical phy ·ics mu ·t be taken (two or
more from li st of attached courses). if r~ earch ~ done in a lab then rhe lab requirement
is ,vaived. The overall curriculum will b individually designed and may include course.
from the list of coms s identified on page· 3 through 6.

Other Issues: An ad-hoc committee will be fonncd for each srudcnt. The 466/467/493
courses shalJ be treated as remedial courses for tho
tu<lent · who "e academic
background docs not include them. In reference to the figure on page 3, there will be
three inicial advisors for the biomedical physics program. Possible names include
WQ]fgang Rudolph(. inglc point of contac for the overall program), Philip Heintz
(advisor for the medical physics branch of the program) and Susan Atlas (advisor for the
biophy.sics branch of the program).
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Proposed Graduate Concentration 'n Biomedical Phy ·ic ·
Biomctlicul Physics
(Ad v isor)

l\'1cdical Physics

Biological Phy ic
(Advisor)

(Advi.or)

Radiological Physics

Biomechm1ics

Uiophysics

Compl x

)''Stems
Medical Physics

lmaging

Genomic
Proteomics
Bioin formaLics

Each student's commitke shall individually tailor the curriculum and may choose cours s
from the following list of courses (already offered at UN 1) to enharn.:e and round oul tht:
program.
1

Credits

Course Number

Description

Med School Various
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

BIOCHM 423
BIOCHM 545
BIOCHM 546
BIOMED 507
BIOMED 508
BIOMED 510
BIOMED448
BIOMED 547
PHARM413

Introductory Biochemistry
Intensive Introductory Biochemistry I
Intensive lntroduc ory Biochemistry II
Advanced Molecular Biology I
Advanced Molecular Biology II
Physiology
Biochemical Methods
Human Genetics
Radiopharmacy Health Physics and Rad iation

974
Course Number

Credits

Description

Chemical and Nuclear Engineering
3
GHNE 311
Intro to Transport Phenomena
3
GHNE 436
Biomed Technology
3
GHNE 466
Nuclear Environmental Safety Analysis
3
GHNE 499
Selected Topics: Biomaterials
3
GHNE 524
Interactions with Radiation with Matter
3
GHNE 323L
Radiation Detection and Measurements
3
GHNE 437
Biomedical Engineering Principles
3
CHNE 528
Ex ernal Radia ion Dosimetry
3
GHNE 529
Internal Radiation Dosime ry
3
GHNE 563
Advanced Radiation Shielding
3
CHNE 520
Radia ion Interactions and Transport

Electrical and Computer Engineering
3
EGE 506
Optimization Theory
3
EGE 509
Parallel Algorithms
3
EGE 547
Neural Net\~orks
3
EGE 573
Micro and Nano Technology
3
ECE 595
Selected Topics: Micro and Nano Systems
3
ECE 517
Pattern Recognition
3
ECE516
Computer Vision
3
EGE 548
Fuzzy Logic with Applications
Mechanical Engineering

3
3

ME 512
ME 471

3
3
3
3

ME
ME
ME
ME

504
506
510
516

Continuum Mechanics
Advanced Materials Science
Computa ional Mechanics
Boundary Elemen Methods in Engineering
Nonlinear Modeling and Analysis
Applied Dynamics

Chemical and Nuclear Engineering
3
Ch-NE 536
Biomedical Technology
3
Ch-NE 537
Biochemical E gineering Principles
3
Ch-NE 538
Biosensors
Statistics
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

STAT
STAT
STAT
STAT
STAT
STAT
STAT
STAT
STAT

527
528
538/539
540

545
553
556/557
561/562
565

Advanced Da a Analysis I
Advanced Da a Analysis II
Biosta Methods 1/11 - Public Health & Med Sciences
Regression Analysis
Analysis of Variance and Exp Design
Statistical Inference with Applications
Advanced Statistical Inference 1/11
Probability
Stochastic Processes wi h Applications

u975
Course Number

Credits

Description

Computer Science
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3

cs 375"'
CS422
cs 433*

cs 442...

cs 47 1*
cs 509

cs 591

Special Topics: Computational Molecurar Biology
Special Topics: lmmunocomputing

cs 591
cs 591

3

cs 547

3

CS423

3

Introduction to Numerical Computing
Intro to Image and Pattern Analysis
Computer Graphics
Intro to Parallel Processi ng
Intro to Scientific Computing
Paral lel Algorithms

Special Topics : Complex Adaptive Systems

Neural Networks
Introduction to Complex Adaptive Systems
Pattern Recognition

cs 531

Biology

3
3
3
3

3
3
3

4
3

4
3

B.iology 219
Biology 425
Biology 429

Principles of Cell Biology
Molecular Gene ics

Biology 502

Selected Topics: Ecological Complexi y

Biology 437
Biology 449
Biology 497
Biology 536L
Biology 544
Biology 582
Biology 597

Evolutionary Genetics
Molecular Cell Biology 11

Molecular Cell Biology

Principles of Gene Expression
Phylogenetics

Genomes and Genomic Analysis
Advanced Cell Biology
Principles of Gene Expression

Chemistry
4
3

4
4
4
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

Chemistry 212
Chemistry 301.
Chemistry 311

Chemistry 312
Chem istry 315
Chemistry 466

Chemistry 501
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry

504

lntegra ed Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry.
Organic Chemistry. (3)
Physical Chemis ry
Physical Chemls ry
Introductory Physical Chemistry
Scientific Compu ation
Molecular Structure Theory
Chemical Dynamics

560

Biophysical Chemistry

562
565

Quantum Chemistry II
Kinetics
Spectroscopy
Biological Chemistry. (3)

Chemistry 566
Chemistry 421 .

0976
Credits

Course Number

Mathematics and Statistics
Math 463
3
Math 464
3
Math 466
3
Math 471
3
Math 472
3
Math 504
3
Math 505
3
Math 513
3
Math 5 14
3
Math 527
3
Math 541
3
Math 571
3
3
Math 572
Math 573
3
Math 576
3
3
Math 577
3
Math 578
Math 583
3
3
Math 584

Description

Intro to Partial Differential Equations
Applied Matrix Theory
Math Methods in Science and Engineering
Intro to Scientific Computing
Fourier Analysis and Wavelets
Intro Numerical Analysis
Intro Numerical Analysis II
Intro to Partial Differential Equations
Applied Ma rix Theory
Probability
Advanced Probability
Ordinary Differential Equations
Fourier Analysis and Wavele s
Par ial Differential Equa ions
Numerical Linear Algebra
Numerical ODE's
Numerical PDE's
Methods of Applied Math I
Methods of Applied Math 11
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DATE:
To:

Januar 7 2004

Wanda Martin, Associate Dean

From: Wolfgang Rudolph (Associate Chair Physics and Astronomy),
Neb Durie (Program Coordinator Biomedical Physics)
Phil Heintz (Professor of Radiology, Adj. Professor of Physic)
SUBJECT: Form C, New graduate concentration in Biomedical Physics

I'm enclosing two new or revised Form C's for the ne,~· Biomedical Physics concentration. One is for
the MS and the other for the PhD program. There is only one Biomedical Physics concentration with
two levels of degree.
Let me answer the specific questions the graduate committee asked.
l. For what purposes would students choose this program? Aside from the re earch int rests of
the faculty members involved, what is the expected market for this new line of tudy?

!he most dramatic breakthrough in science and engineering in the next decades are anticipated in
mrerdisciplinary areas. In contrast, research and education are still conducted mo tly within tlie traditional
science and engineering disciplines and departmems at UNM.. The proposed concentrations will prepare
students to work on interdisciplinary projects al the interface ofphysics, biology and medicine. Here
are some specific examples. Biotech is one the fastest growing industries in the world. We read
about it in the newspaper daily. In Albuquerque UNA,f, Sandia NL and Los Alamos NL are working
logeiher with private industry lo spin offbiotechnology developments into the commercial market.
All <>/these e.fforts require new gradua1es. Radiology and Radiarion Oncology has introduced many
new high tech devices requiring physicists to implement and operate this technology. Computer are
being used more and more in clinical applica1ions. All of these areas require additional physics and
engineering personnel. This program will train new physicists in medicine 10 fill these new positions.
Currently there is a big shortage ofengineers and physici.srs in medicine.
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2. It's not clear how course choice work together to create the concentration- the program
looks diffuse, and it's not clear what will guide students in choosing fi-om the very extensive
list of courses attached. \l/hat would be the center, or premise, of a concentration in
Biomedical Physics? \Vha~ exactly, is the advisement process?

The basic curriculum in bo1h the }v!S and Ph.D. programs is that ofa physics de~ree. All students in
the physics department, including these concentra1ions, are required to take the same basfo core
physics courses. This includes: Mechanics, Electricity and Magnetism, Quanium 1\1echanics I and
">tatistical Mechanics. Each student must also pass the same comprehensive physics examination.
Biomedical Physics is a very broad area. Graduates are needed in diverse areas ranging from
radiology in cancer treatment to statistical physics applying computational tools to biological
evolution. Therefore ii is impossible to devise a coherem curriculum that covers all aspects. The
department decided Lhat !he best approach is to provide sludents with a solid background in physics
(the physics core) and then /el the student together with an advisor. elect a group of additional
co~rses. These courses are to provide an adequate scientific background/or the student to perform
research in a certain sub discipline ofbiomedical physics. Since the goal is interdisciplinary science
these courses are from other science and engineering disciplines.
We hm,•e made the strategic dedsion to use existing cour es in order tofacilitare the ramp-up pha ·e
ofthe new com:eniration. Over time we expect to gain a belier understanding ofcourse/curriculum
demands and develop new courses on the basis ofthese demands. Unlil then, our most cosr-ejjective
option is to have students choose from the extensive list of courses. However, the process will be
carefully monitored through a rigorous advisement process so that the course choices will be tailored
Jo each studenr.
The choice ofthe additional courses will be guided and approved by the student's academic advisor.
This advisor will be selected by the department.from a small group offaculty members who have
expertise in biomedical physics. Student and advisor will meel at least once a semester. After the
student has passed the comprehensive exam the research supervisor will take over the advisement.
3. Docs this concentration integrate the diverse disciplines, or merely associate them? All the
courses listed are solidly within their respective disciplines. \Vill there be any sort of
integrating seminar or experience?

The advisors have the responsibility to design a cohesive individual program depending on the
Sfudents' interest and envisioned research area. The "practical" integration ofthe physics

background and the '·other discipline" will happen during the research phase (graded problems
course for the ltl/S non-thesis students). One year ago we started a pilot project with a weekly 500
seminar on ''Biomedical Physics" with good success. This seminar will be offered again next Fall
and in regular(~ 3-semester) intervals thereafter. It will serve as common and integrating
educational activity. We had a long discussion in the department whether or not to offer a course in
biomedical physics thal is mandatory for all students. We decided against it. The reason is that the
curriculum for a course with such a broad scope is impossible. It could not be more than a
superficial and incomplete survey, and would not allow the instructor to leach at a satisfactory
scien1ific depth
4. You've indicated without evidence that there is no impact on library services. and have not
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referred to demands on CIRT. We need to see some evidence or explanation on tho ' point. .
Adding new students always adds new demands on our infi'astrucwre including the library and !RT.
However, adding this concentration does not require anything new. AIJ ofthe journals and teaching
resources are already on the campus. We have a.full medical school subscribing to the appropriate
journals covering the medical physics a.spects of the concentration. The computer re ources are
already in place. New research projects that the biomedical physics students work on will be funded
in the usual way by individual principal inve-sligators. Existing laboratory space is available for
these students in many departments.
S. There's no statement of budgetary and faculty load implications or of long-range plamting
this program. Please provide that information.

rr

By offering the new concentration we hope to attract additional high-quality gradua1e students ro the
depattment. There is a lot of student interest (and narional need) to combine the physical and life
sciences. The physics department faculty is expanding their research efforts into the biomedical field.
This will provide re:,earch opportunities for grad student~· in addition to projects by faculty in other
departments that are pursued in collaboration with physicists. Last year for example, with the h 'Jlp of
an /llSF-fimded ]GERT program, we hired a faculty member with ~pecialization in bio-physics. Since
the proposed concentration capiLalizes on existing courses there will not be any need to add faculty
members to teach the curriculum. What we have done is make use of exi ·ling faculty and resource in
other depariments to generate an interdisciplinary program in physics.
Other departments are also expanding their programs. In particular the department ofRadiology is
adding a new faculty memher to help teach the imaging program.. The cancer center is also
expanding their n:sec1rch efforts. fVith this growth new faculty will be added Currently there i · no
need to add new faculty to implement this concentration.

We hope this addresses your concerns about our new concentration in bio•medical physics. We will
bt! pre ·ent at your next 1~eeting in February to answer any nc,,· questions.

Sincerely.

U0?.~
Wolfgang Rudolph

')

...

Biomedical Physics l\·l astcrs Concentration
Plan I (with thesis)
(1) All students must succe~sfu11y pass the ~laster's Examination tha is admini ·tered

twice each year at the master's level and defend a Ma. tcr's thesis.
(2) A minimum of 24 semester hours of graduate cour ·ework in physic. and mathematic.
is required, as ,vell as a minimum of GMaster's Thesis hours (Phy ·ics 599)·
The ·following courses arc mandatory:
503 Mechanics (offered in Fall)
511 E & M (Spring)
52 I Quantum 1 ( all)
505 Stat. ~kch. (Spring)

, 12 hours of' course. in bio/mcdical physics (two or more electives from the
list of cour ·es identi fi d on page. 3 through 6).
The ovcraU curriculum \lViU be individually de "igned a1 <l may in ludc course. fr m the
liM of courses identified on pages 3 through 6.

Plan II (non-thesis option):

( 1) All ' tudcnts must sucecssfttlly pass the Master's Examination that is administered
twice each year. This examination i. the preliminary examination for students in the track
·•with thesi ·".
(2) A minimum of 32 semester hours of graduate coursewor · in phy ·i ·s and mathematic·
is required.

The following courses arc mandatory:
503 Mechanic. (offered in Fall)
511 E & 1vf (Spring)
521 Quantum I (Fall)
505 Stat. Mech. (Spring)
+20 hours of courses in bio/medical phy ·ic · (two or more electives from the
attached list of courses).
At least 4 of the 20 hours must be in !:,Tfaded r , earch problems courses (Physi 'S 552 or
650).
The overall curriculum will be indi idually designed and may include courses from the
list of courses identified on page · 3 through 6.

Biomedical Phvsics
PhD Concentration
•.
(1) All students must successfully pass the comprehensive ex:uuination at the doctoral
level.

(2) A minim um of 48 semest r hours of graduate coursework in phy ·ic · and math mati s
i · requirt:d, exclusive of dis ·ertation work. At Je-ist 18 credit hours, exclusive of
dissertation, must be earned in >500-level cour es taken at U M, and only 6 credit h urn
of CR/!\C \Vil! be credited toward a graduate degree program.
The following courses are manda ory:
PHYSCS 503 Mechanics (offered in l· all)
PHYSCS 505 St11t. Mech. (Spring)
PHYSCS 51 I E & M (Spring)

PHYSCS 521 Quantum I (Fall)
PIIYSCS 522 Quantum II or AS R 537 Advanced Astrophysic II (Sprin ')
as well as 4 one-semester elective courses; the-Sc will typically include . cv ral (>400)
courses in the student's special y area, plus one or more other (>400) courses t) enhan ·e
and round out the program.
Furthermore) four seminars (Phys 500) mu t al o be taken.
Finally an additionaJ 15 hours of courses in bio/mcdical physics must be taken (two or
more from list of attached courses). lfre ·earch is done in a lab then the lab requirem nt
is waived. The overall curriculum will be individually <le ·igned and may include courses
from the list of courses identified on pages 3 through 6.

Other Issues: An ad-hoc committee \Vill be fonned for each tudent. The 66/467/4 3
courses shall be treated as remedial courses for hose students ,vho. e acadcmi
background docs not include them. In reference to the figur on page 3, lh re \.vill be
three initial advisors for the biomedical physic· program. Po ·ible name· include
\Volfgang Rudolph (single point of contact for the overall prngram), Philip l leintz
(advisor for the medical physics branch of the program), and Susan Atlas (advisor for the
biophysics branch of the program).
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Proposed Graduate Concentration in Biomedical Ph •s ic ·
Biomedical Phy ic
(Advi. or)

Medical Physics
{Advisor)

R.adiolo••ical Phy ·ics

13iological Physic
(Advisor)

Riomcch;mics

Biophysics

Comple ·
Systems

Jm<lging

Medical Physics
Genomics

Prorcomics

Bio infonnatics

Each Sludent's committei..; shall individually ta·lor th~ curriculum and ma choos cour ·e ·
from the follo\.ving list of courses (already offored at lN1) lo enhm1ce and round out th
program.
Credits

Course Number

Description

Med School Various
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3

BIOCHM 423
BIOCHM 545
BIOCHM 546
BIOMED 507
BIOMED 508
BIOMED 510
BIOMED448
BIOMED 547
PHARM 413

Introductory Biochemistry
Intensive lntroduc ory Biochemistry I
Intensive lntroduc cry Biochemistry II
Advanced Molecular Biology I
Advanced Molecular Biology II
Physiology
Biochemical Methods
Human Genetics
Radiopharmacy Health Physics and Radiation

0
Course Number

Credits

Description

Chemical and Nuclear Engineering
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

CHNE
CHNE
CHNE
CHNE
CHNE
CHNE
CHNE
CHNE
CHNE
CHNE
CHNE

311
436

466
499
524
323L
437

528
529
563
520

In ro to Transport Phenomena
iomed Technology
Nuclear Environmen al Safety Analysis
Selec ed Topics: Biomaterials
Interactions with Radiation with Matter
Radiation Detection and Measuremen s
Biomedical Engineering Principles
External Radiation Dosimetry
Internal Radiation Dosimetry
Advanced Radiation Shielding
Radiation Interactions and Transport

Electrical and Computer Engineering
ECE 506
Optimization Theory
ECE 509
Parallel Algorithms
3
EGE 547
Neural etworks
3
EGE 573
Micro and Nano Technology
3
EGE 595
Selected Topics: Micro and Nano Sys ems
3
ECE 517
Pattern Recognition
3
ECE516
Computer Vision
3
EGE 548
Fuzzy Logic with Applications

3
3

Mechanical Engineering
3
ME 512
3
ME 471
3
ME 504
3
ME 506
3
ME 510
3
ME 516

Continuum Mechanics
Advanced Materials Science
Computational Mechanics
Boundary Element Methods in Engineering
Nonlinear Modeling and Analysis
Applied Dynamics

Chemical and Nuclear Engineering
3
Ch-NE 536
Biomedical Technology
3
Ch-NE 537
Biochemical Engineering Principles
3
Ch-NE 538
Biosensors
Statistics
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3

STAT 527
STAT 528
STAT 538/539
STAT 540
STAT 545
STAT 553
STAT 556/557
STAT 561 /562
STAT 565

Advanced Data Analysis I
Advanced Data Analysis II
Bios at Methods 1/11 - Public Health & Med Sciences
Regression Analysis
Analysis of Variance and Exp Design
Statistical Inference with Applications
Advanced Sta istical Inference 1/11
Probability
Stochastic Processes with Applications

098.)
Course Number

Credits

Description

Computer Science
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3
3

cs 375"
cs 422
cs 4331"
cs 442"'
cs 471 ...
cs 509
cs 591
cs 591
cs 591
cs 547
CS423
cs 531

Introduction to Numerical Computing
Intro to Image and Pattern Analysis
Computer Graphics
Intro to Parallel Processing
Intro to Scientific Compu ing
Parallel Algori hrns
Special Topics: Compu a ional Molecular Biology
Special Topics: lmmunocomputing
Special Topics: Complex Adap ive Systems
Neural Networks
Introduction to Complex Adaptive Systems
Pattern Recognition

Biology 219
Biology 425
Biology 429
Biology 502
Biology437
Biology449
Biology497
Biology 536L
Biology 544
Biology 582
Biology 597

Principles of Cell Biology
Molecular Genetics
Molecular Cell Biology
Selected Topics: Ecological Complexity
Evolu ionary Genetics
Molecular Cell Biology II
Principles of Gene Expression
Phylogenetics
Genomes and Genomic Analysis
Advanced Cell Biology
Principles of Gene Expression

Chemistry 212
Chemistry 301 .
Chemistry 311
Chemistry 312
Chemistry 315
Chemistry 466
Chemistry 501
Chemistry 504
Chemistry 560
Chemistry 562
Chemistry 565
Chemistry 566
Chemis ry 421.

Integrated Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry.
Organic Chemistry. (3)
Physical Chemistry
Physical Chemistry
In roductory Physical Chemistry
Scientific Computation
Molecular Structure Theory
Chemical Dynamics
Biophysical Chemistry
Quantum Chemistry II
Kinetics
Spectroscopy
Biological Chemistry. (3)

Biology
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

4
3

4

3
Chemistry

4
3

4
4
4

3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3

u9 86
Course Number

Credits

Description

Mathematics and Statistics
3

Math 463

3

Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math

3
3

3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

464
466
47 1
472
504

Intro to ParUal Differential Equ ations
Applied Matrix Theory
Math Methods in Science and Engin eering
Intro to Scientific Computing
Fourier Analysis and Wavelets
Intro Numerical Analysis

505

Intro Numerical Analysis II

513

Intro to Partial Differential Eq uations

514

Applied Matrix Theory
Probability
Advanced Probability

527
54 1
571
572

573
576

577
578
583
584

Ordinary Differential Equations
Fourier Analysis and Wavelets
Partial Differential Equations

Numerical Linear Algebra
Numerical ODE's
Numerical PDE.'s
Methods of Applied Math I
Methods of Applied Math II

;
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In conjunctio n with the reform to the comprehensive procedure adopted by the faculty
last fall, and with the shifting teaching needs of the department, the Graduate Conunittee
proposes the following clianges lo the seminar requirements for graduate students in
Physics and Astronomy (not Optics degree).
(1) Physics 400 will no longer be required. Students with "holes'' in their undergraduate
preparation will be directed to the appropriate individual "Problems Cour::;es" (i .e.
recitation sections) associated with each of our upper division "core classes'' - 30 t, 303-4,
405-6, 491-2. They may get credit/no-credit for these. courses.
(2) Students are requ ired to take the. ''Chairs Research Overview" seminar in their first
semester (PHYS 500).
(3) Students will be required to take one eme. ter of "Colloquium", admini . tcrcd by the
Colloquium chair (PHYS 500).
(4) Students must take two other different 500 or 501 seminars where they participate
actively (by giving a presentation, for example).
(5) Those students teaching labs in Regener Hall arc rcq11ircd to take 1 Seme ·ter f the
teaching seminar (PHYS 500), in their first semester (typically Fall). This la ·t
requirement applies to both Physics and Optics degree
students.
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Reasons for request:
1) Increase coursework in Hispanic Linguistics by 3 hours to cover all linguistic core
areas.

2) Non~Iinguistics Spanish and Portuguese coursework option changed to parallel option
in Hispanic Literature conce,ntration.

RECElVED
)

FE 1 1 700.
Proposed New Requirements for Hispanic Linguistics

Gra.o:.Ja:e
Url\.'e·s.tv o· ,

21 hours in Hispanic linguistics (teaching methodology class, e.g., SPAN
541 , may not be included.)
3 hours of Hispanic Literature
3 hours of Portuguese or Hispanic Southv.,'est tudies
6 hours of elective-s or of thesis. Elective cour cwork outside the
Department of Spa11i h and Portuguese must be pre-approved by the
departmental Graduate Committee.
All Spanish coursework counted tmvard M.A. credit requirements must be
in courses approved by the Department at the 500-level or above with the
exception ofSPAr'.'423 (Cervantes• Quijote), and SPAN 438 (Mexican
Literature). Relevant electives outside of the Department may be taken
only if pre-approved by the departmental Graduate Committee.

Old Requirements for Hispanic Linguistics
18 hours in Hispanic linguistics taken in the Spani. h and Portuguese
Department (teaching methodology class e.g., SPAN 541 may not b
included.)
6 hours in non-linguistics cour es in the Spanish and Portuguese
Department (teaching methodology clas , e.g. SP Al 541. may not be
included.)
SPAN 541 Recent Research on the Teaching of Spanish (required of TAs
and to be taken during the TAs first fall semester.
6 - 9 hours of electives or of thesis. (depending on whether teaching
methodology class, e.g. is taken) in the Department of Spanish and
Portuguese the Department of Linguistics or the js. Coursework outside
the Department of Spanish and Portugue e must be pre-approved by the
departmental Graduate Committee.
All Spanish coursework counted tO\,vard M.A. credit requirements must be
in courses approved by the Department at the 500-levcl or above with the
exception of SPAN'?423 (Cervantes' Quijote), and SPA ~38 (Mexican
Literature). Relevant electives outside of the Department may be taken
only if pre-approved by the departmental Graduate Committee.
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(Curr~nt textl:

[Revised text):

Ilachclor of Arts
The Bachelor of Al'fS with a major in Music is designed
for the study of music within a liberal art,.., cmrricu um. For
rhe student ·who is not seeking a professional music
de"rcc hue who desires a solid foundation in the snidy of
music, the area~ oC musici;mship, pcrfomumcc a.id history
provide the cure of courses toward a basic i11tellectual
grasp of the arl. Sttldcnts who additional y seek to major
in other areas (double major) or to take a large number of
course · in a pre-professional program (pre-law, premedical , etc.) arc encouraged to enrol in the Bachelor of
Ans in Music.

Bachelor of rts
The J3ache or o · Ar s with maJor in ,1us:c t de. ign J
for the sn1dy of music within a lib ral a1 curriculum , F r
the udeut who is not . cc ' iug , profes 1onal mu . ic
degree b\l who desires a olid foundation m the . tutl)' of
mu ic, the nrc, s of mu:iciunship, pcrformanc and h1. t ry
provide the core of eours 'S toward a h:1s1c mtclketu. I
grasp of the ai . S udent: who dditionally :cc' to mLlJ r
in other areas (double major} or co tak a larn number of
courses in a prc-profc:.s1ona pro ram (pre- a\ , pr med ical, ere.) are cncourngcd to cmoll in th Bachelor of
Arts in Music.

I. Courses out ·idc the major:

u.

40 hours selected from courses offered by h ·
deparnuems of the College of Arts and Sciences,
it1cluding Core Curriculum requirements (sec
Fine Arts Graduation Requirements 6). Specific
roqufremems include Engl 220.
b. 6 hours selected from Fine Arts omside the
major, includin_g 3 hours chosen from Art
History 101,201,202, Dane~ .05, Media /\1 s
2 0, Theatre 122 or one 3~crcdit studio course
offered by the Departments of Art and Art
History, Theatre and Dance or Media Ans.
e. 20 additional hours clcc cd from conrses offered
by any college, includin_g Fine Ans, but not
inc 11di1P courses in Music or Tvlusic Educ~1tion.
Subtotal
66
2. Courses within the major:
a. six semesters of Music 10 l Co11cr:rt Muslc, itb a

gratlc of CR;
b. !6 hours in music theory: 150. ISOL, 152, 152L,
25~250L,252,252L;
c. (i hours in mu. ic histo1y: 361 and 362
d. 4 hours of music ensemble
e. 4 hours of applied mLL'>ic:
f. 18 hours of music dee ti cs (not including
courses for non-major!-.) selected wit 1
advisement of appropriate music faculty. o
more tlmu an additional 4 hours of ensemble
<.:rtdit nor an additiona l 2 hou~ of applied
music can b<: lffiplicd toward the degree.
Subtotal
48
3. Additional courses in any field. including mu)ic (but

no inc uding courses for non-majors), select d with
advisement of appropriate faculty. 14 hour, .
Subtotal

Total

4

128 hours

1. Courses ouhid tb major:
a. 40 hours elected from c ur.; oflcr1:d b)' th'
d J a11mcnls of the Co leg of I sand · 1enccs
including Core Curriculum requirement. · (. c ·
Fine Arts Gra<lu, lion Rcqu1rem nt, 6). Spcciltc
requircmcnu· includ' ~ngl 210.
b. 6 hour clce cd rom Fine A.m u s1clc th
m:ijor, including 3 hours ch sen from Arl
llistory OI, 20 l 202, Dm1 IO , 1ccli,, Aris
210, Th atrc 122 oron · 3-crcdH st11d10 cC1u1sc
offered by the D partmenls of Art 011d • rt
!fa ory, The.me and Dance or Media Ar s.

c.

20 addi ional hours selected from wur!>cS off red
b)'. ny ol ege, including, Fin· Art , but no
in Jqding couri;es in Music or Mu. 1c l·du ;\IIQn.
Subtot, l
66

2. Courses within tlt mr.jor:
a. six semesters of '1\lSic 10 Co1trl'l'I Muslc with .1
grad ofCR;
b. 16 hour in music theory: I -o, I SOL, 152, 15 L
250,250L,252 2 2L;
c. 6 hours in music history: 361 and 362
[ d. 4 hou · in ensemble ( 'C Ensembl1;
Requil" mcnt:, page 5~, for pc ·ific
requiremcn ); J
[ c. 4 1ours of app icd mu ·ic in th ' pnnc1pu.
instrume11t or voice;
f. l hours of mu ic electives (not including
coun.cs for non-majors) selected wi1h
advisement of appropri:i c mu:ic faculty. . o
more than an additional 4 hours of ensemble
credit nor un additional 12 hours of applied
music can be a Ii d toward the d.? rec.
ubtotal
4.'
3. Additional courses in any lield, includin music (bu
for non-majors), selc ·tcd with
advi;-emem of n ro . riacc facul · 14 houn;.
Subtotal
14

TotAl

12 hour ·
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300 __S 111 · \Slrophystc:; already has one ofthc highest amount of rec, nroo credil hours 111 the Colkgc of Arts and . c1 nc s: 47 hour.; of
ch ~OO level _cla!,$e~ arc required, in l:lddition l◊ 32 ho ir of I00-200 level prcrcxiuisitcs. It is the opinion of the dept. faculty that
i ~miSlr~. while ~omewh,1t relevanc to some spccializalions wilhin a:tro110,ny, is not impon:11 enough to warrant its cominui.:d inclu~ion
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..
I.I k omy progr.ims (Ari.%.ona, Ohio State, Texas, Cornell, Maryland, Virginia, Colorado Washmtto11, \V1sco~m. Mu .. chu:.cll i<l
e~ eley) also r.;vca[cd that chcmislry is no~ a program rnquircmcnt. We do contemplate m1uiring more relevant cla.,<;. cs for the
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PHYSICS ANO ASTRONOMY
For the d4'9!" 01 8.S. In A4;trop"y c,; ./¼tr 4.'! 1, -'.!'.!;
Physit:r. 30 I, 3()3, 30,: ~0. 4::.t,1 ;1n:, <;i r,r 4 G <J< 4()1 ;
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Departmental Honors
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The U niversity of Ne'\'\' 1\1.exico
Department of Physics and Astronomy
505-277-2616

,

~u gges

l!~

Sc~ed ule ~or B.S. in ~STROPHY ICS

1 bis program 1s tlcx1blc· detai ls MUST be <lisc\ s ed with an advisor.
( iath Mmoi-b1ah in with lhn:a: udilicional hours ofMmh above 301) Incl)

Freslmian First Semester

l'hysic~ 160 & l GOL
Physics 167•

J-1 l
I

Math 162 {C:ilc [)

4

{1'hbeP1M"ITI-.+-'I2'1-'tt>'f'e;..,... - - - - - - -~

Group Rcqldremerit

Freshman Sccmtd Scmeste1·
Ph)·sic · 161 & l6l L
Group Requirement
MHlh 163 (C;ilc TT)

~

...l.

Group Requirement

Hi

Sophomore Seco nd "cml' kr
T'hy.sic~ 330 (~ odcrn J'hys.ics)
Matl 31 1 (V::ctorC:ilc)
i\fath 316 (ODE's)
Astro. 271 &271L
Gro Ip R1:q 1irernenr

Sophomore First Semester

Physlcs 262 & 262L
264 (C~k. III)
Group Requirement
AsCro. 270 & 270T,
Group Rcq 1i:rcmcnt
).fat]

Junior ,Fh~r Semester

Physics 30 I <,Thcnno) & 451 (Prob.)
J')hy,:;ics 303 (Mech.I) & 4.1 (Prob.)
Math 312 (PDE".s)
. As.lro. 42:l (Intro. Astrophy · T)
Group Requirement

3

3+ I
3 I1
3
3

.J..

Junior Second Semester
Pl ric 304 (Medi.:ni s fl) & 451 (l'rol>.}
Physic.:. 40S (E&M J) & 4 1 (Prob.)
Group Requirement
A tro 422 lnlro. A. tro->hysic 11)
Group R~quirement

17
Se nio r Virst Scme. ter

Senior Second Semester

Physics ,191 ** <.Q, P )'$, T)
Physics 4{)() (Scmia;1r)•
;\scronomy Elect i ve ♦
Group Rcqllircn1L-nt
Group 'Rectuircment
Physics 406•• (E&M TT)

Astronomy Elcc ivc •
Physics 400 (Seminar)•
Physics: 49:2~ lQ, Phy~. II>
cience foth Ekcti vc
Group Requirement
Group Requirement

3
3
3
16

_l
l8

3
3
3
3
_J_
16

3➔ l
3+1
3

3
_l
17

3
3

3

..l
l6

or A:tmnomy :!bove the 399 lcvc, in addition lo A ·tr. 421-2. TheM:, · ul<l normally
l>c selected from A 1r. 4r-426; Astr. 426 ·s strongly s 1ggcslctl.
• /l.ltr.ough nae required for gr du:ition. these cour~cs (Ire rccommc:mlc:d for persons intcrcs cd tn funbcr smdy of A tronomy
•• 'rk student is rc;quire<l to take ot1ly one of Phys. 491 or Phy·. 406, It hough both arc rceonuncnded.
• Chemi:1ry l" IT. (4 cn:dic.~) & I32L (5 red its) arc Honor,,; Ch::mi, try cla. ses,.i.nd arc good alternatives for w-c:ll-rrc:pare<l ,tud1:nt.~.
•

A lruphysics. majors im.:st truce 6 01m;

~.
A.

B.
C:.

D.

E.

r.

/\II scudcm.s :idmittcc to Aris und Sciences will be required to have \I dcmonstr- to::<l competency in Enghsl1 writing.
l'hif> may be accomplished by pas.sing any one of s.cvcral l:md,ml te 1. . See the current catalog.
·roup Rt1p1irs;:m1:11t:-.. Please sec th,; l,'pdcr~r;id1i.:11c C.:lah, • for ili:tails al>out core requirements of the Lmivcf'l5ily and
the Colll!g~ of Ans and S icnccs,
Students with ·n 9 ho1u-s of the 'R.S. dt.:gree. may p ticion to rccdvc rn
r n for cerlain course . .
(See the Grad(mtc Bulletin.)
Tli~ DcJJ<ll 1c tal,Honors 'Pro!'r.tm re.quires 2 scm::sccrs of an Honor$ Section uf Phy,~i . 45 l. Th srndcnt and fuculty
mcn(or present n mutuully-agreeable topic to tl1c department for llppmv-.ll.
:\lS-O, th-. Cnivcr:ity rt.:quin:~ GP,\ ofat lea.st 3.2 ,
P[1yslcs 167 (-1111I 16$ aml 267) ar R cit4.tion Se<:tion.; asso ia eu wi Ii Physics 160, 161 :.md 262, rcspectivc:lr. Tiie. 1:
recitation sc. sinn.s ::i;1: practice in solvmg problems from the as oci:ited lccnusc cot1rs ·, They are optional, but very u. eful.
M1:1th 313, ~21, and Physk.s 466 arc cspeci11lly re on mended as electives useful for Astruphy, ief: fajor~.
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(N.i1JJO o< li'l\i¼'lwl inlti8'lnQ rorm)
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Asstistant Director 277-2501
(Tl(j,, ~ilio,i, ~~ rwrnber}

Peace Studies, Sociology, Arts &
Sciences, UNM-Main
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'"Plan for curricular l)(O(:eSs to take at leut 12 months
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Peace Studie · Minor
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This pt-og.'tl:m is or \voold tic l()Clltcd in cum.-nt t1Metl!,!'3d1J.1t;:.lg.radua c Cllllll
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D
D
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Cont.entr11tion
Ccrtificite
Empb11sis
Dcp1trtment

D

"liol ~ U.,,.. P<li<)•<,u1.i.lho, l(l(I<
..,.>11,l:l, !lt'ln
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D

it,,~-·•orr...,
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D
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Give exact title and requirements as they hould appear in the catalog, Sec current catalog for format within the respective
college (attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed,

The ~equirements for the minor are now expressed in more open-ended language. Previously, the cminar and internship
requirem~nt were met through indepcnden( srudy course number in Philosophy. ln the past yc.ar and next year, the . eminar
co~rse will be two Special Topics course in Sociology (SOC.>98 ST/Peace & Conflict and ST/ on violent Alternative )

whil,e th~ internship course has been Independent Study in Sociology (SOC490) or the int mship course in Political cicnce

(Poh Sci 491 ).

( ee attached)

Rcason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if nece , ' aty).
0 ram Committe . The specific
Studies Minor ha "'"new Director• an A sistant Director' and an expanded Pro ~
reThe Peace
·

. quirements have been slightly chaJl!:.'ed to allow for an expanded array of options (e.g. the specific course number for the
internship was replaced with a generic dtle; Peace Studies Internship); the listing of suggested courses has been updated and

expanded to reflect the true variety of relevant courses offered ai the University.
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PEACE STUDIES IVIINOR

Peace Studies Program
Jcnnifor Moore, Director (Law)
Christine Rack, Assistant Director and Advisor (Sociology)
SSCI 1103
MSC 05 3080
1 University of 1 e,rv· Mexico
Albuquerque 1\yf 87131-0001

(505) 277-2-501
http:/1\vww. unm. edu/~peace

Program Committee
Faculty
Colston Chandler (Physics)
Philip Gonzales (Sociology)
Carole Kagengast (Anthropology)
Shiame Okunor (African-American Studies)
Mark Peceny (Political Science)
Barri Sanders (UNM-Taos, Peace Smdics Program)
Jane Slaughter (History)
Ted Sturm {Philosophy)
Students
A<lolphine Carole (Sociology)
Betsy Erbaugh (Sociology)
Community Organizatiott Representatives
Anita Amstutz {Albuquerque Mennonite Church)

Introduction
!he minor in Peace Studie is an interdepartmental and in erdisciplinary program designe<l to
introduce students to the cau es and consc ucnccs of conflict. The program allows students the
opportunity to examine altematjves to violence and o reflect upon the nature of peace as a
sustainable condition at the i1 dividual and collective 1cvcls.

In the twenty-first century, the problem of violence e ·i t on multiple levels. from domestic
abuse and entrenched poverty to inter 1ationa1 am1ed conflict ten·o1ism and counter-terrorism.
We face the prospect or a nuclear cont agration on one side, with the daj]y reality oflowtcchnolo!,_,y conflict in doz.ens of countries on ru other. In the organized violence of warfare, far
more civilians die than sol<lier ; small am1s destroy more han sophisticated ·weaponry, and warrelated poverty, displacement, and di ease are the bigg st killers of all. Yloreover, in refugee
camps and urban communities alike, the pen·asiv incid nee of violence within families and
c-0mmunitics feeds and is fed by violence in its other fonn .

1

I

Peace Studies students examine the inf1L1ences that often lead to violcn conflict. and the
alternative path\,vays tO\vard susta11 able peace by using the disciplinary frames found within th
Colkgc of Arts & Sciences. History, philosophy> sociology> political science, economics,
literature, communications journalism and psychology all offer ways of understanding the
patterns of conflict we see in our lives and in the world. Tn both classroom and experiential
learning, students arc invited to think critically about Ollr world> to act creatively and to fashion
their own and our collective future in a holistic and supportive educational en ironm nt.
Ultimately, the goals of the Peace Studies minor rei 1force the overall goal of liberal art
education - to inform, to enrich and to strengthen humanistic values in our society. The minor
offers a unique, interdisciplinary addition to exis ing programs at he University of e\v e 1co
and is readily integrated into undergraduate programs in other schools and colleges in he
university. Careers in law, education, management, and fine arts arc enhanced by the study of
conflict and its peaceful rcsolutio 1. no less than more obvious car er path in foreign service
crim1nology, media and commu.nic.ations, poli ics psychology, and human ervice .
The UNM Peace Studies Program 1s a collaborative association of U )..1 faculty staff tudent ·
and administrators \Vith affiliated organizational and community members. Th progran1 affirms
the citizenship role of the University participating in campus and community events relevan to
establishing a just and sustainable peace.

Peace Studie 1\ilinor Studv Requirements
The mi.nor in Peace Studies will require th" st cccssfi I completion of 24 credit hour : l 2 h ur f
required courses, \Vith ti e remaining 12 hours taken from four groups of electives, one from each
group (sec course listing below).

Required Courses- 12 credit hours
Entry:
Pol Sc 240 International Politics

(3)

Physcs 105 Physics and Socie y

(3)

(3)
Internship:
Peace Studies Intern I ip
Closure:
Peace Studies Sc 1 inar
(3)
The Peace Studies Internship and Seminar requ·remen may be satisfied through relevant courses
approved by the Peace Studies Program Con n itt e (s e Ad · i. or).

Distributed Elective Courses

12 credit bours

One course req u1red from each of the followit g groups. These are sugge ted our. e ·
substitution of courses of sim11ar nature will satisfy the distribution requirement with approval f
the program committee.

0

0
Group I-Thought, Ideology and Ethics of w·ar and Peace
Suggested courses :
Am St 320 Globalization Theory & Practic.c
Am St 182 Environment, Science & Technology
Anth 420 Ethics in Anthropology
C & J 3 18 Language, Thought and Behavior
Econ 204 Origins and Development of Economic Thought
English 420 Language and Diversity
Ling 490 T/Rl1etoric of \\Tar
Phil 102 Current fora! Problems
Phil 358 Ethical Theo1y
Pl1il 441 Philosophical fovements/Contcmporary
Pol Sc. 260 Poli ical Ideas
Pol Sc .)62 Modem Poli foal Theory
Soc 312 Causes of Crime
Relig 247 Ecology and Spirit
UHon 302 Sem/l'vfodem Terrorism & US Con titution

(3)
(3)
3)
3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

Group II - ]Wethodology and Practice of Conflict Resolution
Suggested courses:
Am St 320 Globalization & ,. onv·o1ent Resistance
Am St 310 Nonviolence Jssues
Anth 251 Forensic Anthropology
Anth 453 Advanced Forensic Anthropology
ArtHi 429 TNisihle Agendas
Biol 402 ST/Bioterrorism
C & J 221 Inte:rper onal Commt nication
C & J 314 lntercultural Communiea ion
C & J 320 Mediation
FLC Conflict and Reconciliation
Pol Sc 442 lntcrna ional Peacekeeping and Conflict Resolution
Psych 374 Cross-cultural Psychology
Psych 450 ST/Psychological Trauma
\\Tm St 279 Intcrct ltural Communication Be :vccn \Vomen

(3)
(3)
(3)

(.))
(3)
(3)
(3)
(.)...
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

Group TII - Conflict and Conflict Resolution at the International Level
Suggested courses:
Af Am 303 Black Religion and Liberation
Arnh 339 Human Rights in Anthropology
Soc 461 Dynamics of Social Change
Geog 201 \Vorld Regional Geography
Geog 360 Po1itica1 Geography

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

1002
Hist 311 History of World Wru· I
Hi t 338 History of World Wru· 11 Era
Hist 339 Vietnam \Var Era
Hist 426 History of the Holocat st
Hist 440 Atomic America
Pol Sc 220 Introduction to Comparative Poli ·cs
Pol Sc 240 International Politics
Pol Sc 320 T /Islam and Politics
Pol Sc 320 T/l\1iddle Ea. tern Politics
Pol Sc 342 An1e ican Fore1g11 Policy
Pol Sc 345 Inter-..tu 1erican Relations
Pol Sc 356 Political Developments in Laiin Am rica
Pol c 440 lntcrnatior al Conilict, Anns ContTol & Disamrnment
Soc 221 Glohal Issues
FLC World Religions/Violence in the Name of God
\Vm St 331 Third \Vorld \Vomcn
\Vm S 339 \¥omen and Cultttra1 Violence
\.Vm St 379 T/Women, \Var and Peace Movements

(3)
(3)
(3)

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

Group lV - Conflict and Conllict Resolution at the ational and Sub-national Le el
Suggested courses:
Anth 130 Culrurcs of the \Vorld
Hist 322 History of the \'A/9men's .Rights Movement
Hist 428 \Vomcn. War and Revolution
Pol Sc-307 Politics of Ethnic Groups
Pol Sc 313 Women and the Law
Pol Sc 322 Politics of Human Rights
Pol Sc 441 Civil \Vars
Soc 216 Dynamic-s of Prejudice
Soc 416 Race & Cultural Relatio1 s
Soc 331 Collective Behavior
\Vm St 353 Women and Creativity

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
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IRl1 J4G1. "1obablllty. (3)

(Also omlre<I U Math SZT.) Ma1hom.11lcal modol:; loc r;:,~
,e ~ ~ ~bk,.... lj~pc.tc;':;1:i<;)n. l) alfJll)IQO,
6-""'11111J Md wn:i11UOus 'di:.-trilutlons 'Mth .applci-:Jon. ,k;-n1
di:;trit..u':ions. CCll'Ki':lonal plOCalllllt'j aoo e ~ . nd&pcndoooe. l.sw!i- Of large ni.rrn:en; Md :he c~r;il mr. thoorem. Moment gfflllratln!f ~
.
ll'reri!qui.liM; l¼;ih 264 OI Al\l.Wlllcnl. {l"QtJ

5Q. lnl•rn""1ia1, Probabiliry. (3)
{Ah;o dlor<.-d as Malh 528.) 'MIA:Mlllate <l&:~utiona ao<I <len-

.r.,..,s. lf,rn~lorm!l!lon!i-« random vectorli, ~ial mibv.iri;i111
dlstrlouicoa 11,,cludir,;i the norm.JI Mid mullinonilMI. WIiii! mo.

~Oql,lflnc~ ol random 'ltlfltl.bk.-S llnd !epic& f'rom
~ t l i e p,-OeinltOS illCIUdlh(/ random Wi
'
clla!M,

0111"18

f(;(°

ouoo proceaue1-ard Srowniatl mo11"on,

Preroc;uiGito·

Maoow

roo~. T ~ ~111;),

~- Ait.11nced TTme Serm ,.,,_yal■ .
M!llyats, "rbeo,y and Ap,;licsllon.J (3)
TI.me llOrlos mo<ld9 In 1hc;: 1irr)o ond :;p«."!rol dorl-,ina,
r,r
fil!ar.l.. Mu11rn,ria• modl!l'l. A ~ ,nil mov1ng a rt>gtl ll'IQOOls. FJ!crlng and prediction. D.atr0Ullon lheory.
Cosign ol expenmema.
Prv~l•i\9: $81 , {Atoom.,:o ~.ilk)

5115, Honparl!Mtr1c and A ~ Meth~. (3)
S:a.'istio.11 n,q\hocll:
:vu lrswdil"- o lh&
rbutloo or
1ho d:i~. $qi ti!s • Kolmogo,a.--Sll'llmov !em, r&nk 18 11

R o&t.tn.ltora.

~CIIS

~ ' St0Qha1t1g ~ Wflh A00!~191!., (3)
( ~ offcn~d u Malh 540.) Marloov charns &nd proce6H6
YA1tl llpplk:aUons. Classl!lcatlon aj &Ul:63. D ~ ~.
Stallooary O . l ~ P r ~. n4 ~bl;cxplittl. 1h11, 93111blllt'I. tl!il.'I Afld l.'114/ln 111n4t pmblM:IS. ()Jl!lll!l'lg ml branciing
Pr!,niquMD;.&,l or pcnnl~

t)! )'lst~.

rlcov ~

~ fleleej-.d Toplct In PJoilebtllty.T)_.y, <3) "
-1. ""'1h 54t,) 1,1,-y ~ ~~ rot aO!lil,

Wi:o olforlid

no

limi!!,
f70147Q. llli!uattiiil SlatflliticL 13)
O..aic i'dNa r,( ,r!,dj.ti,eef (I\J • ~ 41,td ;..,,,._,..r,1_
Tciplc& ~ d ; Otimings 14 poinlll Mid ded)' dlseaaet,
P.vc:t,0 CMl'bl, ~rams, cauae and

er/ea dai,affll, contrd
rekbilily. QO\!IO!fflll1ill ®$91,

dlar1a, aempNng, ~
iro.c1~1 fn~alo. T ~ , i m<.-tlws, n , ~

ilUl't-..

Prwri,qulill!e: :>45.

~rn4n, Samp11119 The«)' ano Praotlo.. (3)
Baalc methodt. al 1!1JM.1Y Mmclirq; simpk, r.intlOfl'I Jampi,IO,
su.niftod $11tllpMng. c ~ ~•Ing. ~mn: ~ng and

oc,!\l!f:llllla(f'l_pliug ~~~ ,aUmo.000 ~ed o~-illlw

lllfarmal:on; clulgn ~ comoilt~ um~ .1,tod ~ ~
P r ~; 345- (Al!,,ma,o f':llls}

'$74/414, 9 l ~ I ~Mtl~: SLIM\lal AnalyalaWld
Logi9ti,e R. . . . . ~ . (3)
A o.~eo <:N«wl'/# ot ~ oc,m,-,ly usod 11> :m.-iyzc
meoca} .ind 9 ~ 1 ebb. Ti)pics il\Cll(» lhe l<atw)Melc:t e.iti"""'= (lj 1he ~ t\Jnc:11on, modell lex ~
w1V"'81 <fata, ttoe Cox prooonlonal h!wlld., rnoool. mc;1hod5
1or oa~orictl,I r ~ ~ illCludolg IOgi&1IC I ~
Alwiprotir.~ ']l!MOI~ IM/II~.
Prnre,ciul!llte: ~ a -540 ot .oermlaalon of Jn&tructtl(.

1$~J471S. Mu1Ullal1ale Allalyala. (3)
Tool!, ,o, mil'.lv~ :i,,:,ly:b in::looi!,g ~ AN<l'/A,
~ O'lt11COM"11i .mat,-11,i., ~rr,in;u,I ;an:llyl:c, Cll#A:(
l;,Q11>r

-lysis, :!llructullll equa:lons modelll!Q,

ca,,on~ co,,e1auone and multlclmfnelonal ~no
1>rerequlalte: 528 « .$-1() or ~ , o n o! ~JC;lo<. [t)!rQtOd
uoon d4m,mdJ
579, s ~ Topic, Sn S."11.ale,. (3) ,..
May be rope.itoo I.or tr~. no wnr..

581J481, ln1rOMiloP !On- $1N'i.. Anetyaf1. (3)

lntroductnn :irt:rr OOIM),, anc! nequency domain models ol
timo
s. Oata .anat;i:I, whh emptlas:r. 011 S,,X.Jerm,
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Prereqimno: 501 or peirntiisbn or iiS':!U~. (ON~ uoco

dernafld}

~- l;l<>npu:~ ew:,,. EatJ....µon ......Image
~~rv91!Q~

Q)

Nonparame111e Hgreulon, oenany •
n, orlng. 8l>OC.
1ral denMI' • ~. lr11 09 r e c ~ IINI
t1otn

~

{Spilllg}

~. Adv-.cecl Probability. (3)
(Allio O!llllroel aa Maltl 541 .) A measure meoo,tioin~
io Pf()OObil'\y lhoay. Co~n ot J110'l>.lbiliy ..-..urc.._
015trhitt<>n "nd c:1"'r.ac1ofl!.lic runctiooc, ~ ano
iriro-otle
&. 5eqlJ8fl0811 o! lndepoodent ranoon variable$,
.alronO law of .litge nu,nb(n ~ ~ntr;,l lmit lh!»Gm.
-cmdific;ool o~PtCtatiOo, MArtilY.;:l!t'-1,
Prt!NJquiihe: Matti 563. (,\llemate 8?0006}

Jll!ii!lr,!is,

maoct..: 1moar

llldlu\Jl~ Uli, Wilooxoo, Mam- 'lhitllllV, I(
~W.illl• Ill/Id
Friedlnan 1lldi1J<, iwl)IJ.: ar,itn;xtion ,nciudng M calm tort. L

~ 1. [Sprw,g}

ptOtt!sse&. lntrodllc!lcn 10 conti!UOO& !Im&
es. JIJllll) ~ - ood Browni.111 mo':ic,,,

m~.ori.=

iu

rlf'C,"lr prt;dicticn; forcca,,s~ and oontrel.
~• u~l!e: Sill. {,Altl!ma~ SJ)mOI)

.mno1a.

. Toola~OflhoooNI

,

...~ , . ; , , J - J ~
11().1'11,)n.~,o ...~
. ""'.I"'
1-1~ bi061atl5!J<:5 Ind o ~.
Prorqql.Jl',l!O; 501 Of pccmiss,on or ln&:ruaor. (Clnerol! upoo
d«n,and}

HO. S..llellcll Compullns, (3)
A detaied oxamlnadon ol o ~ 51.11L'°°"I oompllli'll " Ills
ncc,dadfc,.....

and lntlli1111el-"

UM

s--

h.11, Made.band SAS 10 owe~ algornl'ma 1cr 90lvino YMet/ of I! ·15!ic.11 pmblnms u..-.g r~,npling ;and unul:illon
~ s such u ltlC boc;o.ctclp. Mon!o COIIO-rnetbOOt :tnd
Matko11 Gll:irn mo:~ for ~ «oOilb , d..liooJ, Ap:)licalio03 10 lnotw und IICll>-IINar
ll W be
"170-1
PrerequlaM: 521101 DermiNlollol1Mtruct0<,
SW. SClllatkal Coneuhlng Labo...eory, (14) 6.
Pr~r. o ~ c in :m:islical con11&11!1ng and
roal Clilt:a, Mey t>o Nlp081f0 10r ~ . no llml!.
PrereQUil,<le: $28 O f ~ C, IMln.c!Dr.

i-1•

ly'III ol

598. Ml!. . . . ri-b. ('1,4)

'o,H.,.d ~ i c~

only .

11-1 w, • lnlldmu,n Ol 4}

"'5. Grad-• Colloquium.

A

~ ~ ttl8I, c:urrf'<lt~

1411. s.nln• In Pr•bll"Y end s.tla~ (14)
u IYlh ~O.) M.-ry bo 11>pon,d •01 credit, no
lifflit.
(All<> offernd

MO, Reading and A - I I . (1-e IO a INXlrllUffl OI 12)

m.

t

Dla...tation. (3-12)
OffOrod
CR/MC bM1a on.II',

on•

• .

I

I,

,. ~

,

r: V5'l>r-00,t1 ~
1fpmm1119!"')1emb9n

4

••

Belly froaugh (Soc~)
Sbiim'I OJ01r)l)f (A~mtirc.an"
~ ~IJO')'Jao{ (An~IQOOlr'l'n1
Jatie ~ugl"f')ff (Hla:Of)')

r-rNl s:unn (Phlio6ophy), .AdVlsor
Hdwn1t-Zi,,i368

1,U,GQ2• 1G10
1 u,i,.,.,rsily or~- Me)(]oo
Albuque,que, New Mf)lj()C) 87131-0JO I
(!;05) 277-00IG, ~1-7827
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lntroduction

Qroup l•Though\ Ideology and mhlcca

Sv<'Jgt!:<'.ed OOUfll&S!

=

The ¢roe~ t:x:11011,.,comrf~ 10 ~'lianlll·COld(Ul'81l(
ti<nw philo~D>'iic-.1, o-qir,.~iicall, biok>glcal, Mcilo-

~Pl\ ·4115

'°?iei'II, cultur1tl, .soclologle8.1, eoonomlc and pOli1lcal. Tho3-0
t11etot ~. 1hrougtl t"lelr ,espectlVe dl&eiplioos, r,..,..,. bl\<ln !he
fooJa of actoiartf Malyaia f(lr 011ntuiioo. yi:i 1f"' ~ ~ l a

P,1il 102
P'/,ol 358
Pol &l 2ro

1hQ

:'hat would

promcno poaoeM :lc~/1\C!nt ct m~y ooof11c-..:,
ID dudn Ull.. ill() !tnp81'81M! ror II t.oader vndentandio,;i

-
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Of conffi~ e'IOlution and reMl!Ution ii; hcightW!Od by 1h<: fac-:
lflat 1he lnatrunM!nt,; al wi111;,n Mve beooroe so efticltlll ~Ill
PB.SI 0000f> of wrt,,rnnt<inlll bcl\lWiol' moy tu~ UII d8111J8ro11&"
~/ <ilocsc 10 IJ'Sma10 QlOblll de&a\lC1lon.
~IJ!lQ lt!O i~~ ~f1Q(lt1111YJ v,Q(ld ~!tee W wnl[,;,. WQ
so complex and broad In BCOpe, no :;fn!J;cz pcOfc~ficlr\ « .ocademb dlid\:>illie C1111 clan t,o cttflt' ill of lhe answer,. Hence.
mi :o;,~roci;ilion for bad(: ~~ 1hli:t iiddress '\1VOl,.-il,g
hum<1n ~ds OM be!t ll,11 84!rfWrl thr""'!Jh .on intl!fdi~
pllllary tlducatloriat P<Ogram dr11wi1g froln ~ range d acadwc disci;ilin r. re,,<c,sct1:lng tho HLlna.nt.lea, Socl;if
S<:lcnoos and Ns1Ural Sciences. Such 11 ;irogr;im [:; dcsqled
t,o broaoon 1he P6/&,leciiw of pA~Mi/19 r:.ii.dorte, in«eb'J'
a:re~honil'lg 1l>cir 1)0'~1 ;u inlcfmocS cltlzeor., ~
oiil;;,ncin<J lho)!f ~~~ ~rtk>IJ M IO~.

Program Goals
111'} mlflQf in Pee.~ SM~ Ill i111 moor~IX!ctlllQfit.11 ~<I ~ dleclp"1ruy P«l'.llrofB dQ,,lgoed t,o lnlloel!Jce ■tudents
1h~ Collago Ans and Sdences t,o tne oa&ic c.iu..'185, ll)d ..
~ ~ ·ffld :Poton!ild ~ .Of Cl>IMIICt.

°'

I.lo," rnpnr1Ant, tha prog,Mn will l>.ff<>td ~ tM "llf"O'IU •
nii';y 10 o~mk'M! ar.emallvea to ww and 10 ~ IJilen tho
rWUre of peace as a su.teinilbln OQ!>dftion irt '!lloC lndf'Adual u
wdll as 004IOClivQ lc~I.

In Ofd!Jr IQ !:Mis..'y 1hc~ ~ r QOille, the 10~"11 •~ic
oojacli...,11, have been lden:lllect

• ground erudenfl8 1B th.\ ~ Md ~ ol
me~ir.• from ~ I ' l l <itlciplinee l'oith ~rd to

!

~ioocpUcal Poond~

of €oonc,n,i¢

~
C ~ P.o\ot;II ProbicrnS
E~ ielli Theory'

Polltlcal ldeea

t.lodem Pol':\cc:11 ~

Pvl Sc 362

Group~:;,= and M.thodolog(Q■I Approaohos

Ii,,,

C!ll:\lret QI the! WorkJ

130

1~
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'02
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og 201

So 220

World R<>glcn:>l O<i~:,'

S,

1n1ro comparat.w Potnlu

l:!J

Group IIJ-<:ontlk:11nd Confllc:I f!NolllUon at tJw
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~e■:ed'!xiurHe:
22f

G:ob.JI i:;.foo:;

cou,,.., 1n SOclology. ro':!lcal ~ or H'

(3)
'()t'J

speclhcelt,r wllh Ofl9 nr.ic,i or rogir,I\ a,g..

dc'lll!='l
~_.J

t 317 Rur.si111~2410 Pl'cscn1
So ~7Ru~urasl& Pol/UCS
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ol Sc, 300?~ Teptt
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Pol ~ 357RlmlAfe'.LRSia ~
{3);
al.&o Pol Sc: 321, 342, -47.S, 490,
'Group 1V-Conftlo1 •"" ()onfliL't
Nallo,yj Lewj

~ .. 1114,

Fb-

Sl)ggeated COIDH!

IA! Am:2°'1
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f~-.1 Rodam

tUmr,, o!WQlnl!n't ~ IAD\•emt-nt

Pd SC 3f17' Pcltk:a~ Elhooc GIOI.C)II
(!>8)'Ch 37◄ Cl'ON'Qihurnl Psycho(og}'
So(; :! 10
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Soc 031
Wm Sl ~

Ooolec:tiw 8'!fwmr

Womon ;v,d Clll<IIM!y

(3)7

't3'i'

(~

~lT)
'"

(3)
{3)

..,.._ or war arrcJ peace:
ualst 8IUdenU in i ~ thool'y aoo prlldloe
lh<wr;h r..ld 11ridlo( n!S()i31'Ch eXl)e(lenoe; and
• Df\OOIJt* dialogue and ool~ion """"'9 s1utlaru
Mid !Acuity In ttv, ~ ciaw,iopn'M!~ ol ~ pMC"

RI.U9I B. Goodmlln. Cha,irpar50n

,1111Jdic;s curriculum.
Uhimablily, :hoJ go= or lhoa Pcao~ Studies minor r e ~ tho
- " g.,_ C4 ~,~ an& ~
10 en,lch
awl t o , ~ iuNOAC
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~r,11
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[Progra~Requir&ments
Tt,e, llllnor ln ~ $tudi,;& .,.;M n>ql,rire- ~ oompi.
!loo fl :c. Wldft litivrt,; 12 l\couB ce ,equlted OC>Uflff, '111th t"4
,.....,,inng 12 tlCM'& t:lken from lour prOUP& o' • ~ •. one,

COU'il<!

lro.n O&oeh group (Me

~

Ii~

b~.

l'tequired COiltN,._1Z c..-cflt hex,••
l:nuy:
Pol Sc 2'!0 fmom,;,oon,,'11 P'oli!lcs
~
Ph'f5CS 105 Physic:s and SOCle1y
lnmrn,.hip;Pt,i •!38 ~1119 and R&Mlarch
(P6ace

OOI!

Stuc,,u lnte~ip}

Phf-'1-11 P~~phje:,I Mova{/lcooe &uclics Seonww}

~--II

(3)
(3\

]

Pro19Non
Jc,11n Bussaniclh, PhD .• Stanro«I Urrr,oer'N)'
Rui&e• B. Good'nan, Ph,D'.• 1h9 Jotl!'5 1-t<JPl<IM Unlwriilfy
O.oroe F ~ Sc"-.lvr. Ph.D., \JnM:r..ily a! Califor1i•
(9'.,m:k,y)

Fr«I Gillc!1!o ~Lim. Pll.0 .. Coklmbla Un~
AM.i.t• """"'-•·
.Andlcw o.,rgeaa, Ph.D., Vale UnNersily
Bal'IWII Hanr>en, Ph.D., Un~ d Ni79M

Jonn Tab@r, Ph.O , UnMll'Sila1 Hamburg

(3)

,tJadd:,i Yai11b. Ph.D .. UrMitSlly Ol wi.oonein

(2)

Kelly Seckef.

Anlstant ProfN90tS

Ph.D.. Uniwrw.y ol Cali'ltfflia {S;tn OICl)O)

Rlcl'l!lld H'lo~. Ph.O., Uriw,r.iity of Toro.-ro

1'19 CourM~l :l 01"1111 hours

~ a d !rom ll:ICh 04 ~ 1~111, !J(001)$,
;(R! : I l l ~ coor■ ea; i41tisootlllrt c l ~ ct
ai .. ~a~ na1un, 'Wiff ~ J)eln'lin-.d will, " ~al.,;

Brvnl Kalar, Ph.D., HIIMll(J Unm~
f;Wt ToomllOn, Ph.O., UIWent.y cl Califomii'! {S¥) Dir.llol

comrnmee.

Helen;! E;i1$:gin, ?ho.. UNll<lr.si:y of warw.,
Oq,,.11d Lc,c, Ph.D., Ut,1y-r.y ~ Celrlomia lSan Qiol;Jo)
P.iul F. Sctimkt,, Ph.D. Ya.ID 1Jnlv.n1ity
ard N. Tur.18, P'lt O.. 8r.,rv;lci$ Un~

Cne

TIii/'.;,?
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M1J401, PN:1babltlty. (3)
(A_J&o Qff!lre<I "-• Malh S?7.) Mattlema.:ical model;; f o r ~

m,a1h9(1s. Tcpics such ~ multlvllrio\le ~
"' pr<ldietion; fCNIC8aUrQ 11/lO comrol
PNr~l9118: 561. tM,emalD Si;,~)

™

~l)<'ll'ilD!inls. r.anoom variables, ~~
oo,nmon
dl:i!ae111 and oontiruous distriblllions with appi1Caa'On. ~ t
d ~ . ~ I ~~ilhy and elfPE'Clation, fndl!.
~
- l.Awll of Lvgo Nlmb&ia and t h e ~ ~"lit I!!_.
11"..nl. Momont~

Prot~ul!llle: Malt\ 264

W. Act,,anctd Tlrne s.n.. Analy • · (Tim s,, ·
Analy&ls, Theory and App a~.) (3)
Tlm11 s,oriG$ ITIOOQI$, in 1ha : ~ :lJld &pclC".rlll dOmalna. l ~
/itll;t'$. llhdtlvalil~ mooells. Autor~rf»ilve and lllOYW1Q a.vGI'•
age ITIOOllla.. FlheMQ and prediction. Dil;trit)(.tio<, 1 ~
Oe&lgr, ct 9.Xl)9Mlll01$
P ~: 581 . lNln<n11t,, r-a11,;1

ncdor,;,

oc ~t.Mlant. iJ:Al)

~62. lfftennedllit.e Proti.bllity. (3)
!Also~ Ill! l,l;ut, $20.) MultiVMla111 . rlbUbor\4 ll'ld <k;,p,
~ ~ M l l l l l t ol random vecto,a, 5CO'~ mlol:iv~fo
d~tlblr.lona tlcludl~ the noon.ii .if1II muhlnomlnal, Uml! th&«ema tor 88QtJOnces Q! mnt,om vallabll!I arvJ 1epic:6 trom
&'lc!c:ha.tio IJIW<::CU~ w,cfudiflg nll'ldom w , Mad\ov chain,.
P ~ prooesaea and ~ n rn<)tion.
P ~: 561. iSprill;J)

G81!1. ~r,pararrr,etric and Robullt Methoda.. (3)
SbfiSl!ieal melhoc!& lllM are lnMnsltiw 10 1he di&lribll!i0ft of
r,w, oat.a. SIQ'l Jeats, Kolmo;JorQV-Sml"'°" Ir.SU, tt1n1t tc.:s
lnckxll"Q 1ha Wia;-«1, t.b.-Whitney, KrU11l<al-WaJlla and
FtiOdrll;;n 1ctls. Rebut! e ~ lncludng M 9$1im,-1ooi. l
erlmlltora snO A estimmOl'I,
Prerequieil8; ~ I or pomiill.$.cn of 1'lll'!rue10r. !Ollorod upon

565. Stocl!Nllc Proc._ with AppllCatfollL (3)
(Also afrt!n:d u Math 5'0.) Mal1(ov chms Md ~ \Wilh "pPllcalions.. Clasalllcatlon
~~. Occan~ns.
S\IJIIONlry dla:rtbutions, Proboolliry of llbsotpUon, 1he gambler'$ run Md 11'10.'lll i!IM Ol'Ctlloms. 0tJeutng and brancl'll/'Jl
pl"00l>UOf;. ll'ltrodUciloo to cottlnuoo• 1ima ~ric.ov i , r - .
Uc J\Jmp proo811188 ffld ~l,111 moliOr'I.
f ' ~ ; &lt o c ~ or~~:rw.or. (Spmg)

dl:ml)nd)

«

567.

$8$. Nc>nparanwic:, Curve &tlm.tlon end lmap
Recollltn,cllon. (3)
paramc-'i,c m~lon. dllrcsl!V arimr.Jon. 11/tet'IDQ, spec.
mar !ilin,,lfy ., •· liOn, Image 1&cons1ruc11on arid po11em
reccgnhlOn. TOOII ~ or1rlooc,nal--. um111C,, .pl'
WllVel«& and neullll II01\YQlb, Applc:"1iOM to Mlklic:IM, er
noorirg, bio...talisSc:s isnd economice.
Prff9QU18118: 5e1 or pe,m\,Nion at l!.1rVCtor, [0!1ctud upoo

Adv~ Probability. (3)

u Mam 541.) A measure 1h90fq1io intrOllJC!iQn
t6 p,obablll!y !)')&Ofy. ~ ot probal:llll!y mMilRet.
Ol&tribuoon ;,rid t;tia.r.ic'ltttii:tic IUnctiona, Incle~· am
Z<JnXlnO 1:1 ...11. Sciquencee of indegooG901 rMdorn v:m.1blas,
wong law ot large m.rnbcm1 ;lfl\l oentml 11ml: lMOf«n.
~ C,ICPQC1fflicln. ~ a .
P"'mc;tJl&Jle: Matrt SM. {Allema~ Sprin9s)
(Al,;o Q!fl,11d

JS$. StledAld Topic. In Pro~flly T ~. (3) A
(Also ol4.em u Math 540.) ~ ·t ,e N!9Mled 1or credit. no

~-

570J47Q. lnlluatri.. SlaUMICI, (3)
~ l,;ee1 ~ l'A1ie6olol qu,,lity ~ ,.r,d ~ I l l
·Topb OCN81°9d; Ot-ming,114 pornra encl deadly <1..-,
PMitQ Ch:lrts, hi&'!ograms, ca UN and~ di;!,gnuns, oormcl
c:h~a, &e"¥:flng. p,edoc1°10fl, rvktlility, a ~ . a l Otllgn,
' r ~ floc;tori;il:i. Tagudll rnelhodl, reaponae au~:,,
P,wraquisit,e: :MS.

en.µn_

Silnlpllng

TMOIY and P r ~

{3)
Baalc ~ rA ~ $41mplinQ; imple l'lllclOm ~ .
~ .lWT!plng. tluftt w,iptlng, aysll!lmD: lkVl\')lin; Md
gnn,eral ..atnpll~ achemee; e.11me11on t,,ued on auxiliary
lnlolma!lon; d.aian ot OOl'IIOIR)( ~mplcs and ca,e atudlee.
PrllA!QIJil;lfto: 3'5. {/l.llcffl4to Falla}

57-4.1474. 8h:,alati11llcal u.thode: Survl\1111 Analy•I• .cl
Logi,tio ~ I I O n. (3)
A .:W.lllltod O'>'llf\lklW of fflllthods commanl)' L6lld ,a analyze
roodlc,11 .;and ~lologleal daUI. TOllicl Jrdlde 1h11 K.,p&;,,,Mc~ Cslitflille d !tie ~1Uncllon. l!IOdoe for Oi!IIIIOled
Wlll"'1W Clllla, tile C C I ~ hAZMll mooet, melnOOi
1or c a ~ ~ dtlli ~ loglt1ic N I ~
p,obls -tysis, genMillzed " - modollll,
PrL-n,quilllle. 5211 0( 5'IC or p e ~ al in,;:ne.ot.

. ~ f ~1

d«Mr,d),
5GO. 9llltladcal Computing. (:))
Ade'.ailod ait3min:i'SOn 01 e--.flal g:»11cel oompCJ!k,g
I~
nN<SeO fOI r-•rcil and ~ I worll. SlUCfltm,, ri u SPha, Mmltb .>nd SAS 10 dwok>p elgOl1tlWna f o r ~ a v.mcf'f ol 1urL&'!IC:II prcblerna uelno rNami:fflO Ind llinvJI~
lltc:llftlquel ~ U tl>e ~ p , .Mor,r9 Qi,lc, method& and
Milth,, ~n mwiodl: f o r ~ probablli cu~
tioftL Awb11ons to Inell and non-llnonr rnod;I• wl bo
lllrnaed..
~ ~otpo,mialonOfhtNl:IIOr.

$97. $latletloal c:-wn1no Lallotllory, {'1..S) A
PrO'\licles expene1101 n allllillical oon.ulling .md ~ of
IHI da1a. May bl r v ~ !of Cid. no limit.
Pn,riq""""': 521 Ol'peffl119110n Of ~ 0 (.

591. MHw '9 Theele. (1..e)
OffilNd on • CNNC bMla 0<tly.

OrlCWIIII Coloqu!Ulll,. (1 •1 lo a ,-xlfflu,n Of '4) "'
Stud<ln1e ;nuw:rt lhOt' cu,rom rCISNlth.

605.

tAt. s-,lnar In Pr..i.bllly Md Stl1ladce. (14)
ea Mam 649,) May be f"911U!Od for c:rodn, no

{/Jae ottered
I

550. ANdlng and ~rt:h, (1 ... kl • maitlmLllft of 12)
689, ~ ()-12)
on.tad 01\ • CRINC belle only.

.ar-o

G7t./""- lkllllftrlate .i.nllylle. (3)
Toole 1or mul:lvarinl . , ~ ~ mu111Y1111el8 AA-OVA.

prlrlci:>el~n!S~.d&a1mherc~. clisoor
amlyaa, W!IOt anat;•la, etruc:tunll eQU!!lions mOd

C,,n(l(lic111 oorreta11one and mul\ldirr,amian.l) !iC&lling.
~ : S28 « sco or nnis.,lon o1 t11!J\JC!!lf. (O'terod
tlPOO domnnd}
S7't. S . ~ T~plos In &'tallltlca. (:I) /\

M.-iv be roponl!Od !or ...'Nl<lit, no llmlt.
sat /481. lnlroductlOft to nme S.riN Alwlly!NS., (3,}
1n,iooue110n io 11me ooma.'n vid /requ(Jney (lom.ili modelS Q(
1ime aerll&. Oata a n ~ . Arnph.."\111 0t1 8ox.Jenll:n&

UNM CATALOG ~2005

1~

.... ...,.,.

- 1~ct

II Shliame
ocmy ~ltQugll rJociOI09Y,
Okunor (A',ioan-Amorio;Jn SlMd" ")

1

Carole Nagerigill( (Amhropolog,1

J""" ~ ()ti&10t)')

Frt:d $!llfffl (PJlilosoplly), Advllor

Hokona-Zunl 368
"'5CW•lb10
I UniY11rsirycl Nr,w Mmico
Albuquerque, New Mexloo 871!11-0001
(SOS) ~n-0016, 1121•78'27
,)

0
PHILOSOPHY

lntroductlon

Group 1-Th<lvght, ldeolOgy and Ethic•
S~l&d couniea:

t-

f

241

11},(

:,>

Ton princip:IJ ~ COOll!lxlthO 1o in'.emalic:MJ oonflic, ;am ;it
~a.s ~~1 FMda.oos o1
~ hi• !l.llmo lime phlloso;:hlcal. geoo:arilical ~ I . pl!yd'l()loglcal. coltural, mok)g~I. ~nomiQ nnd politiGal, ih!&e ·
Phi 102
Cun-en! Moral PiwkNn•
~
tact.ors, 1hr0tl\)ll 1holr ros.pae1tve dilldpllnee. have been 1he
.?Iii 358
1,11)Jcal ill&o,y
(3)
J foe~ ¢ ~ ; M t ; ~ ror c:t'fl11JIJH!$, vet 100 11A1V ~ 5
Pol Sc 260 Pw11oal 1oou
(3)
• that woo)d promot. pea~ul e1rt1l41morrt ol muy con!liets
Pol Sc 3Q M<,dam Po11k::il Thaay
{3)
eeem 10 etJde u,i. Tue lmp<n11va fot a ~ und«e,9/dr,g
of 00flflicl 1:YQ!y!IQrl and r~olutlon i. helghtel'llld by the tact
Gro~p 1€r1nc1p1.. l!IJd Mtrthodologlcal Appmae~
tl\3! ll'le lnalnmllntsofwarflu. ha','11 •o oc:on,q9Q~ttttiat
S~i<tnCJCOUlWt:
past ClOdea ot lntemetlorlal be~vior m.w bnnO us mr,gerou~
;Ai'rih 130
CIJ!ln, or 1he V.'c.vld
l ~ c!ow to ~ olob.>J m"1nJcilon.
1.,8101402
STl'Con&equonces ol uclear Var
C & J 314
lfllt)rcvl!l,QI CQIT1!nlH'llca\i0n
•
Bece.u&e the ia3u8'ti = r rting ""¢Tld peoca and conflict 818
Goog 2!01
'Nond Ac,glM:II Geog/3plly
(:l) 50 ~m~~ and broad In aoo;ie, no ■logle profos:;,on or aooPol
SC'
220
Intro
C~ra,tve
F'olitica
(9) oomic dlsdplne can Cfalm to oftclr en ol Itta ..--ers.. Ht.'OOe.
an ap;ireclo.:lon loc bulo ;;,in,:ip~ ltla1 address eYOMr19 ~oup l~lllct .nd Contllc1 RIIKllllkln •I 1ti.
hum;in noc'" . c.1n ~ b~ supplied :ntough e11 intwi- INa1lonal ~mm.il.,...I \.oYllol
plin.;uy iklue.t!iOOal crOQ(llm dral'omg !lorn " mr,,ia o! 11G& ~l?!)lls,r,,d-Qt>Jrso •
dem.c dlsclpllnH repre.11nting 1ha HumanNic&, Social
SclOl1¢9:r; ,ind Nli.'llnl Sciences. SiJdl a program deslgl),ed
SOI: 221
Global IIIWOI
(l)
1o blOOOOn 11',e ~ripec,IV8 oi parliclpa.~ ~orr.i;. lhotoby
·
~ In ~ogy.
Sc""'°" or H~ory d6'nr

flc-Pri

<]

r,wl,V

I

l

l

91rtlflgltlenk1g lhelf pot,Jnl~V ~ in/Orilk.-d citilllN, 'MIiie
enhanc:11)'.1 their prvC!lo$iOtlal c.,pohMltlee u we~.

I

I

well a1 c o l ~ level.
)'

If

°'

• ground 81Udents In II,& -p,,, ~ Appb:ionc
~ lrom '"""""nt ~ 'Mtll ,.rd to
I - ofw"' and pHOe:
• aaalat atooem in inw?'otJ19 ll100I}' 411d pr11G1iee
t h ~ 1\Dkhndlot t1t!lC!'o8N:h expedeoOII:; aoo .
MOOOrage Cllalogtl& irod oollaboralion ;,mQn9 "1Udol'lla

l

1111d ' ool!y in 1h& ~ ~ Of 1he ~
~iol$~

-

Ultim~1Dly. :ha ,;oafs Of thct PMce Studi.el mlhOr r e ~ ~
tM>nall goal& or llbeflll arts edool!Sor>-ro irw'arm. 1c in1'a1
afld to 8lr9ngthan hl.fflllniri: v.wu<111 ., our &CX:li!l'J, The mlnor
Q!fvrll ii unique, lrtcrdilldplrlary add,on IO eidet()Q ~
u-ia c,,,.oge or Ma and Sele➔]

,,.

U!'
-·

:::J

.J f li

/ ,

J!rogra.!!! Re'quir9ments

1 1;0

-

Rusaia 192410 Preum

(~}

Sc: 357Ruaela/E- Po1t!1cs

(3)

300 or 400 r.ivd PDll:leal Sclenoe In oanp4t
gc,,ornMents "' ll'lltfflatlonlll tell:lenl. e.g..
{3};
Pol Sc 300Por.ical TllPQ
(3>:
Pol Sc 3 5 7 ~
P¢111c$
Ii» Pol Cc 321 . 342, ,475, ~6.

um.m

G,toup IV-ConftiOt anel ecnnlct f!MOklllon • tM Sub-

Nadonal uwl

Suggosllod oourscs:

L"'tilll 322

M\ 294

:gf

l~llilllonol Radam
History o!Wornoo'a R,Jht:; ~ n t
Po1b o! E:1hnio ~
eioe.-OJlhlral PaychOlogy

(3)

?ol 6,: 3111
F>.ydl 374
Soc210
Oynemicl of p ~

In <lfOef ti.> Rti!lfy th4 ... b/CNJOI goall. ~ 1ollo\tiing IP(!lci!ic:
oqc¢ivos hl!>l(I been lde~d:

J

HlstJt7

I

ll1D lnirlOf Ill Pooc;i Siudlea le en j~m,,ril;ol .,,,,cl il'f.at,.
dl ■clplioa!y ~ m ~nod 1<> ioodoee nid81.'1 within
the CO!lego ol Atlil 11M Sclenoea 10 1M bulc cau:1et. 1ect,.
nak'lglc4I prhcl~H and potentiel ~ '11 ~
More )'npor11111t. 1h9 p,ggram wil a:'IMI ~UCIM1S tile or,po,llJnily 1Q cx:,min,a dernafi>iw 10 1''81 and to rv1'«t Ul)0n 1114 l
na:t.te ol peece u • ~ otWldilion ait 1ho lntli.-,,j(!l.181 :u

/

f'~m

ill!l ~ l l y wi1h ano ...-:,liOn Dr rvg!On. ~.g.•

I

{ Program Goals
I

I

(3)
(3)
(3}
(3)

Soc,331
Ccl«'M e,tur,,ic,
wm!:1353 W>lnMandCrNIM:Y

I

~':'IJ,;i,.,....,,i;.,..iilioo<.+

FII.IIM. 8. Goodman, O l a ~
DtPtii1mef'C of P ~
MS00321o40

1 UlMl'IIIV OI New Mtxlco
~ . HM 811~1.()()01
(:505)271-2405 rAX (506) 277~2

~-

&-maJI: mnk.ef ounm ec1u
Wtb 8illt: h~'/,w,r,w,lllffl adu'"'1hinl<cr

"i'oo minor In PINICII St!Jd~ ~ mq.,itc $ilOOOIIIIIUI oomp1&-

John 8uNnroch. Ph-0., Stanford \lrMir,ity
R_,,,. 0 . ~ Ptl..O., Th6 JoMa Hocllinll Unt..m!y

1lon ell ~,4 CNld,'! t,,Qurs ; 12 hDur& C/1 roquired OOUl1Ml8, wl1I\ tha
"'1Minng 12 hOuta 111<..-. from four l!"OU!)$ ot tffQciives, one
cocne trom eech ,;ooo (tiff oour1M) tia;i)g bdo"'?•

Fr«! G,;lelto $Nm, Pll..O., Co\Jmbll Unwnl:y

RequlNd eou-t2 cNdlt houfa
. Emry:
J>c,1 SQ 240 1.ntcrM~ Potillcs
·
.£hyal:a 10$ Ph)l$k:il ancl Soc~
lnt~lp!"'1M 4ga Reading and R,541=!1
~l"eace Studiff Intl!~ Clcl6in; Pt!il 4-41 Pt,ib&opllbll Mowments
~

Stucnes Seminar).,

J

(3)

(3)
(3)

E l ~ Cou,..,....12 crwdM a.our•
Ol'Q ceu,se reqund '90m eac:h
tho •onc,.v;,,g gNlUps.
lh<l,ie are augge:,too oourac,; 1MJ • @n ¢1 OOUl'SCI o1
111m~ M1:w• 'l!ill bA pc,,mit',c-.d wi1h -~ d .
~mrn"1lPQ,

«

11'11>~]

~

(8or1td.y)

~ , . . . F\af..■ Dra

(3)

I

l)tl,1 CATALOO

o.0/Qt F l ~ ~. Ph.C>. , Unl\l~ clC~;.

~

Oi,rpess, Ph,D.. Yale u,-l&ty
B:utwa Hoonan, Pll.O.• ~ o1 Mz01111
Jolln Tiber, Ph.O,. U ~ 1 H;arrillui9
~ y ~ Ph.D., UnhlafSl!ya!WilCDl\slil

APJaw,t ProfMaOIII

Kelly ~ r . l>ti.O~ U-,:Y ot caafomia (Sall t>iQ9())
Richard Hay95. Ph,O , Unlycmi!y of Torc,,ro
Brom l(A\,r, Ph.D., Harvard UnM!r,i!y
laoill ~ PI\.D., Unt,>er&lty of Calt<lmla ($an

00)

Pl'OfNIIOl•Emerla
Helena E.116tvn, Pll..0., Vnivol'5itY ¢ol Wat$.lw
Ooeiilk1 L.eo. PI\.O .• Unt.'c!ri:l!V of C11l10mla (San OeOO)
P.:,ul , . $ ( ~ PII..O., Y.llo Un~•
ard N. Tu!lle, Ph.D.. Br ~ U_,.;ty

Symoo{s, ;,age 58 I.
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DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC

Date:__....v:.:. ·o....v:..a;1,1.,1m""2..i:r:-""22..,/.,......ru"1..:-..c:1t..-_ _ _ __

J-3,tll

:th'!'.:!

,

CIP CODE

ni • .,,

(Na1119 of ndrv,.iJal · ·1.. 11~cutto0ularcl\a~,l torm)

Asst. Prof. :::~d af ~
(Tr.lo. po~lon, lei Pl't

.i

WQilIX:

ni..rn~

*

Mark appropriate Program:

Graduato Oogroo Program
(For oxlsring degree DIiiy)

007
I
I
I

I
l

:D

I

'm
•o
I It)
I ,<
I

Cl)

I

Q.

4

7-6711

(D1>~11111MUDivisoONProgre""'81anch,

Undergraduate Degree Program

As ■lgMdby

AHOCiite Ptov-o.t
for Ac-ademlc Atf'alra

UNrT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE
.
Routing (All lour copies)
• Dean of Library Services {if neccessary)
2. CIR (Comp_& Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Cumculum Committoo (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Director of lr\Struction
6. FS Graduate Committee {If applicable)
7. FS Curricula Com ·ttee
8. Associate Provost tor Acadomlc Affairs
O
9. Faculty Senate

•
Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

rn

This form is o

O

This program is

1hr2 B.A.
~.ime 01 NS'".. Of Eu:111g Program
O

would be located

1n

currel'lt undergraduate/gradua1e catalog

on page{s)

m

::,
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NEW;

0

Degroo
Major
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REVISION OF;
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OeQr,e orJy

D

Concontration

□
0
0
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0
0

Certificate
Emphasis

0

o·
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lr0tll ll'MI l\ro"OGt's

0
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Give exact title and requiremen1s as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within lhe 1espective college
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Still :intnxwces a daoce nnjar to neny am varied fornB of daoce, FcloceB caimi.tnmt by 3
~ in a d:is:iplim trey do rot llflDt to pursue. Al1Cll5 3 llD.ro ~ to too
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ATTACH 1ENT TO FORt-.1 C
Re: Revision of the :Major
Oonna Jewell
Head of Dance
Dept of Theatre and Dance
l JNM
Request for Revisio 1 of requirement in the Dane B.A.

Page 467 of 2003-2005 Catalog, in the left hand column:

OLD WORDING
Under '"2. Courses in the major: Dance"

OLD\VORDING
c.

Twemy~six hours in dance technique ·elected with
advisement /\II students musl complete at k.""a.st two
<.."OU~4:S

in each of Lhc following area...: Ballet, Modern,

and Flarncnco and at least one course from one

or the

following areas: African, Hip Hop, Jazz, Mexican Folk,
Renaissance and Baroque, or Tap. Dance majo . and
Minors may enroll in a maximum of 6 hours of danc
technique during their Freshman year.

NEW WORDING
d.

Twenty-si · hours in dance technique selected ,vith
advisement. Atl students must complete at least rone
course1 in each of the following areas: Ballet. Modem.
and Flamenco and at le.ast one course from one of th
following an.MJS: ,1\fi-ican. Hip Hop. JwJ~ Mexican Folk,
Renai ·sance and Baroque, or Tap. Dance majors and
Minors may enroll in a maximum of 6 hours of dance
technique during their Frc~hman year.

,.
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Baekground

The Nutrit1on/D1etetics Progran, has an undergrad1.1at•e B.S. Degree il1 utrition/Dietetics,
a graduate M.S. Degree in Nutrition, and a post~baccalaureate Dietetic Internship. The
undergraduate curriculum is accredited by the Commission on Accreditation for Dietetic.
Education (CADE) of the American Dietetic Association (ADA), 120 South Riverside
Place. Suite 200,. Chicago, IL 60606-6995, (312)899-4876. CADE has established
Standards of Education that include a list of Knowledge and kill Statements, \Vhich the
program must demonstrate arc covered in the undergraduate cun·iculum. Upon rec iving
accreditation, the curricu1um 'is termed a Didactic Program in Dietetic (DPD).
Accreditation was granted in 2000, following a successful site visit and submission of a
self-study that was based on 1997 Standards of Education. The proposed curricular
changes arc a result of an extensive faculty rcvie,v that considered student evaluation and
the revised CADE Standards of Education established in 2002. A mid-point Program
Assessment Review will be submitted to CADE in 2005 and the proposed revised
curriculum will strengthen our position for maintaining accreditation status, as well as
better meet student nce-ds for adequate preparation for careers in the field of I utrition and
dietetics.

There are currently 49 students "vho are screer1ed i11to the undergraduate
Nutrition/Dietetics Program, mainly at the junior and senior-level. In 2003-04 there were
20 graduates of the program, and our upper division comscs offered just once a year,
have-a range of 20-30 students errrolled. The proposed changes include req1.11ring
nutrition students to take additional courses in the College of Arts and Sciences,
specifically Biology, Chemistry and English. Wc estimate that 20-3 0 students each year
will take the proposed courses outlined below. It is important to note that the proposed
changes do not inAuence the established core curricnlum requirements for graduation.

Reasons for Curricular Changes
Chemistrv
Students ,~IICourse
now beChan°es
required to talce Chem 122L General Chemistry. We dropped this
requirement from our curriculum in 2000, but believe our students will be better prepared
for advanced study in nutrition, chemistry and biochemistry by returning this foundation
course to our curriculum. Students will now be given the option to take either Chem 212
lntergrated Organic and Biochemistry OR Chem 301, 303L Organic Chemistry. Whil_e
we have always advised students about the merits of taking t)le more advanced Orgame
Chemistry series, listing this as an option on the curriculum will cn<:ourage n1orc students
to consider the series, which will provide those with interest in nutrition_ scien:c a bet er
background for pursuit of advanced degrees, both at UNM and other umver 1t1es.
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represent large numbers of students. With the proposed changes, students will be given
the option to take either the currently required Chem 212 Intergrated Organic and
Biochemistry OR Chem 301, 303L Organic Chemistry. vVc anticipate that 5 student per
year ,,,·ill elect to take the upper-division chemistry course, about the same as now.
Long Range Planning Statement

The Nutrition Faculty has identified the following as important goals:
• Maintain accred1tation status of the undergraduate program
• Improve student outcome assuring that graduates are
o Competitive for dietetic fotemships, graduate or other professional school
o Able to become licensed in New exico or another state if desired
Effect on the Department of Proposed Changes
The Department Chair has reviewed proposed change. and faculty in other programs
have had an oppo1tunity to review proposed changes.
Impact on Students Currently Enrolled in the Program

Students cunently screened into the program \vil1 have the choice of following the
proposed cun-iculum OR foHowing the old curriculum in place at the time they were
admitted to the program. Students scree 1ing into the program Fa11 2005 and later will be
required to follow the revised curriculum as outlined.
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{ } Copy added
Strikethrough Copy deleted
Nutrhi on/Di ctctics
First Year
C&J 130
Public Speaking
B
.a*lo»-l+12~3~/=---...JBiK.<4·~
for Health Rela:ted Sciences and
124L
J\ AA 1\4ajors Lah

{Biol 201
Chem 121 L
Math 121
Stat 145
Psych l 05

Engl 101
Engl 102

3

4

Molecular & Cell Biology
General Chemistry/Lab
College Algebra
h1troduction lo Slatislics
General Psychology
Composition I: Exposition

4}
4

Composition ll: Analysis and Argument
Sodal and Behavioral Science Course*

3
3

Fine Arts Course*

l

3

3
3

3

32

Second Year
Nutr 211

Nutr 244
{Biol 202
Biol 237

Professional Development Seminar
Human Nutrition
Ge1,etic.s
Human Anatomy & Physiology I for the
Health Sciences

Biol 247L
Human Anatomy & Physiology Lab l
-eB+E:iO'H-]-,:::!,2~38~----Human-At:iatomy & Physio~ogy II for th~

3
4}

3
1

-----'---~H~e~a~n~ h ~ ~ s e s - - - - - - - - - ~ 3

Biol 2481
{Chem l22L

Chem 212

Humar=J Anatomy & :Physiology bah--I-11-----i-1
General Chemistry/Lab
4}
Integrated Organic Chemistry and
Biochemistry tor}
{Chem 301, 3031 Organic Chemistry·}
4

~~-21,.;\.
-t~9- - - - - +
1''.ee~cllllm~ice,itil-u-\V'rJ-hfi.·itl:i:iBITlg~-----------=';;
{English 290
Intro to Professional \.Vriting
3}
1'1}.4'Hb,ffR-+l-+l-+3----'-----ll~~A..i\:lan~a1-0g<Ae~m
··~eAnti.;-:-i/'~rnA-t-l+lk-eductie>Rn-·----➔
3

Third Year
Nutr 321 L

Elective

3

Humanities Course*

3

Second Language Course*

13-1-{32}

Quantity Food Production

3

101 l
Nutr 322
Nutr 344
Nutr 345
Nutr330L

C&J 314
{Biol 238
Biol 248L

Bio1239L
Natr406

Fourth Year

Nutr 320
Nutr 411
{Nut.r 406
Nutr 424

Nutr 427
Nutr428
Nutr445
PE-P 326

Manage:n1ent in Dietetics
Energy Nutrients in Human Nulri lion
Vit.-uni.ns and Minerals in Human Nutrition
Princip1cs of Food Science
lntercultural Communication
Human Anatomy & Physiology H for the
Health Sciences
Human Anatomy & Physiology Lab IT
Microbiology for Health Sciences
Community Natrition.
1-;utritien in the Life Cycle
&estfletea Communication. Electivr:, 1,

4

3
3
4

3
1}
4

3

1

J;-{31}

Methods in Nutrition Education
Research Seminar in Nutrition
C01mnunity Nutrition
Nutrition in the Life Cycle
tvtedical Nutrition Therapy 1
Medical Nutrition Therapy 11
Applied Nutrition and Exercise
Fund ofExericise Physiology
Humanities Course*
Electives
Restricted Multicultural Elective+

*Chosen from Core Cun-iculum list
+Restricted Elective List

Multicultural Emphasis- Choose one:
E,d Psy 303
HumaA--Grewth-atle-Develo~mem
H Ed 471
Introduction to Community Health
H Ed 482
Health Promotion jn T\folticulmral Settings
Communication Emphasis-Choose one:
.
C&J 321
Tnterpet=s00al CommunicatioH Analyms
{C&J 221

Interpersonal Communication}

C&J 323
C&J 327

Nonverbal Communication
Persuasive Communication
Small Group Communication
Interviewing}

{C&J 225
·C&J 344

3
1
3
3}

3
3
3
3
~{5}
~ {33}
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C&J 314
Biol 239L

h.ltercultural Comm.uni.cation
Microbiology for Health Sciences
Elective
Restricted Communication Elective
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3
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Fourth Year

Nutr 411

Research Seminar in Nutrition

Nutr 406
Nutr424
Nutr 427
Nutr428
Nutr 445

Commwiity Nutrition
Nutrition in the Life Cycle
Medical Nutrition Therapy I
Medical Nutrition Therapy II
Applied Nutrition and Exercise
Fund of Excricise Physiology
Humanities Course*
Electives
Restricted 'iv1ulticultural Elective+

PE-P 326

*Chosen from Core. Curriculum list
+Res ricted Efecti ve List
Multicultural Emphasis-Choose one:
H Ed 47 l
Introduction to Community Health
H Ed 482
Health Promotion in Multic 1ltural Settings
Communication Emphasis-Choose one:
C&J 221
Interpersonal Communication
onvcrbal Communication
C&J 323
Persuasive Communication
C&J 327
Small Group Communication
C&J 225
C&J 344
Interviewing

1
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
6

3
31
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UNIVERSITY HONORS COUNCIL

The University Honors Council advises the Director of the Honors Program. The
University Honors Council shall be chaired by the Director of the Honors Program
and shall: (1) represent the interests and concerns of faculty and students in the
members' respective colleges concerning the Honors Program; (2) represent the
Honors Program to the faculty and students of the members' respective colleges;
(3) serve, along with two members of the Honors Students Advisory Council, as a
committee to which students may appeal, in extraordinary circumstances, to
continue participation in Honors courses even though their cumulative grade
point averages do not meet normal requirements under the Honors Program
policies; (4) assist the Director with graduating senior interviews; (5) advise the
Director on issues related to the Honors Program; (6) serve as requested by the
Director on faculty search committees including the Garrey Carruthers Chair, the
UHP curriculum committee, and other necessary committees that may be
required.
The University Honors Council consists of the Director of the Honors Program;
six faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate in consultation with the
Director of the University Honors Program; two from Arts and Sciences and one
each from at least four other schools and colleges; one student appointed by the
Associated Students of UNM (ASUNM) and one student elected by the Honors
Students Advisory Council (HSAC) to serve a one year term. The terms of office
of the faculty members shall be for three years set up on a staggered basis so
that the terms of two members will expire each year. Faculty members may
serve up to two terms consecutively.
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Revised Charge of the UNM Scholarship Committee
Proposed to the UNM Faculty Senate, March 22, 2005

During the meeting of November 12, 2004, the Scholarship Committee unanimously voted to
re?ommend to the Faculty Senate that the name of the committee be changed from "Scholarship,
Prizes, and Loans Committee" to "Scholarship Committee" because the committee has not been
involved with prizes and loans for many years not is it likely to be involved with such in the future .
The following charge was debated and adopted by a unanimous vote of the Scholarship
Committee at a meeting on November 12, 2004. That charge was amended by a subsequent
debate and unanimous vote at a meeting on January 28, 2005. This charge is recommended for
adoption by the Faculty Senate as soon as possible.
The Scholarship Office, Dean of Students, Bursar, Development Office, and Honors Program all
participated in the discussions surrounding the drafting of this new charge, which was drawn from
the previous charge but updated in several ways. Primary changes from the previous charge are :
(Charge 3) change of the report due date from November to May; (Charge 5) this new charge was
added; and (Charge 6) this new charge was added; and various minor wording changes.
The charge approved by the Scholarship Committee was presented to and discussed by the
Faculty Senate Operations Committee on March 1, 2005. The Operations Committee
recommended two wording changes which have been incorporated in the draft presented below.
The charges listed below are slightly also reordered from the version discussed by the Operations
Committee, and previous charges 2 and 4 are now combined into charge 2, and previous charges
5 and 6 are now combined into charge 4.
The Scholarship Committee will:
1. formulate and oversee the implementation of policies governing the allocation of
scholarships to students when policy is not stipulated by the granting agency;
2. coordinate scholarship issues with the Scholarship Office (SO), Student Financial Aid Office
(SFO), and other university offices and administers and advise the Directors of the SO and
SFO on matters brought to the Committee by the UNM community;
3. make an annual report to the Faculty Senate each May on issues and decisions related to
the granting of scholarships by the SO and SFO;
4. evaluate scholarship-related budgetary policy in the Student A~airs Division and advis~ the
Vice President of Student Affairs and the Provost on scholarship-related budgetary policy
and on matters brought to the committee by the UNM community;
5. assist in the selection process of the Regents and Presidential Scholars;
6. oversee and assist designated UNM faculty representatives in disseminating inforr~ation
concerning, screening and preparing applicants from among UNM students for maJor
national and international scholarships such as the Truman, Rhodes, Marshall, Goldwater,
and Fulbright Scholarships.
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Academic Integrity in Intercollegiate Athletics: Principles, Rules
and Best Practices
Executive Summary
There are three primary rationales for intercollegiate athletics: it can contribute to personal
development reinforcing academic excellence; it can contribute to community and institutional
loyalty; it can broaden positive interest in and public support for higher education. The Coalition on
Intercollegiate Athletics strongly supports these goals. However, these values cannot be realized if we
abandon the principle that personal development through athletics participation and academic
achievement are inextricably linked. The Coalition, as a faculty-governance based alliance devoted to
athletics reform, has developed proposals and guidelines to help faculty and others on campus fulfill
their responsibilities with regard to the impact of athletics on academic standards and integrity. om
of the basic principles and major proposals are summarized in this brief overview. (All proposed
NCAA bylaw changes are noted as such below.)

1. Admissions.
• At many schools, there is a different admissions process for athletes, and faculty may not have
adequate information to confirm its academic integrity. The Coalition recommends that
campuses examine the processes by which scholarship athletes who do not meet minimal
academic criteria are granted admissions.
• Faculty governance bodies should work with their administrations to develop policies
concerning these processes, and procedures through which faculty governance bodies can be
informed of their implementation.
• Campuses should collect and analyze data on the academic performance of all athletes, to better
assess the range of admissions qualifications appropriate to athletes, including athletes who
enter as transfer students.
2. Scholarships.

• Under the current one-year renewable structure of athletics scholarships, athletes may be
legitimately concerned that their continued access to education depends on sports success. This
can create a conflict of incentives that may lead to an emphasis on athletics at cost to
academics. The Coalition recommends that NCAA standards require that there be a
presumption of scholarship renewal for a period of five years, or until graduation, and that
scholarships be revocable only by the chief academic officer. [NCAA bylaw proposal, Section
2.1]
• Because the rationale for merit scholarships based on athletic, rather than academic
qualifications is not strong, the Coalition recommends that a reassessment be made of the
.
feasibility of converting athletics scholarships to a need basis.
• The Coalition believes that "pay for play" proposals to compensate athletes beyond scholars~1p
support are inconsistent with the principles of amateur sports on which intercollegiate athletics
is based; it is concerned that the conduct of college sports in other respects may be creating a
context in which maintaining amateur values will not be possible.
3• Curricular Integrity.

0ZO
• The _campus faculty b~ars P?m~ry res~onsibility for ensuring that academic program conform
to high. standards of mtegnty m cumculum and student evaluation. Reports of differential
academic treatment of athletes by faculty have persisted for years and occasionally b en
confirmed, but. without detailed data on athlete enrollment patterns and grade faculty
governance bod~es_ have no way of routinely assessing the integrity of campus program in thi
regard or remediatmg problems that may exist. The Coalition therefore propose that campu e
~ollect ~ata on t~e academic performance of athletes by course section, and convey that
mformatton to thetr campus faculty governance bodies, protecting the anonymity of indi idual
student records. [NCAA bylaw proposal, Section 3.1]
• Academically prejudicial treatment of athletes is of equal concern, and we recommend that
policies against this be consistently applied.
• The Coalition recommends heightened scrutiny of courses taught by athletic departm nt taff
and controls to manage conflicts of interest when athletes are enrolled in them. The oaliti n
also recommends that the amount of academic credit awarded for varsity sports participation b
determined by the faculty and strictly limited.
4. Time Commitment, Missed Class Time, and Scheduling of Competition .

• In no way does a school more clearly signal an inappropriate prioritization of athletic o er
academics than when it sends the message that training or competitions take priority o er cla
attendance and coursework.
• Because coaches have great leverage to guide their athletes to place academic fir t th
Coalition recommends performance assessments of coaches and close monitoring that create
incentives for coaches to use that leverage constructively.
• The competition scheduling decisions that campuses make directly affect the challenge athlete
face in the classroom. The Coalition recommends that Faculty Athletics Representative and
campus athletics boards be meaningfully involved in the design of season schedules to en ure
that academic priorities guide planning.
• It is not clear that the current length of competition seasons is designed so as to ensure that the
basic goals of amateur college sports are fulfilled with the least possible interference with
academic goals. The Coalition recommends that an FAR-led task force be commi sioned by the
NCAA to assess this issue for each sport.
• Because the growth of non-traditional seasons in many sports have significantly extended
overall competition seasons, the Coalition supports an NCAA bylaw change that would
eliminate divided competitive seasons. [NCAA bylaw proposal, Section 4.3.2.]
• The Coalition recommends that the NCAA and the conferences reverse the trend toward
expanding seasons at the beginning and at the end, in particular post-season tournament a
well as reversing the increased reliance on athletic events scheduled on weekday
• Efforts should be made by schools and conferences to ensure that athlete do not ha e
competitions scheduled during final exams.
5. Policies Concerning the Office of Academic Advising for Athletes (OAAA).

• The success of athlete advising is critical for the academic integrity of campus sport program ·
Faculty have a responsibility to understand the role of the OAAA, and to be assured that the
office is structured to operate with integrity.
• The single most difficult issue that confronts the OAAA is to maintain a focus on ma imizing

the academic accomplishments of athletes, given their athletics commitments, rather than on
maintaining their athletic eligibility The OAAA should be structured in such a way as to
maximize its ability to manage this tension successfully. The Coalition recommends that the
OAAA report to the chief academic officer of the campus; this does not rule out a secondary
reporting line to the athletics department, whose engagement with the OAAA can contribute
substantially to its strength, but the chief academic officer must bear primary responsibility for
ensuring the integrity of the OAAA.
• Qualifications for the director and the advising staff should be set at the high levels towards
which the profession of academic advising has evolved.
• Structures should ensure that advisors are not placed in disadvantageous positions with regard
to coaches; for example, the Coalition recommends having multiple advisors share team
advising duties, rather than have individuals serve as sole advisor assigned to work with a
specific team. Advising staff, rather than coaches, should have primary responsibility in the
athlete's selection of major and specific courses, and advisors alone should have authority to
contact instructors with regard to individual students.
• Coalition guidelines include a checklist of elements that characterize many successful academic
advising programs, as well as a list of athlete support functions that can enhance the overall
effectiveness of the OAAA.
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Academic Integrity in Intercollegiate Athletics: Principles, Rules,
and Best Practices
Submitted for vote by the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics
22 February 2005

Introduction
There are three primary rationales for intercollegiate athletics: 1) for the athlete, the discipline and value of
sports can contribute to personal development reinforcing academic excellence; 2) for the campu , th
ceremonies and competition of intercollegiate sports can contribute to community and institutional loyalty· 3)
for the college and university community, college sports can broaden positive interest in and public support
for higher education.
While the experience of the past century has frequently called into question whether these ideals have a clo e
relationship to the practice of college sports, the Coalition for Intercollegiate Athletics has adopted the
principles as goals in its advocacy of intercollegiate athletics reform. College sports should be pur ued in a
way that supports these claims for its value. If that has not generally been the case in the past, we need to
change our practices.
None of the values ascribed to college sports can be realized if we abandon the principle that personal
development through athletics participation and academic achievement are linked. Yet experience sugge t
that in many sports programs, academic goals are treated as subordinate, and in a variety of ways student are
encouraged or enabled to let their athletics commitment undermine their academic work. To the degree that
athletics undermines academic integrity, it reflects a cynical attitude towards the ideals of college sport and
of higher education.

It is a norm of long standing in higher education governance that the faculty bears primary responsibility for
maintaining the academic standards of institutions. For this reason, the COIA, as a faculty governance based
coalition devoted to athletics reform, has developed the following set of proposals and guidelines to help
faculty fulfill their responsibilities with regard to the impact of athletics on academic standards and integrity.

Although this document includes many proposals, only three are suggested as rules, or CAA b law ,
that should apply to all schools. The great majority are intended as best practice guidelines - policie
that have worked well in practice at some schools or, in some cases, new ideas that are shared because
th ey promise to address difficult problems that have resisted solution. The object is not to pre cribe
what schools must do, but to suggest issues that schools need to consider and approaches that ma with
adaptation fit local needs and strengthen the way athletics supports the educational mis ion. Where
other local practices already accomplish the goal of academic integrity, those may in fact con titute
best practices for that institution.
The Coalition is an alliance of over forty-five NCAA Division IA faculty senates, and proposals and
recommendations in this document are intended to apply only to Division IA schools, although in the ca e of
proposed NCAA bylaw changes, the NCAA structure requires that proposals apply to all of D~vision I. It is
our hope, however, that to the degree that these ideas articulate well founded principles, they will be of use to
all schools that engage in intercollegiate sports.
The recommendations are in five sections:

1. Admissions
2. Scholarships
3. Curricular Integrity
4. Time Commitment, Missed Class Time, and Scheduling of Competitions
5. Policies Concerning the Office of Academic Advising for Athletes
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Proposals within each section are numbered. Boldface numbers indicate proposals for
NCAA bylaw changes (there are three altogether: 2.1, 3.1, 4.3.2). Other proposals are
best-practice guidelines for schools to consider and adapt according to local needs and
judgments, or general calls for action on the part of Division IA schools.

1. Admissions

At many Division IA universities there are students admitted on athletics scholarships who do not m et
normal minimal admissions criteria. The practical integrity of such admissions processe are difficult fi r
faculty to evaluate in their role as stewards of academic integrity. At many institutions, faculty ha e not b n
responsible historically for setting minimum standards for admissions or in monitoring how the e are
administered in practice. However, because of a history of problems associated with college port the
Coalition recommends that campuses consider developing policies and procedure that will clarify th
principles for athlete admissions, and set parameters for them consistent with the institutional mi ion.
Scholarship athletes who are admitted in this way may not be the only students who recei e p cial
consideration based on grounds other than academic qualifications, and the Coalition recommend a a b t
practice that campuses address policy development in this area broadly, so that value of pro iding
educational access and maintaining academic integrity in special admissions are balanced for all group .
With specific regard to special admissions for scholarship athletes, the Coalition recomm nd for
consideration the following guidelines, which may be adaptable in framing special admissions policie more
broadly:
l. l Campus administrations and Faculty Governance Bodies should develop policies setting criteria for
admission of scholarship athletes. These criteria should be set with regard to both minimum standard for
regular admissions and average qualifications of entering students. They can and generally should be abo e
NCAA minimum limits.
1-~ Campus administrations and Faculty Governance Bodies should develop policies that set tandard
cnteria for special admissions, consistent with maintaining academic integrity in special admission balanced
for all groups selected for admission, including special admissions for athletes, either for all port program
taken together, or for individual programs. Efforts to obtain and maintain diversity in the campu population
of _athletes should not be compromised, so that athletes of all races, classes, and genders have acce to the
umversity.

l .3 The Campus Athletics Board should receive information on all scholarship athlete admits and hould
annually certify to the campus Faculty Governance Body compliance with these policies.
l .4 Campuses should develop means to track and share with the Faculty Governance Body the academic
performance of scholarship athletes who enroll through special admissions, to permit better under tanding of
how successfully the campus supports the academic needs of these students and what costs to the campu this
may involve. Faculty Governance Bodies should also be provided with data concerning the academic
progress of all athletes, allowing them to assess the range of admissions qualifications appropriate to athlete
adhering in all cases to the requirements of protections under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA).

1.5 Analogous policies and procedures should be developed to govern admission of transfer students who are
scholarship athletes.

Athlete~ who transfer to four-year institutions from two-year institutions face particular difficultie . Th
COIA is not aware of good data pertaining to the academic success of athletes who transfer from junior
colleg~s. Because concerns about possible problems are of longstanding, the Coalition upports th
followmg recommendation:
1.6 The NCAA is encouraged to compile data and undertake a systematic study of the success rate of athl t
~ansferring from junior colleges and of problems particular to this transition, with the goal of pro iding
~nformation that can help guide schools in admissions decisions and effective advising. Such a tudy h uld
mclude a survey of the impact of recent NCAA academic reforms on junior college transfer student .

2. Scholarships

The basis for the award of an athletics scholarship is generally excellence in athletics, but the purpo
f th
award is to provide access to higher education. From the school's standpoint, retention of any cholar hip
should be determined on the basis of academic criteria. The expectation should always be that a tud nt
receiving a scholarship will graduate.
Currently athletic scholarships at many Division IA schools are awarded on a one-year renewable ba i and
an athlete's commitment to participation and success in athletics may determine scholar hip ren al.
Ath1 etes may be placed in a position where continued academic opportunity requires prioritizing athletic
participation and success over academics, in a manner inconsistent with the positive values of intercoll giate
ath1 etics. The Coalition recommends the following policies, to be implemented through CAA bylaw :
2·1 Athletics scholarships shall be awarded on a year-by-year basis with the presumption that they wil1 b
renewed up to four times for a total award of five years, or until graduation, whichever come fir t for
stu dents who are in good academic standing conform to campus codes for student behavior conform to th e
ath1 etics department's standards of conduct 'and adhere to team rules. If a student graduates in fewer than
five_ years an institution may renew the 'scholarship if the student has athletic eligibility remai~ing.
lnSbtutions shall establish criteria and a mechanism for revoking a scholarship. The final autbonty for
revoking a scholarship shall rest with the chief academic officer. A student awarded an athletics cholar hip
who is no longer participating in athletics will be counted against the NCAA maximum number of award for
that sport, unless the scholarship is revoked.
Unti~ this policy is adopted as an NCAA bylaw, the Coalition recommends it as a be t practice to be
con s1 dered and adopted by local campus Faculty Governance Bodies.

!he Coalition believes that the number of athletics scholarships should be reduced, and will addre
In future discussions concerning cost containment in college sports.
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&ed-based scholarships
Ultimate IY, th e rationale for athletics scholarships is fu ndamenta 11Y weak • A scholarship award based olely
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on athletic ability and commitment to participate in varsity sports resembles in important respects payment
for services, and such scholarships further encourage high-school athletes who are college aspirants to
prioritize sports over academics. Moreover, on some campuses scholarships for athletes who have no
financial need are partially supported, through tuition and fee payments, by other students who may have
various levels of financial need, an outcome that is extremely difficult to justify. While the Coalition regards
ending scholarships based on athletics skills as an ideal that fully reformed intercollegiate athletics would
entail, it recognizes that it would be difficult to design a need-only basis that would not lead to negative
consequences, including, among others, the following: opportunities for fraud in the awarding of aid, which
the current system does not entail; severely unequal impact on high- and low-tuition schools, which may
undermine competitiveness on the field.
In light of these and other difficulties in designing a need-only system that has integrity, is fair, and continues
to provide access where it is needed, the Coalition cannot now propose the end of athletics scholar hips.
However, as noted earlier, the premises and impact of athletics scholarships conflict in significant ways with
the principle of our academic mission, and the Coalition urges continued efforts to design a system that doe
not permit them on bases other than need.

We note also that to the degree that athletes are awarded generous scholarships on the basis of non-academic
criteria other than need, the principle that athletes should be treated similarly to other students is de ply
compromised.
Pay for play
The Coalition does not support proposals to compensate athletes through means other than scholarship
support. Intercollegiate athletics on college campuses plays a constructive role when it is an amateur pur uit
designed to enhance the academic experience. The athlete who represents an institution does o a a
representative of the student body, engaging in an extracurricular activity designed to enhance hi or her
academic experience. If these activities were not of direct benefit to the student participant, there would be
no rationale for supporting them.
We do not support "pay for play" because it does not conform to the principles underlying the Coalition'
Support of college sports. To the degree that institutions abandon those principles, they strengthen upport
for professionalizing the revenue sports, and undermine the Coalition's position. The Coalition anticipates
further addressing this issue in the context of athletics finances and commercialization.

1. Curricular Integrity
The campus faculty bears primary responsibility for ensuring that academic programs conform to high
standards of integrity in curriculum and student evaluation. On many campuses, this rol~ is p~rformed ~y
faculty within individual schools or units. However, continuing reports of compromises m acadermc
integrity related to athletics have been persistent over the past century, and are a matter of concer:n to c_ampus
faculties as a whole. The most common forms of reported abuse are courses or programs mtentwnally
designed to attract athletes by being academically unchallenging either in content or in grading or that
provide preferential grading for athletes. The COIA makes no judgment about the vali?ity of such report_ ·
ou~ concern is that campus faculties be provided the information necessary to determme ~hethe_r there 1
evidence of abuse and authority to establish the policies and procedures necessary to mveStlgate and
remediate if they appear warranted.
Although the potential abuse in question primarily concerns behavior by faculty and advisors, th~ p~ncipal
tool necessary to allow campus faculties to determine whether the possibility of abuse is occumng is data
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con~eming enrollment and grading patterns of students in individual sports programs. Such data would b
designed to reveal whether there are clusters of athletes enrolled in identical courses or in cour e
ith
i~en~ical ins~ctors, unusuall~ high class GPAs in such courses or from such instructor , or grade
s1gmficantly higher than predicted for athletes as compared to others in such courses or from uch
!nstru~tors. The prese~ce o_f positive data in this regard is not necessarily an indication of compromi ed
mtegnty, but compromised mtegrity would likely generate such indicators, and their presence hould be a
cause for concern and inquiry.
For this reason, the Coalition recommends that such data be collected and made available to campu faculty
governance, which should also be empowered to report on it and investigate the significance of problematic
features. In this regard, the Coalition recommends the adoption of an NCAA Division I bylaw, as follow :

3.1 Campuses shall collect data on athlete enrollments and grades by course section, including indication of
course GP As, and data on choice of majors, for each individual sport, and shall convey that information t
the campus Faculty Governance Body, ensuring that the anonymity of individual students is protected to th
degree provided by law. Where no campus Faculty Governance Body exists, the information hall b
conveyed to the Campus Athletics Board.
Until this policy may be adopted as an NCAA bylaw, the COIA recommends it as a best practice, to be
considered and adapted by local campus faculty governance.
In addition, the Coalition recommends the following best practices:

3.2 Campus administrators and Faculty Governance Bodies should develop policies and procedure
specifying the format in which such data will be presented, and the degree to which the data shall be made
public or restricted, adhering in all cases to the requirements ofFERPA protections.
3.3 The Faculty Governance Body should create a committee on academic integrity, specifically assigned to
review and interpret data collected concerning athlete enrollment and grade patterns, in order to determine
whether data consistent with a failure of academic integrity exist. This committee may be organized a a
subcommittee of a standing committee on educational policies or academic affairs, to which it would report.
3.4 Campus administrators and Faculty Governance Bodies should develop policies and procedures allowing
for investigation of problematic data concerning athlete enrollment or GP A patterns, and for remediation if
deemed necessary. The goal of these policies should be to ensure that faculty and advisors associated with
~11 campus programs are maintaining standards of academic integrity with regard to students participating in
~ntercollegiate athletics programs. Policies should include guidelines that will help assure that data are
mterpreted in a manner that is well informed and sensitive to patterns of student enrollment and performance
independent of athletics.

It is equally a matter of concern that there is anecdotal evidence that instructors have been unwilling to afford
to athletes the academic accommodations necessary for them to fulfill appropriate athletics commitment , _for
example, by refusing to provide make-up tests or otherwise penalizing athletes for missing classes dun:°g
team travel periods, when campus regulations call for accommodations. Such ac~ions o~ oth~~ forms of bia
against athletes place these students in an untenable position and int~rfer~ with their ability to succeed
academically. Campuses typically provide for academic accommodations m cases where student fulfill
commitments as representatives of the institution, and these apply to athletes as well. Therefore the
Coalition recommends as a best practice:
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3.5 Faculty Go~ernance Bodies s~ould ensure that campus policies concerning accommodations to be
granted students m the course _of th~Ir r~presentation of the institution be clearly codified and conveyed to all
faculty. Procedures ~or reportmg v10lat10ns of these policies should be clearly stipulated and conveyed to all
students, and mechamsms developed for mediation and adjudication.
On many campuses, team coaches have regular or adjunct academic appointments and offer course for
academic credit, generally related to athletics. While coaches may be well qualified to offer academic
courses in some areas, the history of and potential for abuse are well known· in cases where an
.
'
mstructor-coach has grading authority over an athlete, conflict of interest is very clear. The Coalition offer
the following proposals as best practices:
3.6 Campus administrations and Faculty Governance Bodies should develop policies regarding wheth r
athletes can enroll in credit courses taught by a coach or other member of the athletics department taff. If
permitted, campus administrations and Faculty Governance Bodies should develop procedures for monitoring
~nrollment, credit, and grades of athletes and non-athletes to minimize any appearance of or actual conflict of
mterest.
3.7 When an athlete is permitted to enroll in a course taught by his or her coach, that coach hould not
participate in any grade assignment for that athlete. Faculty Governance Bodies should con ider whether
such policies should be extended to cover assignment of grades by a coach to athletes in other var ity ports.
On some campuses, academic credit towards degrees is awarded for varsity participation. This practice ha
the potential to be in conflict with academic integrity, especially where the coaching staff is involved in
assessing student performance. Therefore, the Coalition recommends the following policy:
3.8 Academic credit may be awarded for participation in varsity sports only if specifically appro ed by the
campus faculty in its supervisory role over curriculum. Any such credit should not exceed a small number of
total hours toward degree, such as 2-3 percent, and should be assigned only on a pas -fail ba i .
Faculty-approved procedures should be developed to monitor the awarding of such credit, and to addre any
cases of abuse that may arise.

!

Time Commitment, Missed Class Time, and Scheduling of Competitions

It is sometimes said that education is the only industry where the less one provides for the price the more
pleased customers are_ most ofus when we are students, welcome a day off from class or a homework-free
Weeknight. Athletes are no differe~t, and the rewards of competition in an area of their special skills have the
potential for many to weaken further the commitment to coursework and class attendance. Faculty work hard
to. e~~age students in learning, and perhaps in no other area does a u~i~ersi~ signa_l _an i~appropriate
Pnonttzation of athletics over academics than when, by policy or by admimstrat1ve decis10ns, It send the
message that training or competitions take priority over class attendance and coursewo~k: While trave~ ~e
and the practicalities of tournament play may make some missed class days inevitable, ~t IS th~ res?on Ibihty
of faculty and administrators, at individual schools and in conferences, to ensure that rrussed hme is kept to a
carefully designed minimum.

i:.I

Total time commitment

the NCAA has established detailed rules and monitoring procedures designed to limit to four hours per day
an~ twenty hours per week the amount of training and competition time athletes are required to dev?t~ to
the1r s orts. This limit 2ertains only to required activities set by the coaching staff, not to personal dec1S1ons
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athletes may make to devote time to training, and for safety reasons, NCAA bylaws allow for coaching staff
to provide general supervision for athletes undertaking personal training beyond the twenty-hour limit.
There is widespread belief that the twenty-hour rule is in many programs routinely violated, either
purposefully, by coaching staffs, or because monitoring is not pursued with care or in good faith. Individual
athletes must make their own choices about the amount of time they can devote to training, and the best
choices will vary widely among athletes. But coaching staffs and others acting for the university are
obligated to abide by the twenty-hour rule.
NCAA and conference groups continue to discuss how refinements in the twenty-hour rule can better
accomplish its goals, and the COIA encourages these efforts. However, training-time issues involve an
unusual number of ambiguous situations, and problems have less to do with inadequate rules than with a
failure by coaching staffs to take seriously the academic priorities of the students who play for them. In the
view of the COIA, to accomplish the goals of the twenty-hour rule, incentives must be created to help
coaching staffs see their role as helping to foster the all-around student development that athletics has the
potential to reinforce, rather than to maximize athletics excellence, even at the cost of academics.
For this reason, the COIA supports a proposal under discussion by the National Association of Academic
Advisors for Athletes (N4A):
4.1.1 Head coaches must share accountability for the academic achievement of the athletes they select for
admissions consideration. Data on continuing eligibility and graduation rates of each recruiting class brought
by individual head coaches to their institutions should be maintained, relevant to the period during which the
coach was employed at that institution and according to uniform standards, to establish a public record of the
academic success of each coach. This record should follow a coach from institution to institution.
Such a process will increase the likelihood that a coach's commitment to appropriate academic-athletics
balance will have an impact on the assessment of his or her success and the shape of his or her careers. It
will also help ensure that in seeking team success, coaches are less likely inappropriately to recruit students
who are not likely to succeed academically at their institutions, a practice that damages schools, students, and
intercollegiate sports.
In addition, the COIA recommends as best practices:
4.1.2 The campus administration and athletics department, in consultation with the Campus Athletics Board,
should establish clear policies regarding how the academic success of athletes bears on coaches' job
descriptions, and how academic performance will be weighed in reviews and personnel decisions regarding
coaching staffs. Campus procedures should allow the Campus Athletics Board or its personnel subcommittee
to review policy implementation, and to report annually to the campus administration and Faculty
Governance Body its assessment of the integrity with which these policies are implemented.
4.1.3 Procedures for exit interviews with athletes should include a focus on issues pertaining to compliance
with the twenty-hour rule, and these data should be considered by the Faculty Athletics Representative
(FAR) and Campus Athletics Board in assessments of program integrity.

!:2 Calendar approval procedures
Missed class days are a matter of academic integrity. It is essential that faculty recognize and respect t~e fact
that classes missed because of competition are beyond the control of athletes, and make acc?mmodattons to
allow athletes to complete course requirements without prejudice. But when athletes miss more than a
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~inimal number of classes instructional goals are undermined and time and resources are increasingly
?1verted_to help _athletes com~ensate, at cost to faculty and other students. Accordingly, faculty have a deep
mterest m-ensunng that athletics scheduling accords with NCAA principles for minimizing interference with
academics, and competition schedules should be approved with meaningful faculty participation.
Schedules are developed at both institutional and conference levels, and procedures for approval at both
levels should involve faculty. Many scheduling arrangements are made years in advance and others are
determined in the context of complex contract negotiations on the conference level. Meaningful faculty
participation means that approval of appropriate faculty, such as FARs and members of the Campus Athletics
Board, is sought at points where changes in scheduling can realistically be made.
The COIA recommends the following best practices:

4.2.1 Each campus should develop a set of principles concerning norms and limits of missed class time that
should guide annual approval decisions in each sport. These principles should be developed in consultation
with the FAR, the Campus Athletics Board, and the Faculty Governance Body.
4.2.2 Each conference should develop a set of principles concerning norms and limits of missed class time
that should guide annual approval decisions in each sport. These principles should be developed by
conference F ARs, in consultation with their Campus Athletics Boards and Faculty Governance Bodies, and
should not be less restrictive than campus-based principles of conference members.
4.2.3 Annual conference competition schedules should be in accord with conference principles on missed
class time and be adopted only with approval by conference FARs, who should be consulted on all
conference scheduling plans and options at a point early enough that their views will affect the final plan
offered for their approval.
4.2.4 Annual non-conference competition schedules should accord with individual campus principles on
missed class time and be adopted only with approval by the Campus Athletics Board, which should be
consulted on all conference scheduling plans and options at a point early enough that its views will affect the
final plan offered for their approval.

4.3 Season length and scheduling
NCAA bylaws specify that member institutions shall limit season length and other scheduling elements to
minimize interference with the academic programs of its athletes. However, it is clear that in certain sports
seasons are so long or scheduled in such a way as to interfere with coursework to an unacceptable degree.
This is particularly true of some spring sports such as baseball, softball, and golf, where the high number of
competitions requires many missed class days, and of basketball, where the competitive season bridges two
semester terms. In addition, the growth of post-season competition in some sports over the past few decades
has resulted in a lengthening of the total season, and conference reorganizations that have broadened the
geographical scope of many conferences have added travel time.
In addition, there is an increasing trend in televised sports for conferences to enter into contracts that _require
Weekday or weeknight competitions. These add to the class days missed by athletes. Particularly
problematic are cases where schools without facilities to accommodate the demands of weekday football
nevertheless agree to television contracts that require them to do so, resulting in the canceling of a cla s day
for an entire campus in order to stage a sports event.
Although schools theoretically control their scheduling choices, in fact, the dynamics of conference play and
the role of conferences in media contracts make the conference a key player in determining schedules. In
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recent years, the proliferation of pre-season tournaments as well as post-season conference tournaments has
contributed more than any other single factor to the lengthening of seasons.
Competitive seasons should be long enough to allow athletes to progress in skill development, coalesce in
team sports, allow most or all team members chances to participate in a variety of competitive situations, and
establish a basis for overall team competition based on total wins and losses. These criteria allow
intercollegiate athletics to accomplish the positive effects that give it value to students and campuses.
Seasons should not extend over more competitions or more calendar time than necessary to accomplish these
goals, since further extension generates at best diminishing positive returns at direct cost to the academic
progress of athletes. With regard to season length, COIA supports the following proposal:
4.3.1 The NCAA should continue to review the present limits on regular season length, in order to determine
the number of competitions necessary to accomplish the basic goals of each sport. NCAA limits on regular
season competitions should be adjusted to match these recommendations. Adjustments that are warranted on
academic grounds must be made regardless of the financial implications; if it is found that the season
schedule of a revenue sport, such as basketball, is creating challenges to academic success too demanding for
athletes realistically to meet, its length must be reduced.
The NCAA permits schools to divide seasons into two distinct segments in sports other than football and
basketball; this option may be restricted to a split of training seasons, but may also involve intercollegiate
competitions. In some sports, this has led to the establishment of "non-traditional playing seasons."
Engagement in both traditional and non-traditional seasons means athletes may experience no school terms
free of the pressures of intercollegiate competitions, and for students who need a "breather" to focus on
academics, this can be a difficult problem that outweighs any possible benefits a split season may offer.
Therefore:

4.3.2 NCAA bylaws should be amended so that divided competition seasons are not permitted.
4.3.3 In recent years athletics schedules have expanded in at least the following additional two ways, which
impinge on the academic schedule: 1) seasons have been expanded at the beginning and at the end,
particularly with regard to the proliferation of post-season conference tournaments, 2) athletic events have
increasingly been scheduled on weekdays. The Coalition urges the NCAA and the conferences to begin
reversing these trends. We recognize that for some universities and in some sports, this goal may remain
elusive and that the process may require as long as a decade to accomplish.
4.3.4 Institutions should not permit cancellation of campuswide classes for an athletics event. We urge the
NCAA Division IA membership to explore ways in which this can become a uniformly observed principle.

It is travel to other schools for competitions that most often leads to missed class days for athletes.
4.3.5 The NCAA should collect data and develop norms governing maximum times before and after
competitions that travel schedules may permit. Such policy should include guidelines for exceptional cases
and a waiver procedure, but should establish uniformity in the priority given to minimizing missed class
days.

Academic calendars differ among schools and it is difficult to generalize about what periods of time may be
more important academically than others. However, it is unquestionable that periods of final exams are

-------~-------------------------------------1-__c_ri~ti~c=al and

athletes should not be required to participate in competitions during final exam periods.
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~ti~a!ely, competiti~~ calendars are primarily developed at the conference level and appro d b
mStl~tlon~. The Coa~ibo~ r~commends that the following rule be adopted at the highest level of applicati n
possible: either at the msbtut10nal and conference levels, or as an NCAA bylaw:
4.3.6 An institution shall not schedule athletics competitions during final exam periods on that cho J
~a~pu~; conferences shall develop their schedules to accommodate the final exam calendar of all m mb r
mstltut10ns.

5. Policies Concerning the Office of Academic Advising for Athletes (OAAA)
NC~ legislation addresses only baseline programs and services to be provided by Division I
there 1s wide variation in the quality and breadth of services provided to athletes. Acad mic ad i r fi r
athletes have become professionalized, with their own national organization· advisor on indi idual
cam~uses receive guidance from their national association, and also respond to formal and infi rmal
reqmrements set for them by the institution and athletics department personnel.

The success of athlete advising is critical for the academic integrity of campus sports program . Faculty ha
a responsibility to understand the role of the Office of Academic Advising for Athlete (0 AA and t b
n th
assured that it is structured to operate with integrity. The participation of the director of the
Campus Athletics Board has been recommended by the COIA as a best practice.
There is a natural tension between the academic goals of advising and goals of athletic ucce
har
athletes and coaches. Program integrity does not require eliminating this tension - it i an ine itable fi
of college sports. Integrity is the product of managing this tension in such a way that the acad mic fi
!he college experience is preserved. To the degree that coaches and Athletics Director hare thi g
integrity, the advisor's task is simplified. When this is not the case, advisors are the front line for pre
academic integrity.

db
atur
u f
al f
m

The single most difficult issue that confronts the OAAA is to maintain a focus on maximizing the a ad mic
ac_c~mplishments of athletes, given their athletics commitments, rather than on maintaining th ir athl tic
eligibility. A focus on eligibility will lead athletes towards unchallenging courses and major and o eru of
a~ademic support. Eligibility standards are the lowest levels of academic accomplishment that uni er itie
will tolerate, not goals for students to aim for. Historically, advisors have often encountered pre ure from
coaches and others to minimize the academic challenges athletes face in order to ensure continuing eligibility
mu t be
and meet graduation rate expectations. Athletes may adopt these minimal goals as well. The O
structured and led in ways that will help it resist these pressures and focus on motivating athlete to u e th ir
academic opportunities to maximize personal growth, intellectual skills, and career succe .
The proposed guidelines are not meant to be comprehensive or exhaustive, and it is not expected that each
guideline will be applicable to every institution. The guidelines are best used jointly by members of the
OAAA, those involved in campus athletics governance, and faculty governance leader to a e curr nt
programs and envision possible improvements.
Certain values or principles inform many of these guidelines. These principles provide a rationale for th
recommendations of effective practices.
Academic integrity. The core mission of athletic academic support programs hould be _to h Ip athlet.
maximize their academic performance, assume responsibility for their learni~~• re_ach attai~abl ~cademi
goals, and make progress toward degree completion. Because the focus of adv1 mg 1s academic a ~1 ment
and personal growth, although the pressures and rewards of athletics participation are central 1 u for
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athletes and their advisors, the role of advisors must be to advocate for academic choices and effort that ar
in the athletes' interest and have integrity.
Intew;ation. Athlet~s sho~ld ~e integrat~d in the student body, culture, and community. The intercollegiat
athlet1~s program, mclud~ng its academic support services, should be an integral part of the in titution
educational system. While the OAAA provides specialized services to athletes, it should encourage and
expect athletes to utilize the institution's regular academic services.
Scrutiny and support. Unique among campus advisors, academic advisors for athletes are at the interface of
the often competing pressures that characterize all intercollegiate athletics: the dual imperatives to ucc d
academically and athletically. While many athletics departments, administrators, and coaches are committed
to fostering academic excellence, history indicates that athletics advisors may sometimes feel trong
pressures to prioritize the interests of teams over their judgments of the academic interests of indi idual
students. For this reason, the academic advising office must receive strong institutional upport and
attention.
Personal adjustment. Programs and services should help athletes adjust effectively to the anou
developmental transitions they face in college. Skills needed to cope with changes from high cho l to
college, and then to life after college, should be provided in a well-designed and integrated program.
Successful programs will ensure that while the OAAA monitors athletes' academic accompli hment athlete
are led to take increasing responsibility for utilizing campus resources and pursuing academic goal .
Effectiveness. Programs should be held accountable for quality and impact on students' acad mic
achievement. Assessments of programs and services, both internal and external, should be made on a r gular
schedule.
Campus comparability. The unit's mission and breadth of services should be conceived in term of the
~orms of the campus. Because athletes require special skills in time management, must track eligibility
issues in making academic choices, and miss classes because of competition schedules, there is rea on to
pr~vide athletes with enhanced support services. However, athlete support must not reach level that
eliminate academic challenges essential to intellectual growth or that create visible inequities on campu that
SUggest privileged status and undermine the mission of athletics to promote campus community and loyalty.
Similarly, while campuses should ensure that Offices of Academic Advising for Athletes ha e taff alary
and budget support commensurate with the challenges and responsibilities undertaken, qualified and well
staffed undergraduate advising must be a campuswide priority, and support for athletics advising mu t not be
at a level that creates campus resentment by indicating prioritization of athletics over other part of the
academic community.
Guidelines for the Office of Academic Advising for Athletes

[Drafting comments are added to this section for clarity.}
~1. Organization

5.1.1 The OAAA should report directly to the campus office of academic affairs. Campu e_ may_c?oo e to
have a secondary reporting line to the Director of Athletics, but primary control over academtc advt mg mu t
derive from the chief academic officer of the campus.

Advising is an academic function, and it belongs primarily to the academic side; the campus academic
- - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - l ~J ajj~ffairs office must be accountable for the quality and integrity of the advising provided all its tudents. For
this reason, the OAAA should report to the office of the chief academic officer of the campus. The campus
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office of academic affairs should be responsible for and involved with OAAA personnel decisions, supervise
policies and procedures for academic advising of athletes, and have authority in budget decisions concerning
academic advising. However, it is essential that the OAAA operate with the strong support of the Director of
Athletics, in order to combat potential pressures to substitute the goal of continued eligibility for academic
accomplishment, and to motivate athletes to make the most of academic opportunities. In addition, it is
common for the OAAA to provide athlete services beyond advising, and the design and operation of these
services requires the involvement and support of the Athletics Department. Athletics Directors should be
provided positive opportunities for engagement with the OAAA mission. Campuses should consider, in
delineating OAAA reporting lines, whether this goal will best be met by means of a secondary reporting line
or by other means through which the AD can become positively engaged in the mission of the OAAA. The
structure that will best ensure support of the OAAA academic mission and best guard against efforts to focus
on eligibility over accomplishment, in light of campus culture and organization, will represent the best
practice for each campus. However, in all cases, ultimate accountability for the integrity of the OAAA must
lie clearly with the chief academic officer.
5.1.2 The OAAA should work closely with the FAR.
The free flow of information between the OAAA and the FAR allows the FAR to support the academic
mission of the OAAA, in accord with the role offaculty representative. The FAR should be fully apprised by
the OAAA Director of all issues bearing on the integrity of the advising program.
5.1.3 The OAAA should be represented by its Director on a regularly convened committee that monitors the
relationship between athletics programs and campus academic and support units, bringing together
administrative officers and others responsible for key elements of athlete support and services, such as the
Registrar, Bursar, Athletics Director, FAR, Compliance Offer, and a high academic administrator. The
OAAA Director and FAR should have the prerogative to introduce agenda items.
5.1.4 The OAAA should collaborate closely with other campus advising units.
A full understanding of the goals, practices, and requirements of campuswide and departmental advising
units is essential to ensuring that the OAAA meets the highest campus standards of academic advising, makes
maximum use of campus resources, and enables athletes to be aware and make use of the resources available
to other students.
5.1.5 The OAAA should collaborate closely with other campus student support units.
Close coordination with student service units on campus will help ensure that OAAA services conform to best
campus practices, that athletes make the best use of these services, and that the OAAA does not inefficiently
duplicate services already provided on campus.
5.1.6 The OAAA should have a clearly defined mission statement, consistent with that of the campus, which
specifies the centrality of academic integrity to the unit mission.
5.1.7 The OAAA should develop regular and frequent internal self-assessment procedures for all its
programs, and work with the campus to arrange periodic campus assessments of its academic advising and
athlete services components, to ensure successful external NCAA certification reviews.
In order to create a continuing dynamic for improved OAAA services, the NCAA, perhaps in conjunction with
the National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletes, should devote resources to re~earch on ejf~ctive
OAAA programs. Conferences are encouraged to support annual meetings of OAAA dzrectors to dzscuss

---~------------------------~----------1--_ _:_P...:roblems, opportunities, and best practices.
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5.2. Personnel

A. Director
5.2.1 The Director should have a Master's or Doctoral degree in student counseling or a related field .

The increasing responsibilities of the OAAA on many campuses has led at some school to a r quir d or
preferred qualification of a doctoral degree in a field of relevant expertise, and this is recomm nd d a a
best practice.
5.2.2 The Director should have prior experience in student counseling, personnel and budget manag ment

and athletics, with a history of rules compliance and commitment to ethical practices.
5.2.3 The Director should have independence in developing and implementing policie related to acad m1

advising, subject to the supervision of the campus office of academic affairs.
5.2.4 The Director should be directly responsible for the development of program budget , allocation f unit

resources, assignment of advisor case loads and other unit duties, and all unit personnel deci ion .
5.2.5 The Director should be responsible for designing and supervising advisor training program .
5.2.6 The Director should have final authority over advising staff, under the supervi ion of the campu chi f

academic officer, subject only to usual institutional rules governing the authority and respon ibility of unit
heads.
5.2.7 The Director should have appropriate and specified authority over support staff.
5.2.8 The Director should be responsible for designing and supervising tutor and mentor training program .
5.2.9 The salary of the Director, and of all positions in the OAAA, should be determined by the office of
academic affairs, with due regard for the specialized skills and work schedules of OAAA per onnel e ternal
market conditions, and issues of campus equity.

~ - Academic Advisors
5.2.10 OAAA Advisors should preferably have a Master's degree in student counseling or a related field and

experience in student counseling.
5.2.11 Advisors should participate in professional development opportunities.

5.2.12 Advisors should participate in on-campus training provided by other campus academic or ad i ing
units.
5.2.13 Advisors should be assigned manageable case loads.
5.2.14 No advisor should report directly to a coach.

5-2.15 A single advisor should not serve as the sole advisor assigned to work ~ith_ a specific team· multiple
advisors should share team advising duties. There are many conveniences to ass1gnmg all member of a team

03 ,)
to a single _advisor; however~ there is significant potential for the authority and independence of ad i O t
be undemuned, and the assignment of multiple advisors to teams is a best practice de igned to impr
conditions for academic integrity.
Although many coaches are committed to the academic success of their athletes, the influence of oach
over academic advising should be strictly limited. There is a significant imbalance of power b tw 11
coaches and advisors, and coaches' goals may differ significantly from those of academic advi or ; th
problems are reduced when advisors interact with a coach as a group. Schools that have adopted thi mod I
have reported success, but it has not been broadly tested. It is recommended that school con id r it
advantages in seeking to improve academic integrity in advising, and that information on the comparativ
merits of the two systems be collected for ongoing assessment.
5.2.16 Advisors should communicate closely with advisors in athletes' major departments, in order to n ur

that athletes receive consistent and accurate counseling.
5.2.17 Advisors should review and have the option to endorse petitions for NCAA academic wai er .

NCAA continuing eligibility requirements may sometimes conflict with legitimate academic goal , u h a
changes of major motivated by shifts in student interest or career goals. Judicious NCAA review of p tition ·
will be more likely if reliable advisor assessments are included. Campuses should include advi or in u h
petition procedures, and should design procedures to ensure that advisor judgments about th acad mi
integrity ofpetitions are not subject to distortion.
5.2.18 Academic advisors not coaches should be the contact point between the athletic departm nt and

' be forbidden
' from initiating contact with instructors regarding the academi
instructors. Coaches should
progress or status of individual students.

5.2.19 Academic advisors, not coaches, should have the primary responsibility in the athlete's election of

major and specific courses.

C. Other Appointees
5.2.20 Leaming specialists, life-skill coordinators, and other additional staff should be ~~pointed to manage

major OAAA program activities apart from academic advising, as necessary. These pos1t1ons may b
with other campus student services units to maximize efficient use of resources.

hared

5.3. Programmatic Functions

A. Academic Advising
The OAAA should perform the following functions:
5.3.1 Re-assessment of newly enrolled athletes' abilities and skills.

Because the proportion of sponsored admits tends to be higher for athletes than for other tud nt
populations, the identification of at-risk students is particularly critical _Jor the. OAAA. Be_cau of t1;c
potential for the time management problems associated with athletics to interfere w~tl, academ .
achievement, it is unusually important for advisors to athletes to be able to set ba elme academr
expectations for individual students.

1.rademic Integrity and College Sports

5.3.2 Academic counseling for academic progress.
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The cen_tral functi?n of academic advisors for athletes is high quality counseling to optimize tudent '
academic accomplishments, relative to their academic potential and their evolving long-term goal .

5.3.3 Monitoring and tracking academic progress during semesters and towards degree completion.
Because of the competing demands of athletics and academics, the OAAA is more proactive in monitoring
and evaluating student progress than other campus advising units.

5.3.4 Assisting students in identifying career goals and choosing a major.
This function may require coordination with campus or other unit advisors. Advisors mu t help tud nt
focus on their long-range interests in choosing a major, rather than on the goal of minimizing potential tim
and effort conflicts between academics and athletics.

5.3.5 Offering assistance in course scheduling.
Once students choose a major, departmental advisors should be chiefly responsible for course h duling
advice, but the OAAA may continue involvement in order to review for issues of eligibility and time confli t .
The objective should be to resolve conflicts so as best to accommodate academic goals.

5.3.6 Monitoring issues of academic eligibility.
Advisors ensure that students are aware of institutional and departmental requirements to remain in good
academic standing.

5.3.7 Monitoring issues of athletic eligibility.
The OAAA provides athletes with ieformation concerning all policies related to eligibility, and a si t the
student in assessing how best to accomplish academic goals while maintaining eligibility. ~dvi or
coordinate with certification specialists in order to ensure that students are able to make well-mformed
decisions.

B. Academic Support Services
The OAAA should provide the following academic support services:
5.3.8 Specialized programming and assistance for the freshman transition.
5.3.9 Assistance to students in developing academic planning and time management skills.

,.,,.zme management is

fi hl
The 0' " " " should have program to help all
an unusually critical issue or at etes. 1.'
:tUU1
athletes develop superior time management skills.
1.

5.3.10 Mentoring for at-risk students.

Wh ·

d'
if ll e achievement the OAAA mu t
ile, in principle schools assess athletics success as one pre ictor O co eg
ll ' l d . 'd r d
anticipate that a 'portion of athletes will be underprepared for college academi~a ~- n zvi. ufia zze
·
d
t · k t dents must be a significant unzt ocus.
mentoring programs particularly for first- and secon -year a rzs s u
'
d I th
However, it is equaily critical that athletes in these programs realize that they are expected to eve op e
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skills necessary_f~r college success in a timely manner. Mentoring programs must be designed to Jo t r
student academic independence, and should limit interventions in such a way as to promote thi goal.

5.3.11 Access to tutors and, when appropriate, mentors.
The OAAA guides athletes who need special academic help to student tutors and/or mentors. Hi toricall ,
academic dishonesty associated with tutoring has been a problem with some athletics program ; tlzer ifor ,
the following item is an important facet of OAAA management.

5.3.12 Training and supervision for tutors and mentors.
Prospective tutors should be carefully vetted for academic qualifications and experience. The OAAA mu t
provide significant training for tutors. This training must involve a review of ethical problern that hav
emerged in the past and detailed guidelines for ethical behavior. Programs are advi ed to de elop
"contracts" that specify the responsibilities of tutors. Tutoring should be restricted to on- ite m eting , or
reports of tutoring activities should be submitted by tutors for individual tutoring sessions. Although tutor
and athletes bear responsibility for the integrity of the tutoring process, the OAAA is accountabl for
adhering proactively to best practice standards in the hiring, training, and supervision of tutors and mentor .

5.3.13 Other appropriate learning interventions.
These may include classroom checks, required study tables, surrogate class attendees when athlete ar at
off-campus competitions, and so forth. The principle governing such arrangements is that athlete hould b
responsible for the maximum effort of which they are academically capable, and the level of intervention
should anticipate increasingly mature and responsible behavior. For example, while classroom checks may
be considered appropriate for first-year students, to enforce them for juniors or seniors is to perpetuate an
expectation of irresponsibility. Increasing independence and responsibility is essential to the college
experience. It is unacceptable for the OAAA to inhibit this process in order to minimize risks of academic
problems for teams.

5.3.14 Study facilities available and accessible to athletes.
Because athletes spend a great deal of time on the athletics campus, which is frequently at some di tance
from other parts of the campus, athletics study facilities should be available. Such facilities also hould
allow the OAAA to monitor tutorials, required study tables, and so forth, which may be especially valuable in
helping athletes make the transition to college. It should be emphasized that athletes are fully responsible
for making use of other campus facilities, such as the Library.

5.3.15 Laptop computer loans for athletics travel.
5.3.16 Priority registration services.
New NCAA progress-towards-degree requirements make it increasingly necessary for athlete to have s_ome
level of priority in class choices, a service that has previously been justified principally on the ba I of
athletics practice scheduling conflicts. Registration is a campuswide issue, and campus faculty_ should
develop policy governing registration privileges for student groups with special need that gives du
consideration to the increased scheduling pressures on athletes.

£. Athlete Support Services
By providing a range of the following support services to athletes the OAAA can reinforce it overall
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function in promoting academic strength:
5.3.17 Programs for or assistance concerning transition out of collegiate port .
5.3.18 Information on campus programs and services relating to: life kill d 1 pm nt
career skills assessment, job search preparation, graduate school application int m ht
Where campus services may not exist, the OAAA may advocate for them, or pro id md end nt
for athletes.
It is important for the integration of athletes in the campus student body that th b awar of an Im
of the resources of the campus. Wherever possible, the OAAA should refrain fro m tabl, /1111 ' in L p
programs, and instead coordinate with other campus units and proactively en ourag
in order to make best use of the services the campus provides.

t
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5.3 .19 Support for the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee (SAA ).
5.3.20 Organization of appropriate community service activities for athlete .
5.3.21 Academic awards ceremonies and other activities to recognize academic ace
additional incentives.
5.3.22 A substance abuse education program that addresses alcohol abu e perfi nnan
abuse, recreational drug abuse, and other forms of substance abuse, or participate in cam

5.3.23 A media education program.
5.3.24 Internship or graduate assistantship programs related to athletic .
5.3.25 Programs to educate athletes concerning agents and
them.

CAA and campu rule g

emin

t

ith

5.3.26 Programs in diversity awareness; the OAAA may participate in campu wide program
5.3.27 A gambling abuse education program.
5.3.28 Programs on sexual harassment and sexual misconduct awarenes · the 0
campuswide programs.
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DRAFT 01-27-2005

Resolution to allocate 2% of Main Campus Facilities & Administrative funding to UNM's University Ubrarte
Faculty Senate Library Committee

The Faculty Sena~e Libr~ry Committee realizes there is a limited amount of F&A funding available, and many demand
are_ma~e u~on ~his funding . H_owever, most of these funds are allocated to specific units on campus, whereas U •
University Libraries are essential to the function of all departments, centers, institutes, and in conducting basic and
applied research.
The factual and statistical case behind the rising costs of scholarly communication was presented in a whit pa r
prepared in 2004 by the FSLC, The Crisis in Scholarly Communication. For example, it is stated, ~according to
Association of Research Libraries from 1987-1999 the Consumer Price Index increased by a cumulative total of 52%,
while the unit cost of academic library journal subscriptions increased by 206%. Additionally, during this penod acad m1c
and scientific publishers achieved profit margins of 40% or more per year, compared to the 5% annual averag for
publishing industry as a whole. To compensate for increasing journal prices, the average U.S. research library purcha
26% less books in 1999 than it did in 1986."
UNM's University Libraries have received a fixed amount of $25,500 annually as part of the F&A pool. Thi I ur
represents 0.17 % of the total F&A funds generated by Main Campus (in FY03}, and has remained unchanged or m ny
years. Thus, while research funds and associated F&A funds have grown significantly over the last decad at U
(for
~xample, total external funding has increased by 25% in the past four years), the amount allocated to University L1bran
In support of this research has shrunk in both proportional and real terms.
WHEREAS, adequate support for the University Libraries is essential to the health and growth of UNM's research effort n
all disciplines; and
WHEREAS , the unit cost of materials to support university research, such as jour~~ls and other scholarly pubhca on ,
has increased substantially, far exceeding the rate of inflation, producing a budget crisis; and
WHEREAS, University Libraries has had to cancel journals and will have to cancel journals in the near future in

°rd r '

0

address the crisis; and
WHEREAS, University Libraries has seen an increase in the availability of scholarly publications in electronic_fonna, and
faculty demand for these publications has increased while University L1branes has not received an increase ,n i budge
for supporting these changes and demands; and
WHEREAS, the book/monograph budget, which is essential to arts and humanities scholars, has declined because of
increase in journal subscription costs in the sciences and social sciences, and

.
•
•
h' d th rowth of UNM's research endeavors, and 111,
~HEREAS, the budget of the University L1branes h~s. fallen fadr b~ 1~ty ; ~gnificantly increasing research and e emal
without action, be unable to support the University s state pnon

°

funding of research in the future; and

t b

d issues these funds, while important, are

'
WHEREAS, although the University Libraries has benefited fro~ recen on
temporary and are not a solution to the UNM Libraries' underfunding; and
.
..
Ore on Texas-Austin Virginia, Washington Sta e,
9 'ally a percent~ge of their total F
9
WHEREAS, other peer and comparable regional universitie~ (~- ·· .
return
Nevada-Las Vegas, New Mexico State, etc.) allocate to their hbranes annu
ranging from 1% to 7%·,

nd ur es an allocation of 2% of all incoming

TH~REFORE: BE IT RESOLVED, that the UNM Faculty S_enat~ s~ii~~=tfor th~ ongoing support of re~earch al U
.
M~in Campus F&A money be made each fiscal year _to University h than replacement, to current funding support for
This funding should be viewed as an incremental increase, rat er
University Libraries.
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ARTICULATION: DEGREE APPROVAL, TRANSFER OF COURSE CREDIT, AND FACULTY
APPROVAL

Articul~tion: Though t~e branch colleges operate under an admissions policy different from that of
the m~rn campus, their degree off~rings are approved by the University of New Mexico and many
of !heir ~curses carry transfer credit toward UNM baccalaureate degrees. This connection or
art1culat10~ of programs means that branch college faculty members may be required to meet a
more specific set of approval standards in order to teach transferable courses than to teach nontran~ferable courses. The policies which govern the articulation of degree programs, course
credit, and faculty approval between the UNM branch colleges and the main campus are
presented below.
Degree Approval

A.

1. All associate degree programs offered at the main campus in Albuquerque are
authorized to be offered at the branches, upon approval by the appropriate
college and department or program on the Albuquerque campus.
2.

I
!

To meet local needs, the branches are authorized to develop and offer, with the
approval of the Undergraduate Committee, the Curricula Committee, and the
Faculty Senate, programs leading to the degrees of Associate of Arts and
Associate of Sciences. The branches are also authorized to develop and offer,
with the approval of the Office of the Provost/Executive Vice President for
Academic Affairs, programs leading to the degree of Associate of Applied
Sciences. The transferability to the main campus of credit for courses in these
programs will be determined in accordance with the policy statements B. 1, 2,
and 3 below.

B. Transfer of Course Credit

I

I
I

r

I

The University will accept baccalaureate credits earned by students at any UNM
college, in accordance with the following policy:

1. Credits earned in lower division courses that appear in the UNM Catalog and/or UNM
Schedule of Classes, which have been submitted by the branches and approved for
credit by the appropriate department or program and the UNM Curricula Committee,
and the branch instructor, content, and level of performance for said courses having
been approved by the appropriate main campus department or program, will be
accepted by the University as though they were earned on the main campus at the
University in Albuquerque.
2.

New lower division courses which do not appear in the UNM Catalog and/or the
UNM Schedule of Classes will be accepted by the University as though they
were earned on the main campus if they have been designed by the branches in
cooperation with the appropriate main campus department or program and
college; approved for credit by the appropriate department or progr~~ and
college and by the UNM Curricula Committee; and approved for their instructor,
content, and level of performance by the appropriate main campus department or
program.

3.

New and existing lower division courses designed by the branches which dohnot
appear in the UNM Catalog and/or the UNM Schedule of Classes, and whic

I

I

branch
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have n_ot bee~ approved by a main campus department and the UNM Curricula
Co~mittee pnor to being offered, are generally not acceptable for baccalaureate
cre?it excep! (a) by petitio~ and approval from the UNM degree granting unit, or
(b) if determined to be equivalent to a main campus course by the UNM
department or program which offers that course.
4.

Special cu_rricular offerings are authorized to meet local educational needs which
are not being m_et by other institutions in the area. The transferability to the main
ca~pus of credit for these offerings will be determined in accordance with the
policy statements B. 1, 2, and 3 above.

C. Faculty Approval
1.

2.

3.

I

I

ApP_roval standards for transferable courses. Branch college courses carrying predesignated transferability shall be offered by approved faculty. Tenured/tenure track
faculty, by virtue of the standards required for their appointment, are automatically
approved to teach transferable courses in their fields of credentialed expertise. Nontenured/tenure track faculty, and tenured/tenure track faculty teaching outside their
fields of credentialed expertise, must be approved to teach transferable courses
before or as early as possible during the first semester in which they offer those
courses. To be approved to teach transferable courses, faculty members shall meet
written standards appropriate to the courses they are to offer.
Formulation of standards. The faculty approval standards for each transferable
course shall be formulated in writing and adopted jointly by the appropriate branch
college and main campus administrators. Normally these will be the administrators
immediately responsible for supervising course offerings in a particular field : e.g., the
chairs (or directors or co-ordinators or heads) of the departments or programs in the
relevant discipline. Once formulated, the standards for each course shall be
transmitted to, and reviewed by, the Office of the Provost/Executive Vice President
for Academic Affairs. The standards shall be kept on file by the Office of the Provost
and by the branch college and main campus administrators who formulated them.
They shall be transferred to, and applied in a consistent manner by, subsequent
administrators, and they shall be revised only by joint written agreement of the
appropriate administrators holding office at the time. All revisions shall be promptly
transmitted to, and reviewed by, the Office of the Provost/Executive Vice President
for Academic Affairs.

Implementation of standards. The determination that a prospective instructor meets
the faculty approval standards for a transferable course shall initially be made by the
appropriate administrator (department chair, program director, coordinator, or head)
at the branch college. Approval of the instructor shall then be reviewed and confirmed
or denied by the college's Dean of Instruction. If the Dean confirms the approval, the
branch college may hire the instructor prior to receiving main campus approval. The
approval shall then be forwarded to the Branch Executive Director for
recommendation to the appropriate main campus department chair or program
director· it shall be submitted no later than the third week of the semester. The
approv~I shall be accompanied by copies of the faculty member's vita and syllabus
for the course in question. The main campus administrator shall confirm or deny the
approval before or as early as possible during the first semester in V.:hich t~e fa~~lty
member offers the course. This decision shall be promptly communicated in writing
to the appropriate branch campus administrator, the Dean of Instruction, and, if th~
approval is denied, the Office of the Provost/Executive Vice President for Academic
Affairs.

0
4.

Denial o~ approval. If faculty approval is denied, the main campus administrator shall
com~~nrcate the reasons for this ?ecision in writing to the appropriate branch college
administrator, the Dean of Instruction, and the Office of the ProvosWice President for
Academic Affairs. This communication shall refer specifically to the written faculty
approval standards for the course in question but may include other considerations
as well. ~ourse~ already in progress shall not be cancelled solely because faculty
approval 1s ~enred or delayed. If approval is denied, the main campus administrator
shall work with the branch college administrator to identify and employ an eligible
substitute instructor. If no eligible substitute can be obtained, the faculty member who
began the course shall finish it under the supervision of the branch college
administrator; but the same faculty member shall not be employed again to teach the
same course, or any other course that has comparable approval standards, unless
s/he has received branch college and main campus approval to do so before the
course begins.

5.

Exemptions from standards. Faculty members may teach transferable courses
without meeting established approval standards only if the appropriate branch
college administrator submits, and the Dean of Instruction supports, a request for an
individual exemption from the standards .. The request shall be accompanied by a
detailed explanation of the reasons for the request and by the proposed faculty
member's vita and syllabus for the course in question. The request shall be submitted
to the appropriate main campus administrator no later than two weeks before the
semester begins. If the request is not approved by the appropriate main campus
administrator before the course begins, the course shall not be offered by the
proposed instructor.

6.

Non-transferable courses. Branch college courses not carrying pre-designated
transferability shall be offered by faculty who meet the appointment standards set
forth in the college's statement on appointment and retention (see section F60
below), and who are recommended for appointment by the appropriate branch
college administrator (department chair, program director, coor~inator, or head), _the
Dean of Instruction and the Branch Executive Director. In making recommendations
concerning all faculty appointments, administrators shall act in accordance ~ith the
standards and procedures set forth in the branch college statement on appointme~t
and retention and in section F60 below. All faculty appointments are subJect to review
by the Provost/Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs.
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FACULTY SENATE STATEMENT ON BUDGETING PRIORITIES 2005-2006

Introduction:

'.he ~NM ~udget Summit on April 1, 2004 was an historic event on campus. Perhaps for
the first time in the life of the University the administration, the faculty, the staff and the students
colla_borated on a matter of great significance to the institution: its budget. What had been
previously discussed in private by a small group of people was now debated with candor and
strengt_h of conviction in open forum . In this same spirit the Faculty Senate and the Operations
Committee present to the community at large and to the administration their budgeting
recommendations for the next fiscal year and beyond.
Summary of Recommendations to Rationalize and Improve the Budgeting Process:

1.

The faculty and other core constituencies ought to be integrally involved in more
transparent budgetary decision-making.
2. Funds appropriated by the legislature for faculty salaries should be used for that
purpose and no other. To avoid frustrating the intent of the legislature, no percentage
of these funds should be directed elsewhere, such as for operating expenses.
3. The mean salary increases should be the same for faculty and administrators.
4. Counter-offers should be made only when a written offer from a comparable
university is in hand, and only after consultation between faculty colleagues, the
department chair, and the dean.
5. There should be a quarterly (monthly?) accounting of the use of indirect costs (IDC)
garnered from contracts and grants generated by the faculty.
Summary of Budgetary Recommendations for FY 2005-2006:

1.

Given the ongoing importance of bringing UNM faculty salaries up to the mean of our
peer group, the average salary should be at least 4 percent. Since UNM tuition levels
remain at the bottom of our peer group, raising tuition to fund a modest faculty salary
increase is desirable.
2. The same percentage increase should be given to the School of Medicine faculty, the
staff and the continuing part-time faculty.
3. The two percent increase recommended by the legislature should be supplemented
with a 9.25 percent tuition increase in order to fund a 4 percent salary increase.
4. One and one-half to two percent of indirect cost funds (IDC) should be allocated to
the university libraries.
5. We also recommend an increase in the range of twenty-five to forty percent to
continue and enhance funding for University College's successful student retention
6.
7.
8.

and graduation initiatives.
The administration's contributions to the faculty and staff retirement fund (ERB)
should more closely conform with the sixteen percent donated by UN~ em~loyees.
Some recurring money should be set aside at the college level for equity adJustments
in faculty salaries.
.
Preserving and expanding tenure track faculty positions are a priority. However, until
and if the use of contingent faculty should decline, those part-time faculty who are
regularly employed deserve fair compensation and benefits.

Statement of Budgetary Priorities, 2005-2006:

The spirit of cooperation and collaboration manifested by all the pa~ies _en~aged in the
budget summit must not be limited to a single annual event. Day by day university life grows more
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complex, a reality that calls for increased and open communication. A transparent and
collaborative budgeting process is important.

. U_NM's_national and international standing is a critical factor in state development efforts,
Standing 1s ~ direct result of the ability of the University to recruit, retain and sustain high-quality
faculty teaching, research and service. Consistent with our strategic plan and the state's long~erm econon:iic and educational goals, a five-year plan should be developed that specifies
incremental increases to assure that faculty salaries reach the mean of peer institutions. Faculty
salary increases at a minimum should be set above the cost-of-living increase and take merit into
account. Mean percentage salary increases of Medical School faculty should equal those of the
main-campus faculty. Mean percentage salary increases for those administrators at the deans'
level and above should equal the mean percentage salary increases for faculty.
Substantial additional funding will be generated by the funding formula, owing to
increased enrollment during the past few years. A significant portion of these I and G funds
should be allocated to new tenure-track faculty positions to accommodate increased teaching
loads necessitated by the growing enrollment. Until and if the use of contingent faculty should
decline, those part-time faculty who are regularly employed deserve fair compensation and
benefits.
The faculty is concerned about the financial health of the pensions funds managed by the
Educational Retirement Board (ERB), and urges full disclosure of the current status of these
funds, and appropriate adjustments so that there are no unfunded liabilities in the future. Any
adjustments should be made in such a way that they do not adversely affect increases in UN M's
already low faculty salaries (such as significant increases in employee contributions to the
retirement fund).
UNM is about at the national average of the cost of living increase. We are twentypercent behind the national average of faculty salaries and fifteen percent behind our peer
institutions. Is there an audit of the money spent for faculty salaries? Are we as an institution
gradually reducing our reliance on state funded salaries? Will the Director of Internal Audit report
if and to what extent waste is the result of some of our spending habits? We express these
concerns because, compared with our peer group, we are at the bottom in undergraduate
resident tuition and fee rates, our salaries are close to the bottom and our IDC is at fifty-percent.
The university libraries are major resources for teaching and research. Just as we fear
the growing risks of not adequately addressing the university's fraying infrastructure, so we
cannot for much longer delay having the necessary print and technological materials required by
our faculty and students to carry on their research.
University College's six programs aimed at retaining freshmen and increasing graduation
rates are bearing fruit. High quality small group courses and seminars are becoming so
successful that the goal of exposing more and more freshmen to these experiences may be
inevitable, depending on how long funding will be available to do so.
We thank President Caldera for making the budget summit a true and substantive
collaborative effort within the university. We look forward to working with Executive VicePresident David Harris, whose knowledge and experience we consider vital to the success of this
enterprise. Finally, we want to thank the Faculty Senate Budget Committee for their valuable
assistance.

Ed De Santis, President, Faculty Senate
Operations Committee: Bill Bramble, Beverly Burris, Barry Kues, Anita Obermeier, Chris Smith
and Tom White

